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ABSTRACT

This study has two goals - (1) to see what criteria are needed to define

collocations and (2) to make a list of the high frequency collocations of spoken

English that would be useful for guiding teaching, learning and course design.

The existing criteria for defining collocations are generally not well defined

and have not been applied consistently. Wray and Perkins (2000) identify more

than forty terms used for designating multi-word units. To avoid this confusion,

three criteria are strictly applied - frequent co-occurrence, grammatical well-

formedness and predictability in Ll. The ten million word British National

Corpus (BNC) spoken corpus is used as the data source, and the 1,000 most

frequent spoken word types from that corpus are all investigated as pivot

words. It is found that the three criteria can be applied in a systematic way.

The most striking finding is that there are a larse number of collocations

meeting the first two criLeria and a large number of these would qualify for

inclusion in the most frequent 2,000 words of English, if no distinction was

made between single words and collocations.

There are nine major findings in this study - 1) there is a very large

number of grammatically well-formed high frequency collocations, 2)

collocations occur in spoken language much more frequently than they occur in

written language, 3) the more frequent the pivot word, the greater the number

of collocates, 4) a small number of pivot words accoun[ for a very large

proportion of the tokens of collocations, 5) adjectives tend to have more

collocates than other content words, 6) the shorter the collocation, the greater



the freqr-lency, 7) content word plus content word eollocations o,utnumber other

patten s of eentent word c.ollocations, 8) there are nore collocafe$ on the left

thanr collocates on tl.re right, but this differenee is not strileing, 9) a third oJ the

500 uoost frequent collocations of Eoelish did not have word for word

equivalents in Kore'arl (L1).

A balanced approach is needed for ttre teaching and learnine of

collocations,, emploloing oBportunities tor both deliberate and incidental

leanaing" and giving appropriate attention ur eaeh of the lo-ur skills of listening,

speakirrs, reading and writing,
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CFIAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Justification

The aims of this thesis are to provide a set of reliable and

replicable criteria for defining a collocation and to provide a list of the

most useful English collocations for beginners learning English.

Collocations are sequences of words that go together to make up a

sequence such as you know, I think, pick {smo} up, and come back.

There are several reasons why teachers and learners should be

interested in collocations. One reason is that collocations help learners'

language use, both with the development of fluency and 'native-like

selection'. Collocations also provide a useful way of helping learners

learn new vocabulary.

Using collocations can develop learners' language fluency. Pawley

and Syder (1983), talking about larger units, argue that there are

hundreds of thousands of 'lexicalised sentence stems' that adult native

speakers have at their disposal, and suggest that the second language

learner might need a similar number for native-like fluency. They

looked for 'fluent units' in native speakers' language use. A 'fluent unit'

is a stretch of pause-free speech uttered at or faster than the normal

speed of articulation (about five syllables per second in English). The

typical fluent native speaker makes a pause after every two or three



words. This indicates that there may be memorised sequences in their

speech and also raises the possibility of frequent use as memorised

Sequences. These memorised sequences may be analysed or unanalysed.

Sinclair (i991) describes this phenomenon by proposing the idiom

principle which suggests that words are 'glued' to other words. Sinclair

points out that a large number of semi-preconstructed phrases may

constitute single choices. They might be analysable into segments but in

fact may be available to a language user as a single unit. Each of these

units is thus treated as a kind of idiom and the idiom principle may thus

be explained by a natural tendency to gain efficiency in language use,

and to deal with the exigencies of real time conversation (Sinclair, 1991,

p. 110). Skehan (1996, 1998) argues that when required to perform

spontaneously, L2 learners are likely to draw fixed and formulaic

expressions from their mental lexicon. The chunked expressions enable

learners to reduce cognitive effort, to save processing time and to have

language available for immediate use (de Glopper,2002; Nation, 2001a).

In addition to fluency development, collocations help learners'

"native-like selection" (Pawley and Syder, 1983, p. 191). There is

usually more than one possible way of saying something but only one or

two of these ways sounds natural to a native-speaker of the language.

For example, Iet me off here can also be expressed as halt the car.The

latter sentence is strictly grammatical, but the problem is that native

speakers do not say it in that way. This unnatural language use is

probiematical for learners in English as a Foreign Language (EFL)



contexts where the focus is on grammar. They may produce

grammatically correct sentences, but many of them may not sound

native-like. For example, drawing on their first language, Korean

students are likely to say lyins story for tall story, artificial teeth for

false teeth, thick tea f.or strong tea, elc. This is because the learners

have relatively few chances to repeatedly encounter typical English

word sequences and so they are more likely to translate from their first

language. Using native-like collocations makes learners' speaking and

writing seem native-like. Bahns and Eldaw (1993) suggest that learners

are more than twice as likely to adopt an unacceptable collocate as they

are to select an unacceptable word, and EFL learners' general

vocabulary knowledge far surpasses their collocation knowledge.

Verstraten (1992) argues that it is far more difficult to produce in a

second language than to con:lprehend in the same language. For

production, learners have to be able to select native-like words and to

use them according to the rules. If learners lack just one feature, their

production may not be native-like. This also partially explains Marton's

Q977) findings that even though learners can understand and translate

English sentences, they cannot produce those same sentences in English.

This is where multi-word units such as collocations can plav an

important role. Bahns and Eldaw (f 993) suggest that learners'

collocation knowledge does not expand in parallel with their general

vocabulary knowledge, and collocation knowledge is necessary for full

communicative mastery of English.



There is evidence that collocations containing known words are

easier to learn than new words, making the best use of what is already

known is not as difficult as learning completely new items.

Bogaards (2001) compares learning multi-word units with single

words. Idioms made up of known words were given to learners (e.g. du

jour au lendemain consisting of high frequency French words literally

corresponds to from the day to the next but it can be translated as

unexpectedly) and they were compared with the other group who was

given completely new single words (e.g. inopindment is a low frequency

French word which has the same meaning as du iour au lendemain). He

examines the effect of these two types of lexical units in the learning of

French as a foreign language by native speakers of Dutch. The result

shows that knowledge of form turned out to play a positive role in the

learning of lexical units. Completely new single words are harder to

learn and retain than multi-word units of the same meaning but with a

form that is made up of familiar words. Ellis (2001) also argues that a lot

of language learning can be achieved by emphasising associations

between sequentially occurring language items. By having collocational

knowledge in long-term memory, language reception and production can

be made more effective.

It is clear then that there are good arguments for giving attention to

collocations. To do this however we need to know what the most useful

collocations are.



In the 1970s, Taylor (1983) carried out research on school

textbooks to find useful vocabulary for native-speaking learners. The

words in the lists were arranged in clusters according to the linguistic

notion of collocation (Halliday, Mclntosh, & Strevens, 1964). Taylor

(1983) worked on the hypothesis that words are not easily learned in

isolation. In traditional language learning, vocabulary was memorised

from lists, although, as Taylor points out, to some extent, the single

words in the lists might be taught with their collocates, the words they

typically go with, but the compiling of those word clusters was still

based on impressions of usefulness rather than on systematic

examination. Taylor wanted his research to provide more reliable data.

If selecting useful collocations depends only on teachers' intuition,

external reliability will be considerably weakened because different

teachers' intuitions are likely to be different. A more reliable method is

needed to select useful collocations. Taylor's research at the time did

not have access to large corpora and the computer programs that are

available today.

The present study assumes that learning collocations is an efficient

way to improve the learner's language fluency, native-like selection of

language use, and vocabulary retention. In addition to this, it is assumed

that the most frequent collocations will usually be the most useful

because frequent collocations have greater chances of being met and

used. This study attempts to discover the most useful collocations in a



way that is both reliable and valid, and is thus capable of being

replicated.



CHAPTER Z

RET.ATED RESEARCH

2.L Wbat is a colloe,:atiqn and what are the criteria ne-eded to

determine a collocation?

Some have used the te.rm'collocatio-n' aRd othen related tenns but

often have not prov'ided a clear oBerational de-finition, Becker (1975),

for example, proposes six categories of multi-word units including

'po,lywords', 'phrasal constraints' and 'sitlratig^nal builders', but do,es not

provide tests or criteria to d,isting-uish these categories. Lewis (1993)

divides tlre classiflca;tion into more detailed catego.ries such as

'colloea'tions', bolywords', 'fixed e,xBressions' and 'sem,i-fixed

axpress,ions'. Hotrrever, Lewig' deJinitions include too broad a range of

word groups and fiere are difficulties in rel,iably assigning items to the

categories.

The two criteria of. fregueat occur:renc-e and gramnatical well-

formedness are often mentioRed to define 'c.ollocation'. 
'We will now

look at these in detail.

Z.L.L Frequent co-oceurrenee

Pahner (1933) was one sf the ear[iest rese-archers to use the term



'collocation' and he provided a list of.5,749 collocations. Palmer's notion

of a collocation was "a succession of two or more words that must be

learned as an integral whole and not pieced together from its component

parts" (Palmer, 1933, p. i) and the term is thus used in a phraseological

rather than in a frequency-based sense. That is, he mainly focused on

types of word combinations, not on the number of co-occurrences of

words. This is not surprising as in Palmer's time there was no large

corpus or electronic tool to get frequency data. Firth (1957) on the other

hand, restricted the notion of collocation to the 'habitual co-occurrence'

of lexical items, and collocation is also defined by other researchers as

the tendency of a lexical item to co-occur with one or more words

(Cruse, 1986; Crystal, 1985; Halliday et al., 1964; Seaton, 1982). The

Firthian term "habitual co-occurrence" (Firth, 1957, p. 181) involves the

notion of 'frequency' which can be looked at in absolute or relative terms.

Absolute frequency is the actual number of occurrences of a collocation

in a corpus, for example, suppose the collocation cause trouble occurs 10

times in a 1,000,000 word corpus, then its actual frequency is 10 per

1,000,000. On the other hand, relative frequency compares the actual

number of occurrences with an expected number of occurrences, in other

words, it compares the frequency of co-occurrence of the pivot word

and collocate with the frequency of their independent occurrences.

Church and Hanks (1990, p. 2D called this measure "mutual information",

and it is a measure of the strength of the relationship between the pivot

word and its collocate (see 2.1.1.3 below).



Mutual information value is hishly affected by the low frequency of

one of the items. For example, the frequency of the word tousled is very

low but the relative proportion of mutual occurrences of tousled and hair

is very large. That is, most of the occurrences of tousled are with hair.In

contrast, in the case of a collocation made of only high frequency words,

the mutual information value tends to be low because each item will also

occur with many other words. Therefore, when we focus on high

frequency collocations whose components are also high frequency words,

the mutual information index may not be very revealing.

2.I.I.1 How frequent is a frequent collocation?

lf frequent co-occurrence is an important criterion f.or defining

collocations, how frequent is frequent? The answer to this question

depends partly on the size of the corpus used in the study. Consider one

example. Kjellmer (1982, 1984, 1987) decided in his research that 'oa

collocation is a sequence of words that occurs more than once in

identical form (in the Brown Corpus)..." (Kjellmer, 1987, p. 133). That is,

Kjellmer used a frequency of two occurrences or more as the qualifying

frequency level of collocations in the 1,000,000 word Brown Corpus.

Kjellmer used frequency level to measure the degree of lexical

determination of collocations, that is, he considered 'lexicalised' items

are frequently used together regardless of their grammatical well-

formedness. For example, although he and hall to are lexically



determined sequences (that is, they recur in the corpus), by contrast,

yesterday evening and green ideas (which do not recur) are considered

as grammatically-determined, in other words, the two items yesterday

evening and green ideas are grammatically well-formed but they do not

recur in the Brown Corpus so they are not lexicalised according to

Kjellmer. If we want to extract a specific number of collocations, we

should determine the qualifying frequency level in proportion to the

corpus size used. A collocation is likely to occur more times in a larger

corpus. Kjellmer (1982, 1984, 1987) was forced to use the very low

frequency level of two co-occurrences because he was working with a

relatively small 1,000,000 word corpus. With a larger corpus a higher

frequency cut-off could be used because there would be many more

occurrences of items. However, Kjellmer used a small-sized corpus, So

some potentially recurring sequences were excluded. Yesterday evening

is easily recognisable as a sequence but it only occurred once in the

corpus, so it could not be classified in that study as a recurring sequence.

It may be assumed that the most frequent collocations consistently occur

regardless of the size of the corpus used. However, if we use a small

corpus, we cannot expect the same results (see Table 3.7). In addition,

the frequency of a collocation is influenced by topics and registers of the

texts used, so we need to use a large corpus including a variety of

genres.

Biber, Johansson, Conrad,

frequency cut-off point of 400

Leech, and Finegan (1999) used the

occurrences or more in a 40,000,000

10



word corpus (10 times per million). Cortes (2002) using a corpus of

360,704 words set the frequency level at 20 times per million words and

set the range criterion of occurrence at occurring in 5 or more texts.

Cortes found a total of 93 "lexical bundles" (Biber et al. and Cortes

considered these extended collocations). Both Biber et al. and Cortes

adopted frequent occurrence as a criterion. Their frequency cut-off

points seem to be very high, but they found a considerable number of

lexical bundles. This suggests that it is necessary to use an additional

criterion for reducing the number of items to focus on like grammatical

well-formedness.

However, there are studies that deny the need for frequency as a

criterion. Wray (2000) argues that frequency is not a reliable criterion

for determining the formulaicity of multi-word units. For this, Wray

referred to Moon's (1998a) study. Moon used the 18,000,000 word

Hector corpus to examine occurrences of the 6,700 phrases which are

listed n Collins COBUILD Enslish language dictionary, and found TOVo of

the phrases have a frequency of less than one in a million or do not

occur at all. For example, bag and baggage, hang fire, kick the bucket,

Iose your rag, etc were not found in the corpus. In addition, Wray

claimed that formulaic and non-formulaic sequences may look identical,

so mechanical frequency counts may not be a reliable way of

differentiating them. Moreover, there are a lot of sequences based on

"the open choice principle" (Sinclair, 1991, p. 109) where there is a

large range of choices and the only constraint is grammaticalness. The
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basis of these objections however is that frequency is not necessarily

related to formulaicity. If the goal is not to determine formulaicity, but

simply to determine usefulness, then we need to consider the cost-

benefit advantages that high frequency items provide. High frequency

items have more chances to be used and met. Where students learn

English as a foreign language in countries such as China, Japan and

Korea, students get most of their English input in the classroom, which

means there is very limited time for learning and so the best use has to

be made of this time. When teachers need to determine what

collocations to focus on, frequency can be a useful guide.

2.I.L2 The frequency of collocations in speech and writing

There are clear frequency differences between speech and writing,

especially when lexical use is compared. Altenberg (1994) compares

distributions of the high frequency function word such in two corpora.

The use of such in the formal written sections of the Lancaster-

Oslo/Bergen (LOB) corpus is more than three times as common as in the

more informal spoken texts of the London-Lund Corpus (LLC). However,

the word such is mainly used as an identifier in the LOB corpus (e.9,

never had such a thing been thought o.0, while the use of. such as an

intensifier is dominant in the spoken LLC (e.g. ,/'s such a bord. Another

example is the use of pretty, which occurs predominantly as an

intensifier in the spoken corpus (e.g. pretty horrible weather, pretty
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clearly seen), while almost half of the occurrences of. pretty are as an

adjective in the written corpus (e.g. pretty girl, pretty pictwd. This

difference between spoken and written language is the result of a

variety of factors including the real time constraints on speech and its

interactive nature. However, there are few studies of multi-word units

based on spoken corpora. Altenberg (1998) contends that recurrent

multi-word units are especially frequent in spoken language. Biber et al.

(1999) also find that the number of lexical bundles is greater in

conversation than in academic prose. Clearly a study of collocation must

decide if the corpus is to be spoken, written or a combination of these

and this may have a strong effect on the findings.

2.L.2 Grammatical well-formedness

The second criterion that can be used to identify collocations rs

grammatical well-formedness. If we consider the deliberate teaching

and learning of collocations, it makes sense to deal with meaningful

units such as Object, Complement, or Preposition+ Noun. If this is not

done, the very frequent word pairings like of the, and in the would be

classified as collocations because they meet the frequency of co-

occurrence criterion. However, in several pieces of research, the

criterion of grammatical well-formedness was not used. Biber, Conrad,

and Cortes' (2004) four-item lexical bundles include a lot of incomplete

units such as what do you think, g:oing to be a, and I don't know what. If.
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there is a focus on teaching and learning, collocations may need to be

independent well-formed units.

We also need to consider discontinuous sequences as collocations.

This is not incompatible with well-formedness. Palmer (1933) who

defined a collocation as "a Succession of two or more words" seemed to

restrict collocation to continuous sequences. Kjellmer (1984) more

explicitly described the criterion of grammatical well-formedness. For

example, Kjellmer excluded although he and hall to because even though

they recurred in the corpus he used, they were not "grammatically

independent" (Kjellmer, 1984 p. 163). However, Kjellmer only dealt lt/ith

immediately adjacent collocations, so Kjellmer ignored a lot of

discontinuous collocational patterns. On the other hand, Renouf and

Sinclair (1991) included discontinuous collocational frameworks and also

examined replaceable words that occurred in a gap in the discontinuous

Sequences. For example, the framework a+ ?+ o,f collocates with man,

part, kind and so on. Moreover, in the written corpus that Sinclair

examined, over half of the occurrences of the words couple, series, pair

and tot occurred in that frame. Such discontinuous collocational

patterning is common in English. In the present study,"package nouns"

(Biber, Conrad, & Leech, 2002, p. 60) including collective nouns (e.g. a

group of a set of, etc), unit nouns (e.g. a bit of, a piece of' etc),

quantifying nouns (e.g. a cup of, a box of, etd and species nouns (e.9.

the sort of, all kinds of, etd do not meet the criterion of grammatical

well-formedness, but these items are included. If we consider these
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items as Determiner+ Noun+ Of types, all these items are incomplete, so

they cannot function as immediate constituents of a clause or sentence,

However, if we see these items as a whole unit, they act as quantifiers

which modify a following noun.

The issue of discontinuousness is particularly noticeable in relation

to phrasal verbs. For example, the two components pick and up of the

phrasal verb pick up could be interrupted by other words such as him,

her, and you. Even though the item pick {smo} up is a discontinuous

form, it could be grammatically and semantically considered as one unit.

If we follow Bahns (1993, p. 56) in arguing that one of the critical

problems in teaching lexical collocations is the huge number of

collocations, then the criterion of grammatical well-formedness can also

be used to reduce considerably the number of collocations to focus on.

Grammatical well-formedness ensures the multi-word unit is a complete

cohesive unit. If multi-word units are required to be immediate

constituents of a sentence, then all potential collocations must be able to

fill one of the following nine positions - Subject, Predicate, Verb, Object,

Adverb, Complement, Conjunction, Preposition and Sentence (or Clause).

A sentence can be divided into its principal parts, called "immediate

constituents" (Bloomfield, 1933, p.161). Immediate constituents are

components that immediately make up larger parts of a sentence. By

analysing a sentence in terms of its immediate constituents word

groups (or phrases), each of these parts are then divided and subdivided

down to the ultimate constituents of the sentence. In a studv of
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collocations, the minimal immediate constituent must be a two-word

group. The following is an example of immediate constituent analysis.

A: {In [(saw" yoth)*,p (ato.., (thata"t placen)np)pp]prro].

In the sentence A, there are five immediate constituents - (l) I saw

you at that place, (2) saw you at that place, (3) saw you, (4) at that place,

and (5) that place. You at the place however does not meet this criterion

because it crosses an immediate constituent boundary. The single words

are also immediate constituents but are of course not collocations.

Let us look at another example. The phrases such as {Det-the,

a...j hish school, {Det-the, a"'} high level can be a subject or an object,

and No. feet high, very high can be a complement. On the other hand,

excluded items Iike hish in, high from, between high and those high

need a noun to meet the above criterion. Give hish is Verb+ Adjective

but the verb give is a transitive verb that needs an object, so give high

will be excluded. If learners are to study collocations as units, they need

to make sense as units. The test f.or grammatical well-formedness is to

see if the unit acted one or more of the nine constituents listed above.

To be well-formed, no Sequence of words must cross an immediate

constituent boundary unless it continues until the end of that next

immediate constituent.

In the following sections, we will look at other possible criteria that

have been used to define a collocation.
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2.I.3 Mutual information

Another possible criterion to distinguish collocations is mutual

information which is used to measure the strength of co-occurrence

between components of a collocation, that is, mutual information is used

to measure if the relative proportion of mutual occurrences of some

words is large compared with their total frequencies. When this happens,

the mutual information value would be high. Let us take high court as an

example. In a corpus of 4,758,223 tokens (N), there are 35 instances of

hish court. The joint probability of. hish and court is 7.4 (calculated bv

dividing the number of co-occurrences by the size of the corpus

35/4.7) per million. Mutual information compares this probability and

chance: the probability of high times the probability of court. There are

I,784 instances of high and 716 instances of court in the corpus and so

the chance of co-occurrence is (1,784lN)*(716lN) - 0.056 per million.

Thus, when we compare the actual co-occurrence Q.4 per million) to

chance (0.056), we can see that the actual number is much larger than

chance (7.4/0.056 : 732), therefore, hgh cowt is probably an

interesting collocation. The mutual information index of two words. x

and y, I(x,y) is defined as a formulal

I (x, yts I og e t f(x fl N/(t(x) fbD l
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If f(x)=the nurnber of x" f(y)=the nutnber of y, f(x,y)=the number of

eo-occurrehces of x and y, N=the nUmber Of the corpus tokens, in

general, the observed frequenc-]r O, relative to corpus size N, is:

(D O = f(x,y) /N

The expected frequency E of co-occutrrence, relative to e,orpus

size N, is,:

(Z) E = [f(x)/N] * F{y)A[] = f(xX(v) /M
To calcglate how much higher than ehance the frequeney of a

collocation is, O/E is calculated brr:

(3),o/E = [f{x,y)/td] / {tr(x)Nl * tf(ilA{l}

= f(x,v) / tfk)f(v)A[]

= [tk,v)N] / tf(xX(v)l

Fano (1,96'1, p. 28) and Church et al. (1991, p" 12O) propose this

eatreulation:

(a) I(xv) = losz {[f(x,v)N] / tf(dfk)]]

As we have seert, this is silnply equivalent to:

I(N,y) = Ioge OlE, from (3)

Sb, if there is a interesting assoeiation between x and y, the

res:tricted oceurrence between them, f(x,y)/N will be much larger than

f(dffu), and then, t(x,f'))0, The logarithmic value is used for historica-l

reasons, which has no real significance here' Its onllr effeet is to reduoe',

and therefore possibly to disguise, the differences between scores on

different colloeates. However, SPSIS f0.0'.5 for Wjndows (SPSS trfic,
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1999) cannot provide the value of base 2 lo-sarithms" so we ne€d to

change the formula using the equations X=logzf + f;-y. To change logz

to logt, the fotrlowing procedure is used..

r.&*roszfr(xilN/r6(x)r(yD]

'+fht4= tf&,y.Wffk)t?DL

(consider X=logzY - F=Y)

(coasi"den X=Y -- XogX=IaelY)

+I,k y)I osh log tt& ilN/(t(x)f.(yN

.(cansider laelX=nwX)

-I(x yh tos frk ilNf(t&)t(yD IAaeZ

If there is no ioterestru,g relationship between x and v, I(x,y)

heeome.s elose ta. zera,If x and y rarely collocate with each other, I(x,y)

wjll be a minus value. Horrever, the problem of mutual tffiarnatian is that

it on[r" shows relative co]locatio-n slrength. This means it is difficult to

define what an 'interestfurg' mutual inf,qgnralion v'alu-e ie. Hotrrever, irr

general, a rnutual informatiorl score greater than 2 is considered hieh

enough to show an inte.restine association between two words (Kennedy,

2003).

Kennedy (2003) examines what particular words twenttr-four

selected arnBlifiers sueh as absolutetryo reallyi and verJr cOllo-cate with

using the mutual inforrr,lation measure. Kennedy's study shows mutual
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information can be used for measuring 'colligation' (collocational

frameworks in which units are based on grammaticality and the patterns

and words are fixed grammatically or lexically) or 'semantic prosody'

(certain words and phrases being associated, through repeated use, with

negative, positive, neutral contexts, etc). For example, perfectly has

exclusively positive associations and it is likely to occur with adjectives

ended in -abte or -ibte Iike perfectly possible. On other hand, totally

tends to have mainly negative associations and it mainly occurs with

adjectives containing a negative prefix and the suffix -ed like totally

unsuited. However, the mutual information measure does not Seem

effective in searching for hieh frequency collocations made of high

frequency words. Table 2.1 shows the different effects of using relative

frequency (mutual information) and absolute frequency.

Table 2.1 uses some data from Kennedy (2003) and additional data

from the British National Corpus (BNC). Table 2.1 gives the two sets of

the top three collocates of the three amplifiers completely, entirely and

perfectly. One set is based on the mutual information measure, and the

other on the number of co-occurrences. The amplifier completely has

the strongest association with the word refitted. The word refitted has

35 occurrences in the BNC and the co-occurrences of. completely and

refitted are 5. That is, I4Vo of the total number of occurrences of refitted

collocate with completelY.
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Table 2.1

Mutual information score versus absolute frequency

o The number in brackets shows the number of co-occurrences of each

collocation in the BNC.

On the other hand, the most frequent collocate of. completely is

different and the fwo words completely and different occur" together 509

times in the BNC. However, the relative proportion of the co-

occurrences of completely and differenl is very small. Only I.07Vo of the

total number (47,607) of occurrences of different collocates with

completely and so the mutual information index of. completelsr different

(7.00) is lower than completely refitted OO.74). However, the

collocation completely differenl made of the two high frequency words

completely and differenl has a hieh mutual information index like the

other high frequency collocations in Table 2.1 (e.g. completely free

(5.38), entirely different (6.32), perfectly normal (7.74), etd.

Amplifiers

The top 3 collocates based

on Mutual Information (Ml)

The top 3 collocates

based solely on the

number of co-

occurrences

Collocates MI Collocates MI

completely

refifted (5) ro.74 different (509) 7.00

inelastic (8) TO.2B new (261) 4.66

outclassed (3) 9.11 free (71) 5.38

entirely

blameless (8) 10.53 new (259) 4.95

coincidental (5) 9.53 different (257) 6.32

fortuitous (6) 9.52 Clear (76) 5.50

perfectly

contestable (17) t2.75 well (353) 5.84

proportioned (I2) tr.42 clear ( 1 16) 6.75

manicured (6) 10.80 normal (113) 7.74
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The rnr.rtual informatisn v'alue is hishlv affected b,y the low

frequeney of one of the items. So, when we focus only on hieh frequency

collOsations who,se componentS are also high frequency words, the

mutual information index is not very revealing.

2'7.4 Predictability in Ll

A: *Wown 
:tfou are really big!"

B: '*Huh, what? Big? Am I big?"

A: "Oh, sorry, I mean."tall, you are tall."

B: "I see, well"'b-ut I was really upset, you knowltn

A: "Sorry, again."

In this cCInversation, A was a Korean male studelrt who was taking

a lan€uage course and B !\ras a native New Zealand female student. We

can s€e there wag a misunderstanding in their coffrersation. A used ttre

uraBpropriate word blewhich eonveys the meaning af. being,fbf because

A confuged talt with big. ln Korean the' two wo:rds tall and big are

translated,as the same word 94 (keuda). U-nfontunatel]r, B tvas a little

fat, so A'S statement upset B. B could wsrk out what A meant to 6'ay

thro,ush meaning negotiation. Nevertheless, if B had not considered A

\Mas a foreign student with lirnited language profici€ncy, A could have

b,een considered very imPolite.

Some cs,nsider that eontrastive analysis is "dead nreaCt (Gregg,
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1995, p. 90). However the first language can support or hinder learners

in learning and using vocabulary in a second language. The conversation

shown above is a good example of how the first language affects

language use. The first language also has an effect on what makes it

hard or easy for learners to learn L2 vocabulary. There is a variety of

factors which could affect learning L2 vocabulary such as word form

(spoken and written), word structure (derivations and inflections),

syntactic patterns (word patterns in a phrase and sentence), and

semantic features of the word. Laufer (1997, pp 149-153) points out the

following four semantic features of words:

(1)Abstractness: Abstract words are likely to be more difficult to

learn than concrete words.

(2) Specificity and register restriction: Lexical items frequent in one

field or mode of discourse may not be normal in another.

(3) Idiomaticity: Idiomatic expressions are much more difficult to

understand and learn to use than non-idiomatic meaning

equivalents.

(4) Multiple meanings: One form can have several meanings and one

meaning can be represented by different forms.

Collocational sequences with the same form but different senses

may need to be classified as different items.

In a cross-linguistic study, the semantic feature of multiple
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meanings could be reinterpreted as a result of comparision between the

two languages involved. First, if we compare L2 with L1, we should

consider whether a L2 collocation has a LI equivalent because a L2

collocational combination could be different in Ll. For example, the

Enelish collocation strong coffee is translated as thick coffee in Korean.

However, in addition, one L2 farm can have several meanings in Ll and

one Ll meaning can be represented by different forms in L2. For

example, the Korean expression zfit4l +I4 keubagge nugunga) can

be expressed as anyone else and someone elsein Enelish.

Newman (1988) examined the range and register restriction of

dress and cooking collocations between Hebrew (L1) and English (L2).

Newman adopted an open/close dichotomy which corresponds to

Sinclair's (1991) idiom/open choice principle. For example, Newman

classifies four types of dress verbs in Hebrew. Type 1 is the general

verb sam which corresponds to the English put on. Sam is usually used

in an informal register. Type 2 is lavasi which is close to the English

wear,but lavash can convey the meaning of both acticln and state, while

wearonly relates to state. Type 3 is a series of three action/state verbs.

Xavash is restricted to headgear, na'al to footwear, and 'anad tO

jewellery. These verbs are associated with different body parts. Type 4

is also a series of three verbs whose uses are totally restricted and

idiomatic . Garav is used for socks, 'anav for tie, and xagar for belt.

Newman suggests meaningful exercises for open collocations with the

transparent meaning involving comparison of Ll and L2, while it is
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suggested directly memorising close collocations which are not

transferable to another language. However, all the collocations shown in

the study were selected samples aimed at showing a striking difference

between Flebrew and English. In addition, Newman did not consider the

direction of learning of collocations. According to the direction of

learning, "split" or "coalescence" (Prator, 1967) of a collocation

between Ll and L2 could be problematic. [f focusing on production of.L2,

coalescence in L2 of. a Ll collocation would not cause difficulty even if

the reverse direction could be a problem. For example, Newman showed

English dress verbs such as wear and put on are split into four types in

Hebrew according to different functions (for headgear, footwear,

jewellery, etc) and then each type is also subdivided into some different

dress verbs. However, if focusing on production of English as a L2, the

coalescence of the English dress verbs in Hebrew (L1) would not be too

problematic.

Bahns (1993) proposes a more practical method to select some

Enelish collocations which do not match with their word for word

German translations targeting the German learner of English. Some

English collocations were selected and then were translated word for

word into German according to the meaning listed in the dictionary.

Bahns focused on the aspect of the semantic difference of noun plus

verb combinations, however grammatical differences such as word

order were not considered. The results show three different types of

collocations. Type I is a group of English collocations which are directly
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transferable into German. For example, the English collocation

seek+ shelter (=suchen+ Schutz) is translated into Schutz+ suchen in

German which exactly corresponds to each component of the English

collocation. Type 2 is a group of English collocations whose German

literal translation does not make Sense. For example, the English

collocation fuith) draw+ money is Geld+ abhaben in German. However,

the English literal translation of Geld+ abhabenis lift+ money which does

not make sense. Type 3 is a group of English collocations whose

German literal translation makes sense but the literal translation is

different from the meaning of the respective English collocation. For

example, the English collocation lay+-table should be translated into

Tisch+ decken in German, but the English literal translation of

Tisctt+ decken i:s cover+ table. Coveft table also makes sense but the

meaning of cover+ table in Enelish is different from lay+ table.

Therefore, types 2 and 3 are unpredictable collocational groups in

German. Bahns' study is restricted to a small number of examples and to

the verb plus noun combination which shows a striking difference

between L1 and L2. However, this study provides a good model to

distinguish unpredictable L1 collocations from other collocational groups.

2.2 What are the sub-categories of collocations and what are the

criteria to distinguish them?

When considering how the parts of a collocation relate to the
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meaning of the whole, collocations can be subdivided into core idioms,

figuratives, and literals (Grant & Nation, 2006). These three categories

can be distinguished using two criteria, compositionality and

figurativeness. Core idioms are non-compositional and non-figurative,

for example, kick the buckef. Figuratives are non-compositional and

figurative. It is possible to see a connection between the literal meaning

and its figurative meaning, for example, jump the gun. Literals are

compositional and non-figurative. That is, the meaning of the parts are

related to the meaning of the whole, for example, thank you. Let us now

look at the criteria of compositionality and figurativeness which are

essential for understanding these categories.

2.2.I Compositionality

Compositionality relates to the degree of semantic opaqueness or

transparency of a multi-word unit. If the meaning of a multi-word unit

can be deduced from its parts, the multi-word unit is compositional.

Grant and Bauer (2004, p. 48) provide a simple way to determine

whether a multi-word unit is compositional or non-compositional. In the

interest of creating a practical system usable by researchers, if replacing

each component in a multi-word unit with its dictionary definition gives

the same meaning as the phrase in context, the multi-word unit is

compositional. If it does not, the multi-word unit is non-compositional.

Palmer (1933, p. i) defined a collocation as'oa succession of two or

more words that must be learned as an integral whole and not pieced
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together from its component parts". Palmer's definition seems to put

non-compositionality as the main criterion. However, if we look at the

list Palmer provides, we can see many multi-word units that do not

meet this criterion, such as thank you, to agree with someone and in a

week. This failure to stick to criteria has been a major problem in the

study of multi-word units. Grant and Bauer (2004), however, are an

exception. In their study of idioms, they used non-compositionality and

non-figurativeness as two strictly applied criteria to distinguish idioms

from other multi-word units.

Grant and Bauer focus first on the criterion of non-

compositionality. They assume that if the meaning of a multi-word unit

is directly derived from the meanings of its components, it is

compositional. If it does not, the multi-word unit is non-compositional.

For example, the word red of. red paint means literally the red colour, so

it is compositional. On the other hand, in the case of red herring, the

phrase red herring typically does not mean a soft-finned fish in the red

colour range. It means something that is not important but that takes

Someone's attention away from the main subject or issue, so it is not

related to either the colour red or the fish herring. Therefore, red

herring is non-compositional. However, if a multi-word unit has one

non-compositional element like a long face, the multi-word unit is

excluded from core idioms, and instead is classified as a ONCE (one

non-compositional element). The next criterion that Grant and Bauer

use to distinguish core idioms from non-idioms is non-figurativeness. A
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figurative can be interpreted by taking a compositional untruth and

extracting probable truth from it by an act of pragmatic interpretation.

For example, for the figurative 17 takes two to tango when it is not used

to refer to dancing, we can see it is not literally true for that particular

situation and thus non-compositional, but we can imagine or visualise a

situation that involves two people and they are both therefore

responsible for it (which conveys the meaning of the phrase) and so it is

figurative. According to Grant (2003, pp. 172-I74), there turned out to

be just 104 core idioms in English which met these two criteria of non-

compositionality and non-figurativeness, the most frequent listed by

Grant being by and large with 487 occurrences in the 100,000,000 word

BNC. There is however a very large number of figuratives.

Lin (1999) also measures the non-compositionality of multi-word

units. Lin's method is based on the assumption that non-compositional

items have markedly different distributional characteristics to

expressions derived through synonym substitution over the original word

composition. For a multi-word unit, Lin substitutes one of the

components with a word with a similar meaning. The list of similar

meanings is obtained by taking the ten most similar words according to a

corpus-derived thesaurus. The mutual information value is then found for

one item produced by this substitution by taking a multi-word unit to

consist of three events: the type of dependency relationship, the head

lexical item, and the modifier. Put simply, a multi-word-unit a is non-

compositional if there does not exist another collocation F such that (1) F
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is obtained by substituting the head or the modifier in a with a similar

word and (2) there is an overlap between the 957o confidence interval of

the mutual information value of a and F (ibid. p. 319). For example,

consider red tape (5.89 in mutual information value) , yellow tape (3.75)

orange tape (2.64), and btack tape 0.07). Only red tape has a quite

different mutual information value and the meaning of. red tape relates to

'bureaucracy', which is not revealed from its components. However,

there are critical problems with the underlying assumptions of Lin's

method, which is that non-compositional items should have a quite

different mutual information value to items formed by replacing

component words with semantically similar ones. Let us look at another

example such as economic fallout (1.66), economic repercussion (1.84),

economic potential 0.2D, and economic nsk (-0.33). According to Lin's

assumption, economic rlsk is non-compositional because the mutual

information value of. economic risk is quite different from the other items.

Nevertheless, it is clear that economic nsk is compositional. The whole

meaning can be inferred from its parts. The problem comes from the fact

that Lin depends on only computer-based data. Another problem is that

the results were double-checked with a dictionary of idioms. If an item is

in the dictionary, then it is said to be non-compositional. However, as

Grant and Bauer (200D point out, dictionaries of idioms contain very few

core idioms.

Biber et al. (1999, p. 9Bg) use the term "lexical bundles",

distinguishing them from idioms and collocations. According to their
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definition, idioms are phrases which are relatively fixed expressions

whose meanings cannot be inferred from their components. Biber et al.

also define coliocations as two-word phrases which co-occur, and

whose meanings are clearly related to their parts. For example, the

word little prefers collocates such as baby, devil, and kitten Lexical

bundles are regarded as extended collocations such as do you want me

to, in the case of the and going to be a even though they are incomplete

units. The problem is that Biber et al. include phrasal verbs,

prepositional verbs and figurative expressions such as get up, put up

with and bear in mind in the category of idioms even though the

meanings of some of those expressions can be related to their parts.

Liu (2003) attempts to list the most frequent spoken American

Enslish idioms based on three contemporary spoken American English

corpora. Liu uses Fernando's (1996) three categories based on

'fixedness' (pure, semi-literal, literal) to distinguish idioms from other

multi-word units. Fernando argues that idioms are "indivisible units

whose components cannot be varied or varied only within definable

limits" (ibid. p.31). However, Liu's list based on Fernando's categories

includes a lot of compositional and figurative multi-word units such as

throw away, according to and use something as a stepping stone

because the criterion of fixedness does not necessarily overlap with the

criterion of non-compositionality which is a characteristic of idioms.

Grant and Nation (2006) found that at least one-quarter of their 104

core idioms were not frozen. Pull-leg also appears as his leg was pulled,
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stop pulling his leg, pull the other one it's got bells on it, etc.

In contrast, there are studies which take a different view of non-

compositionality. Wray (2000) emphasises storage of multi-word units

(which Wray calls 'formulaic sequences') rather than non-

compositionality. Wray argues that multi-word units are "stored and

retrieved whole from memory at the time of use" (2000, p. 465). Ellis

(1996, p.f 11) similarly claims that the words in a formulaic sequence are

"glued together" and stored as a single "big word". Wray claims that to

encompass the whole range of multi-word units, it is necessary to deal

with semantically transparent or syntactically regular items such as /'s

Iovely to see you, there are three things to consider, and

firstly...secondlJt..thirdly.. that are compositional, as well as

semantically opaque or syntactically irregular items that are non-

compositional including beat about the bush and by and large. To fully

understand Wray's viewpoint on multi-word units, we need to look at

Pawley and Syder's (1983) study. Pawley and Syder focus on the storage

of word Sequences. They compared the sentence I'm so glad you could

bring Harrywith some other paraphrases: that Harcy could be brought by

you makes me so glad, that you could bring Harry gladdens me so, your

having: been able to Harry bring makes me so Slad...etc (ibid. pp. 195-

196). The sentence I'm so glad you could bring Harry is fully

compositional from its smallest vocabulary components. The paraphrases

are also grammatical, but they are not likely to be accepted as ordinary,

conventionalised usage by native speakers. That iS, there are some
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lexical or grammatical patterns preferred by native speakers, which are

stored as familiar and naturalistic expressions. In the same wEy,

Palmer's (1933) definition of a collocation may not assume non-

compositionality of collocations, instead he may be interpreted as

referring to lexical sequences in the same way as Wray, and Pawley and

Syder do. When storage is the major consideration, compositionality

seems less relevant.

Several researchers on collocations thus have not used non-

compositionality as a criterion. Kjellmer (1984) is the most notable

example. Kjellmer used the criteria frequent co-occurrence and

grammatically well-formedness to find collocations. He could not use

the criterion of non-compositionality because he used only computer-

based procedures, and compositionality has to be decided manually.

The criterion of compositionality allows us to distinguish sub-

categories of collocation. Primarily it allows us to distinguish core

idioms and figuratives which are both non-compositional from literals

which are compositional. These distinctions are very relevant when

considering the learning of collocations. Let us now look at how core

idioms can be distinguished from figuratives.

2.2.2 Figurativeness

Figures of speech such as irony, sarcasm and metaphor are

typically non-cornpositional. Let us look at the following two sentencesl
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A. To cross the brook we had to use stepping stones which I found.

B. Those interns who did plan careers in the political world clearly

saw the internships as stepping stones to future jobs.

Stepping stones in statement A refers to stones acting as footrests

for crossing streams, marshes, etc. On the other hand, stepping stones

in statement B means a circumstance that assists progress towards

some goal. The literal meaning of the first sentence is compositional but

the figurative expression of the second sentence is non-compositional -

what relationship do stones have to jobs? The figurative use is related

to metaphor.

From a teaching perspective, figurative expressions can be

interpreted by using general cognitive principles, involving pragmatic

competence (Seymour, 2001), while idioms have to be consciously

learnt. Even though figuratives do not convey a literal meaning, their

underlying meaning is related to the literal meaning and can be inferred

from the context. On the other hand, the meaning of core idioms cannot

be inferred from their components. Figurativeness can thus be used to

distinguish core idioms from figuratives. Figuratives can be understood

by visualising their literal meaning and then relating this literal meaning

to their figurative meaning in a particular context. The criteria of

compositionality and figurativeness can also be applied to distinguish

literals. Literals are compositional and non-figurative. The parts clearly
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and directly relate to the meaning of the whole.

The existing research suggests we need clear, consistently applied

criteria to find the most useful collocations. In the following sections, we

will look at how the criteria surveyed can be applied to find these

collocations.

2.3 What sorts of collocation databases are currently available?

There are already several substantial sources of collocations. In

this section, we will look at six collocation sources. Two of the six

sources are in electronic form. The first one in electronic form is the

COBUILD English collocations (Sinclair, 1995). The collocations listed in

this source were derived from the 200,000,000 token Bank of Enelish

consisting of a variety of written and spoken sources including

newspapers, magazines, and transcriptions of radio broadcasts,

everyday conversations and interviews amassed at the University of

Birmingham. Most of the texts originated after 1990 and they are

primarily British, although approximately 25Vo are American English and

1Vo come from other native English varieties. The collocations were

found using 10,000 nodes (=pivot words) which were non-lemmatised

content words. I{owever, it is not clear what further criteria \rere used

to make the node list. The COBUILD English collocations program

provides 140,000 different collocations with 2,600,000 occurrences and

also provides corpus-based examples. Each collocation is exemplified

bv 20 concordance samples. The analysis span was four words before



and four words after the node word. The data presentation focuses on

the frequency of the collocations rather than the placement of the

collocations. Namely, the database only shows how many times a node

occurs with the collocate regardless of the location of a collocate. Let

us look at the following examPlesi

John can work hard when he wants to

I will work very hard next week

This is very hard work

It's hard to work when You are tired

The locations of the collocate hard are all different, but the data

only indicates how many times the node work co-occurs with the

collocate hard. According to the location of a collocate, the meaning of

the collocation could be different. For example, the meaning of work

hard and hard work is different. The former hard means with a lot of

effort while the latter hard means very difficult to do. Separating these

different uses has to be done manually.

There is an additional category of stopwords. These stopwords

consist of just over one hundred function words such as to, his and will.

These words were omitted from the main list of 10,000 nodes and the

database does not provide any example sentences f.or stopwords. This is

because the collocation searching project focused predominantly on

content words for both nodes and collocates. Even though the Content

word+ Content word type is a very useful combination, there is also a



limitation. We need to consider immediate constituent analysis

(Bloomfield, 1933; Fries, L952; Gleason, 1955; Hockett, 1958; Wells,

L947), where a sentence is divided into increasingly smaller pieces until

every unit is classified as a part of a larger unit. To start, the sentence

would be cut into clauses, and each clause cut into Subject and Predicate.

The COBUILD database does not limit itself to complete constituents. For

example, the database includes items such as studying the other animals

at the zoo"', "'colourful animals, zoo keepers..., and ...killins some zoo

animals in order to show the collocational relationship between animals

and zoo. The two constituents animals and zoo of the first two examples

are not associated in one constituent. Let us also look at the verb phrase

woke your friend up. Suppose this phrase contained three constituents

woke, your friend, and up. However, if woke up is an immediate

constituent of this phrase as well, then it would be discontinuous, as (1)

woke would be a constituent of. woke up, (2) ap would be a constituent of

woke up, (3) your friend would not be a constituent of woke up, and (4)

your friend would be linearly ordered between woke and up. The

following tree diagram clearly shows this structure of woke your friend

up.

Figure 2.1 shows that woke up is an immediate constituent even

though your friend is inserted between woke and up. This level of

analysis has not been applied to the items in the COBUILD database.
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Figure 2,1

The struchre of the phrase woke yaw friend ryt

- Oieda (2005, p.624)

AnoJher prsblem is that while searehing for crollocations, a

consistent frequenelr cut-off point was not used, so according to the

node, the frequency cut-off point for its eollocates is different. For

example, if we look at the tirst node abandon and the last nade soo

(because the node, list is alphabetically ordered), the most frequent

collocate st abandon is forced with 180 occurrences and the lowest

frequency collocate is traditioaalwithZZ oceurrences. On the other hand,

the t6p Co,llocate of zoo is anim,al which haS 4 f.r€Quency Of 76

occurrences and the lowest frequency collocate is breeding with LT

eccurrences,. This is beeause only the top 20 collocates of a node were

entered into the list regardless of their frequencies. The problem is that

if a node had 2L or rnore very freguent c,ollo'cates, those after 20 were

excluded even if they were more frequent than other collocates included

for other nodes. On the othen hand, if a node had fewer than 20

collocates, some collocateS which had very few occurrences were

$lp' pAKr,xtr&

., , Iyol/,rlffiffire #P

Rncrr

*
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included. Because of this, it is difficult to use the COBUILD list as a basis

for quickly choosing the most useful collocations. So, the COBUILD list is

very large but still requires further sorting and analysis to provide data

for syllabus design, and teaching and learning.

The second electronic source of collocations is Phrases in English

(PIE). PIE was designed by Fletcher (2003 /?OO4J and incorporates a

database derived from the second or World Edition of the BNC. It aims to

provide a simple yet powerful interface for studying phrases up to eight

words long and is useable by both experienced researchers and novice

users. Using PIE, we can look up individual words and phrases online.

The PIE system basically consists of four searching functions - n-

grams, phrase-frames, POS (Part Of Speech)-grams and chargrams (rr

characters). Here n-gram means a sequence of n words, where the

word span r is 1 to 8, and word means a token of any lexical entity

assigned a BNC POS tas such as AJO (adjective (general or positive), e.g.

giood, okl, AJC (comparative adjective, e.g. betten older), and AJS

(superlative adjective, e.g. best, oldesD. There are 58 such tags.

For searching for n-grams, PIE provides the two choices - Simple

Search and Advanced Search. Simple Search is used for searching for

individual words and phrases with their POS tags and frequency data,

and it also offers a maximum of 50 concordance samples for each item.

In addition, there are sub-functions in Simple Search. For example, the

symbol + means one word, so the+ days includes the old days, the good

days, the bad da1rs, etc. The onIJrt + means 4-grams beginning with the
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only. The symbol - means an optional word, so the - days includes f&e

days, the old days, the good days, the bad days, etc. The - - days

includes the days, the old days, the good days, the good old days, etc. *

means word variations within one word form, for example, nation*

includes nation, nations, national, nationalistic, nationalise, etc. ? is used

for searching for word variations with one different character, so s?ng

includes sing, sang, sung, song, etc (see

http://pie.usna.eclu/simplesearchTab.html for more information). The

function of selecting a frequency cut-off point is added in Advanced

Search.

Phrase-frames are sets of variants of an n-gram with identical

form except for one word, represented here by the symbol 'r. For

example, the most frequent 4-frame is /ie * of the, with 5,652 variants

such as the end of the, the rest of the, the top of the, the nature of the,

etc.

POS-erams are patterns of Part Of Speech tags assigned to word

forms without reference to the specific lexical entities. When ordered

by types, the most frequent "3-POS-gram" is ART ADJ NOUN like frle

other hand. On the other hand, when ordered by tokens, the 3-POS-

gram PREP ART NOUN ltke at the end is more frequent.

Finally, chargrams are sequences of n letters. Many symbols are

used for a lot of different functions. [ ] means word forms with a choice

of specified characters in [ ], for example, tfioJp includes tip, top,

tipped, stop, etc. I means alternative groups of chars, for example,
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Gnelil cat includes the cat and a cat (see

http://pie.usna.edu/drillGrams.html for more information).

Results can be ordered alphabetically, by frequency or by POS tag.

For focused studies, we can filter results for specific word forms and/or

word-classes which a query must match or exclude.

Even though PIE has a lot of useful functions, PIE seems closer to

the upgraded SARA-3Z program which is the word analysis program for

the BNC rather than a database of English phrases. The data provided

by PIE is still not filtered, That is, it is impossible to apply the criterion

of grammatical well-formedness or distinguish polysemous uses of an

item only by using PIE's computational work. In addition, the

concordance samples for each item are restricted to a maximum of fifty

samples. The fifty random concordance samples from the BNC cannot

cover all the possible different uses of an item. Thus, COBUILD and PIE

are useful sources for gathering more instances of useful items, but

they require a lot of further manual analysis when compiling a list.

Other collocation sources include Kjellmer's (1994) list, Simpson

and Mendis' (2003) list, Liu's (2003) list and Biber et al.'s (2004) list.

Each study has its own strengths but leaves some problems to solve.

Table 2.2 gives a brief comparison of the three lists.

Kjellmer (1994) found 85,000 collocational types using the

1,000,000 token Brown Corpus. The two criteria frequent co-

occurrence and grammatical well-formedness were used for searching

for collocations.
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(jellmer

(1994)

Simpson & Mendis

(200s)

Liu

(2003)

Biber et al.

(2004)

Terms collocation idiom Idiom lexical bundle

Criteria

grammatical

well-formedness,

frequent

co-occlnTence

compositionality ar

fixedness,

i n s ti tu ti onal isa tion,

semaatic

opaqueness

fixedness

frequent,

co-occurrence

frequent

co-occuTence,

ranSe

Collocation span 4-vsord MWUs

Corpus size I million tokens 1.7 million tokens 6 million tokens 2 million tokens

Corpus type written spoken Spoken
spoken and

written

Table 2.2

The comparison of the four collocation studies

Kjellmer used a frequency cut-off point of two occuryences

because the size of the corpus used was small. As a result the list

includes many free combinations which have little collocational

relationship and excludes collocations of relatively low frequency. For

the second criterion of. grammatical well-formedness, all collocation

entries had to be adjacent and fit one of nineteen grammatical types

Such as noun phrases, verb plus object, and verb plus verb(s).

Discontinuous collocations were excluded and polysemous uses of an

identical form were classified as the same item because Kjellmer used a

"purely mechanical method" (Kjellmer, 1994, p. xiv). Kjellmer's list

included some grammatical categories which are excluded from the

present study such as A+ Noun (e.g. an insect), The* Noun (e.g. the

boat), Noun+ of (e.g. father ol), To+ Infinitive verb (e.g. to examine),
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proper names G.s. Bobbs, Jod and non-English expressions (e.g. per

se).

Simpson and Mendis (2003) found 238 academic spoken idioms

occurring in the 1,700,000 token Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken

English (MICASE). Simpson and Mendis used the three criteria of (1)

compositionality or fixedness, (2) institutionalisation, and (3) semantic

opaqueness, which were already noted by Fernando (1996), McCarthy

(1988), and Moon (1998b). As Grant and Bauer (2000 pointed out, these

criteria could not be consistently applied to distinguish idioms from

other multi-word units. In effect, Simpson and Mendis tried to exclude

metaphoric expressions (u.g. , sad showing), but most of the items in

their list were figurative expressions such as bottom line, the bis

picture, and draw a line between. The items were classified into the four

academic divisions of 'social sciences & education', 'physical sciences

& engineering', 'humanities & arts' and 'biological & health sciences',

and the three primary discourse modes of 'monologic/panel',

'interactive' and 'mixed'. The list is useful to focus on academic

idiomatic expressions, but the terms used in their study such as 'idioms',

'metaphoric expressions', and 'phrasal verbs' need to be more clearly

defined.

Liu's (2003) study focused on spoken idioms, but his criterion of

fixedness used does not necessarily overlap with the criterion of non-

compositionality which is a characteristic of idioms mentioned before.

This resulted in the inclusion of a lot of compositional and figurative
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multi-word units. Liu identified 9,683 idioms listed in two of four major

contemporary English idiom dictionaries and three English phrasal verb

dictionaries (Because Liu used the criterion fixedness, phrasal verbs

were included in the category of idioms as shown in section 2.2.I). Liu

found 302 of the 9,683 items identified in three American spoken

corpora using a frequency cut-off point of two occurrences per million.

However, because Liu's list was restricted to identification based on the

existing dictionaries, the category of idioms was not clearly defined and

many of the items were grammatically incomplete, for example, go with,

hold on to, knowledge of, etc.

Biber et al. QOOD identified lexical bundles listed in Biber et al.'s

(1999) list in texts from university classroom teaching and textbooks.

Biber et al. found 172lexical bundles in the T2K-SWAL Corpus (TOEFL

2000 Spoken and Written Academic language Corpusi see Biber et al.,

2002, 2004) using a frequency cut-off point of forty times per million

and a range cut-off point of 2A of 263 different texts. The strength of

the list is that register variation in the functional exploitation of lexical

bundles was considered. The different registers included conversation,

classroom teaching, textbooks, and academic prose. However, the items

listed in Biber et al.'s study were restricted to four word items where

the items all are adjacent. Here are some of the most frequent bundles

they foun d - you don't have to, one of the things, what do you think,

that's one of the, etc. About twenty percent of their bundles were

grammatically well-formed, for example, I don't think so, a lot of people,
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at the same time, in the United States.

Biber et al.'s study thus looks at a small set of bundles and

excludes the many more frequent two item and three item bundles. It is

thus a useful study, but not a sensible starting point for making a list of

the hishest frequency collocations.

The present study has two goals - (1) to see what criteria are

needed to define collocations and Q) to make a list of the high

frequency collocations of spoken English that would be useful for

guiding teaching, learning and course design. For these purposes, in this

chapter we have looked at the criteria of frequent co-occurrence,

grammatical well-formedness, mutual information, and predictability in

L|. Frequent co-occurrence could be used to determine usefulness

because high frequency items have more chances to be used and met

and by using the criterion of grammatical well-formedness, we could

provide meaningful units for learning and teaching collocations. Mutual

information is used to measure collocational strength of a multi-word

unit but it is highly affected by the low frequency of one of the items.

Thus, it may not be effective in distinguishing collocations. However, to

ensure this assumption the criterion of mutual information needs to be

tested. Finally, the criterion of predictability in Ll would be useful to

reduce the number of collocations to focus on. For predictability in Ll,

Bahns' (1993) study is a good model because his method is highly

replicable even though using the dictionary definition cannot cover all

the sorts of differences between L1 and L2. Thus. these four criteria
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w,ili be trialled.

There is clearly a need for a study that uses well-designed criteria

that make $ense with r,egard to the teaching and learning of csllocations

and results in a Iist of hieh frequency well-formed coltrocations.

2.4 R€searoh Questioqs

The foltowing rese,areh quesfions are addrrxsed in this studfi.

(1) --IVhat are the criter'ia needed to distlnguish collocations from other

word groups?

(2) What are the mq5t frequent collocates of high frequenclr wonds,

which are also high frequency words?

(il Tfihat is the relative importance of collocations in spolcen and

written text?

(4) What are the most eommon collocational Datterns?

There ar€ four assumptions behind this studlr-

(1)Laneuage use

O Learnrrtg collocations can improve the learrler"s tranguage fluency'

@ Learning collocations can improve the native-like se{ection of a

learnerts language use'.
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(2) Language learning

O Learning collocations can improve the learner's vocabulary

retention.

(3) Llseful collocations

C tne most frequent collocations are the most useful in collocation

teaching and learning.

These assumptions will not be tested in this study.
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CH,APTER 3

RESEARCH PROCEDURE

This c-hapter describes how the Bresent study'was cal-ried out. This

lnvolves first of all a descnption of a Bilot studLt' that clarif-ied the criteria

that needed to be usled. The second part of this chapter ,illustrates the

maiR study.

3,1 The pilot study

The pilot study uras carried out to examine the effectivene-ss and

reliability of the criteria for determining a collocation'

S.l.L lnstruments

IfordSmith 3.0 (Seott, 1999) and SPSS l-0.0"5 for Windows (SPSS

Inc, L999) were used in the pilot studlr. Version 3.0 of WordSrnith is a

very c6nvenient and e-ffective tool for word count-s- and word

eoncordances. SPSS is v€ry useful for calsulating data througb

rnathematical formUla,e a4d for dra'ndng graphs based on the data.

3.1.2 Proc-edure

The pilot study involved the follouring steps.
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1. Choosing a corpus

2. Ctroosing two words to amrlyse

3, Using WordSrnith To;ols to rirake a conco,rdance

4. Tbking all the eollocations with a frequency of two. or raore

5. Applyins the criteriora of g.Tatnmatical well-farwedaess to the

e,sLlocations chos.en at step 4

ealcutlating Ina.tual infarnaation tor the collocations chosen at step

5

Applyine the criterion of predietabilfty to the collocations chosen

at step 6

The Wellington spoken and rrritten, Browru and Lancaster-

OsloBergen OOB) eorpora coritaining 4,758,,223 tokens and V6;,:l8,3

tyBes w.ere chosen. Only two words were chosen to analyse in the pilot

study. The first word w,as llrbi, High was chosen. because high has a lot

of collocates and the,re were L,784 occuTences of h,igh n the corpus.

The anailysis range w-as from third left col,locate to third right collocate.

Table 3.1 giv'es some exa-mples.

Table 3.1,

Collocation spall

6.

v.

CrllocaJes on the,leJt
Pivot

\ilerd
Collocates on the right

3td * 1$t

higlr

1."' 2d gd

a little bir

and dry

in the a1r
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As shown in Table 3.1, the word high collocates with the three-

word sequence a little bit on the left and also collocates with and dry on

the right. Theoretically in this study a collocation could be, at most, a

seven-word sequence including the node and three words to the left and

three words to the right. However, it is very unusual to find examples of

a seven-word collocation with collocates evenly distributed on both

sides.

Using the concordancer in WordSmith Tools, the pilot study found

2,577 multi-word items containing high. The number of the initial

potential collocations (2,577) was greater than the frequency of. hish

(1,784) because the same occurrence of hish in a sentence can collocate

with more than one other word. For example, from the sentence interest

rates have reached very high levels, the two collocations very high and

high levels are found. Even though they make up one sequence, they are

counted separately. So the same occurrence of the word high occurs in

the two collocations.

2,17]1 of the 2,576 multi-word groups found by WordSmith did not

meet the first criterion, grammatical well-formedness. That iS, the

multi-word groups did not function as one or more of the immediate

constituents such as Subject, Predicate, and Verb. As shown in Table

3.1, the word hish collocates with and, but high and does not meet the

criterion of. grammatical well-formedness. However hish and dry meets

the criterion. The longest collocation was a 4-gram collocation high in

the air. Therefore, 405 items remained after the first phase. Table 3.2
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contains some items that met the first criterion, and some items that did

not meet it and were excluded from potential collocation groups.

Table 3.2

Some examples included and excluded by criterion I

Included samples Excluded samples

high school

high level

{No.i feet hieh

very high

run high

on a high

new high

such high

at high

between high

those high

give high

As shown in Table 3.2, such groups as hish school, high level and

verJr high meet the first criterion and are included. On the other hand,

such groups as new high, such high, and give high are excluded because

they do not meet the grammatical well-formedness criterion.

The second criterion, frequent co-occurrence, uses only absolute

frequency. Only the multi-word units that occurred two or more times in

the 4,758,223 tokens were included. Table 3.3 shows some of the items

that met the criterion and some of the items that were excluded because

they occurred only once. In this pilot study, only two co-occurrences are

used as a cut-off point to trial the criterion of frequent co-occurrence.

The low frequency level of two was used to get the maximum number of

different collocations. However, in the main study several frequency
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levels are eornpared to ehoose'a suitable frequency cut-off point'

Tabtre 3.3

Some exarnples included and exeluded by criterlon 2

The most frequentmulti-word rroits The mdti-word uqits that occurred once

high school

very high

hi$h level

too high

high court

hish snandard

high speed

high up

hieh qualiW

hrgh deeree

15t[

56

4l

4L

35

28

23

22;

2;J,

2A

on a high

high wardrobe

risually high

high vacaneies

high velscities

high statue

higfi voltages

unacceptablv high

rmfairly high

unu€ees.s rily high

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

t

1

I

This criterion was applied to the 4-05 multi-word groups remaining

after the application of criterion 1 and 234 items were exduded, leaving

1?1 word groups. In Tabte 3.3, w,e see that sueh word groups as hiefil

sch:o,o,!, v.erJf high and high level are included as collocatior.xs because

they meet t_he frequenelr cut-off point of two or more. on fie other hand,

such word groups as high voltages, anfairly hieh, and hbh statue are

excluded because they all o'seur only once in the corpus, which does not

meet the Criterion of frequent eo-occttrre.nce, However, there is a
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problem with this eriterion as some very aceeptahrle low frequency

eollocatio-ns such as or a h-igh, hieh tiae and hieih tea are excluded by the

absolute frequenclr criterion. Clearly a larger corpus is needed.

The ttiird criterion is ,mutual intotmatioa which s.ho rs the s.trength

of the relationship betwecn the pivot word and its collocate. lf f(d=the

numbef of x, f(y)=the number of y, f(s,y)Fthe number of co-oceurrenees

of x and y, and N=the number of the eorBus tokerrs, the rnufual

information value l(x,y) ean be calculated by using 16s f:pllowing forrnula:

f(xx) = lose {[f(x,y)N] / tftXfu)l]

Ta'ble 3,4 shows the statistieal data aud some examples from the

most interestins Dairs to the leasl

Table 3.4

Sonre examples fron the qost int'eresting pairs to the least one btr criterion 3

I(x,y) From high I(x,y) to tsw l(x,y) -value(I(0)

N

Max

IVIin

M

SD

772

[0,70

-6.20

5.757'2

z,.2r9a

high heeled (N) 1,0.70

hish birtlifate 10-38

high coercivjty 10.38

higtr pofurt

high place

l-6'7

1.01

high one -1.54

eet high -6,90
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Table 3.4 shows that this criterion was applied to 171 items and

the average of the mutual information value was about 5.76. The

collocation with the highest mutual information value was high heeled

(ltD with a mutual information value of 10.7 because heeled is a low

frequency word, but it typically collocates with the word hiqh. Using the

mutual information criterion, there were some items consisting of three

words such as a little hie:h, a bit high, and high and dry which were

difficult to classify because the measurement of mutual information is

based on the relationship between two words. Therefore, multi-word

collocates such as a little, a bit and and dry were counted as a chunked

unit because counting these collocates as one unit is more valid than

counting single collocates such as little, bit, and dry.

Table 3.4 also shows some problems with the criterion of, mutual

information. Mutual information is hiehly affected by the low frequency of

one component of the items. For example, high coercivity is an

expression with a very restricted use, but its mutual information value of

10.38 is very high. The total number of tokens of the word coercivity is

just 4 which all occur in the Wellington Written Corpus (WWC) and 2 of

the 4 cases collocate with hish. It is used in physical science as in r/

must have high coercivity at room temperature, a low Curie point, and a

high Kerr or Faraday rotation This means technical terms could have a

higher mutual information value because of their very restricted use.

Mutual information is usually used to check if one collocation has a more

interesting relationship between its components than other collocations,
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so it is difficult to set a cut-off point f.or mutual information However, in

general, a mutual information score greater than 2 is considered high

enough to show an interesting association between two words (Kennedy,

2003). In the present study, thus a score of 2 was used as a cut-off point

f,or mutual information.

By applying the criterion of. mutual information using a cut-off

point of. 2, only seven items including the two collocations high one and

get high with a minus value were excluded. The result was that 164 word

groups remained from 171 items. This criterion thus did not have much

effect on the results.

At the fourth step, predictability in LL/ or semantic opaqueness,

148 items from 164 items were classified as predictable collocations

because they are directly translatable word for word into Korean and

only 16 items are included as unpredictable collocations. Tables 3.5 and

3.6 summarise the results.

Table 3.5

The results of each step

As

to

shown in Table 3.5, three of the

determine a collocation. However,

four criteria

although the

were efficient

third criterion,

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Lrcluded 405 771 i64 16

Excluded 2,L77 234 I i48

Total 2,576 405 t71 164

tools
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ntutual info-rmation or coltrocatioaal swaialisation, showed the most

specialised informatian of a word sequenee, it was not infl.uential in

including or excluding items.

Table 3.6

The colloeations of h*thrneeting all four eriteria

1. high street

2. high water

3. high rise

4. high spirits

5" hieh minded

6. hieh teeh

7. hish flyer

8. hiii seas

9. hisli te-flsion

10. hish and dry

11, hrgh road

12. run hieh

13, high soiodioe

14. high and low

15. hieh societt

16. frieh flyt4e,

r3

13,

'7

T

-3

5

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

?,

Tahle 3.6 shows the sixteen collocatirons resu,l'ting from applyjng

the tour criteria, and the frequency of occurrence of eaeh collocation.

So, high stte'et met all four criteria and oecured 13 times in the
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4,758,223 word corpus. High and low has 5 occurrences but 3 of them

are used with a literal meaning, and the other 2 cases are used with the

meaning of "everywhere" as in I have searched hish and low for it. High

society occurs 3 times, but one occurrence is a movie title. This is why

the total number of occurrences of the two collocations is reduced.

These tokens were excluded after calculating mutual information, but it

did not affect the results of. mutual information.

In addition to the analysis of high, another word, field was

examined. Field was chosen because it is a much less frequent word

than hish and is a different part of speech. The same corpus consisting

of the Wellington spoken and written, Brown, and Lancaster-

Oslo/Bergen corpora containing 4,758,223 tokens was used, using

different sampling sizes of collocations selected randomly to see the

effect of sample size on the result. This analysis was carried out under

the assumption that the most frequent collocations would be found

regardless of different sampling sizes. If the same result could be

reached by extracting only a part of the total instances, then time could

be saved in the search for collocations. On the concordance option of

WordSmith Tools, the number of entries required can be set and the

entries can be randomly chosen. Table 3.7 gives the results.

As shown in Table 3.7, the total number of occurrences of field in

the corpus was 809 (tokens), and the total number of collocation entries

of. field (e.9. medical field, field again, magnetic field was 388 (types).

This is less than 809 because the same collocation occurred several



times.

Table 3.7

The results for the word field

No. of tokens of

'field'

No. of

collocation

entries of

'field'

Criteria 1-2 Criterion 3 Criterion 4

809 (1 in 1)

=(whole corpus)
388 68

62

(621809-0.08)
tr

401 (1 in 2)

=(L/2 size)
209 36

33

(33/401=0.08)
5

264(1 in3)
=(1/3 size)

120 19
16

(16/264:0.06)
1

o (1 in 3) means that

samples are ignored.

of three random samples is the other two

After applying criteria 1 to 3, 62 of. the 388 items remained (e.g.

rnedical field, magnetic field), which make up B7o of the total number of

tokens of fietd. An interesting point is that in the case of the word high,

after applying the first three criteria, l%o of the total number of tokens

af. highremained, which is almost the same proportion as for field. After

applying criterion 4, only 5 items were included as unpredictable

collocations (e.g. field marshal, field service, visual field. Subsequently,

401 of the total number of occurrences of. field were randomly selected,

that is, a half of the total number of 809 tokens of. field \Mere randomly

selected. 209 items were found as potential collocation entries. After

applying criteria 1 to 3, 33 items remained (e.g. ski field, field service,

field work), which is 8Vo of the randomly selected 401 tokens of field.
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After applying the last criterion, 5 items were included as collocations.

Table 3.7 shows that the different sampling sizes (809 and 401) include

substantially different numbers of collocations except for criterion 4.

Although criterion 4 was restricted to Korean, criteria 1 to 3 aimed at

general usefulness for learners of English regardless of L1. This means

that the corpus used was too small. However, this result is already

expected from Table 3.6. The collocations found have a small number of

occurrences, so when we examined a smaller sample size, many of

those collocations did not occur at all. It is thus clear that a much bigger

corpus than 4,788,223 tokens is needed. Using a large corpus with a

high frequency cut-off point seems more reliable than using a small

corpus with a low frequency cut-off point.

Let us return to the starting point. The goal of this study is to

make a collocation inventory for beginners learning English. For this

purpose, we decided to use four criteria: 1. grammatical well-

formedness, 2. frequent co-occurrence, 3. mutual information, 4.

predictability in Ll (e.g. Koread/ or semantic opaqueness. However,

through the pilot studies, it was found that the third criterion, mutual

information, was strongly related to the second criterion, so it has no

additional discriminating influence on distinguishing a collocation from

other sequences. The fourth criterion predictability in Li is restricted to

Korean, so the findings cannot be generalised to other languages.

Therefore, the first and second criteria are particularly important in this

study. The criterion, frequent co-occurrence involves two critical
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decisions. One is, as Richards Q97q points out, that frequency depends

greatly on the nature of the corpora used and there are differences, too,

between written and spoken text. It is necessary to decide which corpus

to use. The other is what frequency level we should use for the second

criterion. To investigate these questions, firstly, we compared the

Wellington spoken (WSC) and written (WWC), Brown, and LOB corpora

with the BNC. The WSC, W-WC, LOB, and Brown corpora together have

4,758,223 tokens and the BNC spoken section has 10,000,000 tokens.

The word high was the sample word analysed in the comparison. There

are 1,784 occurrences of hish in the combined WSC, WWC, LOB, and

Brown corpora, and the 10,000,000 word BNC spoken section has 2,068

occurrences of hi4h. The tokens of high do not differ greatly between

the two corpora even though the BNC spoken section is almost twice as

large as the combined written corpus. However, the whole 100,000,000

word BNC has 38,184 occurrences of. high, which is more than twenty

times that of the combined WSC, WWC, LOB, and Brown corpora.

To examine the different nature of spoken and written texts, two

corpora were made from the BNC: one was a spoken corpus that has

4,960,744 tokens, and the other was a written corpus that has 4,849,337

tokens. That is, the size of the two corpora was almost the same. The

worcl high was also analysed, using a cut-off frequency of 5

occurrences. Table 3.8 shows the results.
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Table 3.8

The csmparison of a sBoken.and a vrritte,n c-orpus

Spoken \flritten

Frequeney 1.275 2,387

No. of collocatisns 47 82

As shown in Table 3;8., the written corpus has 2,387 occurrences

of hie:h while there are L,275 occurrenc€s of ltighn the sBoken corpus.

That is, the \rord histhis much more freguent in the written corpus. The

written eorprrs has al'r,nost tw'iee as many collocations containir'rg it'gyl ss

the spoken corpus. 35 of the 47 spoken collocations also oecui in the

*rritten corpus such as very hish; hig:h lev l, afld too high. So'me items

,occur in only,one of the corBofa, for e.xarnple" g'uite h,igh artd fairly high

only occur ir the spokeR corpus. Looking at the spokenlwritten

distinction will elearly reveal interesting data. Howev'er, because spoken

Broficiency is seen as the main goal of beginnine courses, the main data

will be gathered from a spoken corpus.

The pilot study showed that (1) a large corpus. was, needed, (D the

rnutual information criterion was not eff,ective for findins hish frequency

eolloeations, and (3) a frequency cut-off point would rotsd to be worked

out that fitted with the size qf ,the eorpus.
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3.2 The Main Study

In this thesis, a collocetion will be'defined as a s€,eu€ftc€ of wor.ds,

usually but not necessarily adjacent, which occur together frequently

and which ean aet as 6 ss,grplete funetional part of a sentence s,uch as a

subject, an object, or an adj,ective.

3;'.2,L Research procedure

3.2.L.L Data source

The 1O milllsn-word spoken sectiorr of the BNC was used as the

data source. The BNC spoken section is the biggest spoken corpus

availa'ble. The Bilot study indieated that this may be big enough to get

plenty, of occ-urrences of the collocations. Trr-ere are two almost equally

sieed Farts. to the lO-million word spoken corpius. One is the

demographic part, co:rtaining transeriptions of spontaneous natural

cs-nversations and the other is the context-governed part, 'containing

transcriptions Of recordings of more foffrral meetings and events.

The Demogiraphic part is made up o'f 153 texts- sampled from L24

male and female volunteers of a wide range of agea' living at 38

different locations across the UK. The context-governed part is made:

up of 757 texts with the following four broad categories: (1) Edueational

and info-rmative events, such as lectures, news broadcasts, and

classroom discussisn, (Z) Busine.ss events such as salcs dqnonstrations,
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trade union meetings, and consultations, (3) Institutional and public

events, such as sermons, political speeches, and council meetings, and

(4) Leisure events, such as sports commentaries, after-dinner speeches,

and club meetings. To ensure representativeness of spoken language for

the BNC, a broad range of sampling in both the target population and the

types of spoken text was carried out.

3.2.I.2 Sample selection

The analysis of this corpus focused on the collocates of the most

frequent 1,000 content words from the spoken word frequency list by

Leech, Rayson, and Wilson (2001), available at

http://www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/ucrel/bncfreq/. The first 1,000 content

words were the pivot words, that is the focal points of the collocations.

For example, the pivot word of the collocations sex education and child

sex abuse is sex. What is the pivot word is simply determined by what

the researcher has decided to focus on. The word list by Leech et al. is

the one based on the BNC spoken section. It consists of word types and

is thus non-lemmatised, for example, the different inflected forms of

Iook, Iooks, looked and looking are listed as different words. The word

type, rather than lemma or word family, was chosen because different

inflected forms may take different collocates. For example, only looking

collocates with by as in by looking at {sth}.
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3.2.L.4 Searching for collocations

The word analysis program, WordSmith Tools w:as used,

p'afticularly its two functions, concordanee and cOllocate-sort. The

concordance opJion finds the target word and provides a context for that

word on each side of the word, Figure 3.1 gives an example.

Figur€ 3.1

A concordance o.f the pivot word moneJr

l
r3

One of the reasons why to Save nzoney iS beqause the studio theatre...

..,then was quite a lot of noneY

...it should be in operation rnahing noncy bringing people in.

...,irersuadi4g people to sp.end more maney

-. refurbishment and that costs moneJr I think that the points been raised....

How much moqetx have we got?

i

Gollocat-e-s'ort in WordSmith Tools sorts the contexts so that the

sarne and sirnil'ar ,eollocations, oe'crlr together to the right or left oJ the

node. The analysis range was from third left eolloe.ate to third right

eollocate, in other ritrords, it iucludes the tirs't to the left, the second to

the left, the third to the left, the first to the ri$t, the second to the risht,

and the third to the right. For exampte, the collocates af go include rh

ane ga, Iet ga, go Oatside, and go in the,re. HoWeve,r, there are some

issues to, coneider when eounti4g collocations. Firstln wherr collocatlons
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consist of more than two words such as the collocation of. up, up and

down, the two collocates and (right 1) and down (right 2) are separately

counted by WordSmith, not as one whole unit. Therefore, the number of

the initial potential collocation entries can be bigger than the total

occurrences of the pivot word. Secondly, some collocations could

overlap when counting the total number of collocations. For example,

the collocation very good is shared by the two pivot words very and

good. When the pivot word very is analysed, very has the collocate

good. When the pivot word good is analysed., good has the collocate

very. Thirdly, the range for collocates was restricted to the third left

collocate to the third right collocate. Therefore, if a word sequence is

beyond that range, a collocation might be shown as an incomplete form,

so it could be excluded. For example, the pivot word day has the

collocate end of the, but end of the day is an incomplete form. It needs

more complementary words such as at the end of the day. Fortunately,

in this case the word end is included in the first 1,000 pivot words, so

when the pivot word end is analysed, at the end of the day is included

as a collocation.

3.2.I.5 Choosing a frequency level

In the present study, it was necessary to set a frequency level

(cut-off point) for the collocations considering the size of the corpus

and the size of the resulting collocation inventory. If the cut-off point is
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too low, then the total number of collocations is too large. If the cut-off

point is too high, many useful collocations may be excluded. Therefore,

several cut-off points were trialled to find an appropriate frequency

level which can be applied across all the data, that is for nodes at the

top of the frequency scale and for nodes at the end of the most frequent

1,000 types. When a frequency of 30 occurrences per 10,000,000

tokens for each collocation is applied as a cut-off point, the average

number of collocates of the most frequent 50 node words is about 28.

When a frequency of 20 occurrences per 10,000,000 tokens for each

collocation is used as a cut-off point, the average number of collocates

is about 37. When a frequency higher than 30 is used as a cut-off point,

no collocates are discovered in the lower frequency pivot words which

are still in the most frequent 1,000 words of English or at best very few

collocates are found. For example, Some lower frequency words such as

fund (634 in frequency), previous (54D and passed ($.2D have no

collocates when a cut-off point of 60 is applied and the two pivot words

watching and dad have only one collocate each, namely watching it and

mum and dad. Similarly, Woman has two collocates - this woman and

that woman - that meet the two criteria. This means if we use a low

cut-off point like 20 occurrences per 10,000,000 tokens, there are too

many collocates meeting the criterion, whereas if a high cut-off point

like 60 occurrences is used, many lower frequency pivot words may

have few or no collocates that meet that frequency criterion. Even if a

few collocates are found, they are likely to be function words such as
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this, that, and it. Consider Tables 3.9 and 3.10.

Table 3.9

The number of collocates of some lower frequency words

from the spoken word list based on three cut-off points

o The pivot words have a frequency below 1,000 occurrences per million in the

10,000,000 word corpus.

Table 3.10

The number of collocates of some high frequency words

from the spoken word list based on the three cut-off points

Table 3.9 shows that the pivot word green has 88 total

occurrences per million in the 10,000,000 token corpus. When we use a

cut-off point of. 20 or more occurrences for each collocation which

----__l9ur-off point

P'vot wori\=- 20 30 60

green (88/million) tr '| 0

tell (668) t2 1 0

give (845) 6 4 0

great (363) o nI 1

sale (46) o 2 I
worry (94) z 1 I

-=--{9ut-off point
--.\\

Pivot word -----\- 20 30 60

up (2,891/million) 169 r56 65

very (2,373) 109 60 42

down (1,472) 98 7T 28

good (1,566) 95 65 32

other (1,313) 85 42 22

eo (2,885) 77 43 26

here (1,640) 77 39 2l
o The number in brackets shows the total frequency per million of each word.
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meets the two criteria, we end up with only five collocates meeting

those criteria. When the frequency cut-off point is raised to 30 or more

occurrences, this drops to l, and when it is 60 or more, to zero. Table

3.10 is interpreted in the same way as Table 3.9, but Table 3.10

contains only very high frequency words. Very has a total occurrence of

2,373 tokens per million in the 10,000,000 word corpus. Tell in Table

3.9, by contrast, has only 668 per million.

As shown in Table 3.9, the number of collocates for words at a

cut-off frequency of 20 occurrences for each collocation is small

(mostly less than 10). When a frequency cut-off of 60 occurrences per

collocation is applied, no collocates occur or there are very few

collocates. When we consider only Table 3.9, a frequency of 20

occurrences Seems to be an appropriate cut-off point. However, we also

need to consider high frequency words to determine a generalisable

cut-off point. Table 3.10 shows the number of collocates of some high

frequency words based on three cut-off points (20, 30 and 60). In Table

3.10, the number of collocates using a frequency of 20 occurrences as a

cut-off point is too many (even 71 different collocates which is the

smallest number of occurrences in Table 3.10 is too many). Besides, if a

frequency of. 20 occurrences is applied as a cut-off point, many "open

choice" collocations where "a large range of choice opens up and the

only restraint is grammaticalness" (Sinclair, 1991, p. 109) are more

likely to be included. When we consider Table 3.10, a frequency of 60

occurrences seems appropriate for a cut-off point because the average
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number of collocations per pivot word is about 34. Nevertheless, to

make a consistent list, we need to use the same frequency cut-off point

for all collocations whether their pivot word (node) is a very high

frequency word or not. This is why eventually a cut-off point of 30

occurrences per 10,000,000 words (3 per 1,000,000) was decided as an

appropriate cut-off point for collocations in this study. This cut-off

point provides an adequate number of collocations for most of the pivot

words in the first 1,000 word types of English.

3.2.1.6 Sorting collocates

When a collocation has different parts of speech or different

meanings, each meaning or part of speech is listed and sorted as a

different item. The distinction in the meaning relies on the Collins

English dictionary (1994). For example, the collocation get upis defined

as - (1) to wake up and rise from one's bed, (2) to rise to one's feeti

stand up, (3) to ascend or cause to ascend, @) to mount or help to mount,

etc, in Collins English dictionary. Even though all the uses of get up

convey the core meaning of. to rise, raise oneself or come to somewhere

or some posture, foreign learners are likely to recognise those different

uses as different expressions, and thus the distinction in the meaning is

separated in the lists. When collocations are listed, we sort collocations

according to frequency. If a collocation has different parts of speech or

different meanings, those are subdivided into separate collocation items
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according to frequency order. Each collocation is classified with the part

of speech of the collocation, and a sample sentence or phrase as shown

in Table 3.11. So in the final lists in Appendices l and 2, polysemous

uses of a collocation have been separated.

Table 3.11

Some collocates of, up

o The frequency of some polysemes does not meet the frequent occurrence

criterion, but the total frequency of their identical forms meets the criterion.

The three example collocations in Table 3.11, set up, getting up,

and grown up, are ordered by frequency, and aS Shown in the case of

grown up, when a collocation has more than one part of Speech, the

collocation is divided into different collocations which are also arranged

by frequency. In addition, when a collocation has more than one meaning,

Rank Collocation Part of speech Frequency Context
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i i l':\_:

70

i i \''\ \r:\

r28

r37

\ \. \,t t::

139

(be-verb) set

up Gth)
\l.t : \\lr:.-'\:'\ r-\

(be-verb)

lerown 
up 6th)

|.,,., I.,,,,-,;r,-,-'- i,''i,,,.

getting up

\\\:i\\n-l-:i.: i: i:

getting up

(swe)
\ -.:-: rr : r:^: i i: I :i i.::

getting up

:: { i + ::-i \-r l:. ::i.'.1.

{Der-a [8J]
grown up

And we will set up mailboxes for

you as individuals.
i i -'. \.rr i \ \ i :: i ji \ \,i" \ \ \:\ \ \ 1-\ i; \. \-.-'\ \:.i\ Vr

"'at least until the children are

grown up and probably well

beyond?
-:.l i: ::-\ l: ]: il.\\ l: +ri :i li l' r :l- :l :i i \ \ t:: \'\ \ \ \ :i l

Aha, that's what I do, it's like

getting up in the morning.
\- I ;i \ \;l: :: \.\rl t \;\ i,' \:i \ \'\ i\ \ -)t-\;1.'1.\:\l:

Well, it's getting up there.

\ \ l i i :::l.l \ r. \ i: \ i 'i r:1\ -\ \'i \ -\ -::]. .} \ :: i :l \ :

"'why am I getting up and

speaking.
: \ \.\ -r \.:.\ \ \\ \\ -l :l\\ \.\ \:t l:.\ \\..1: \:\\:\\.\..

"'you are a grown up now aren't

you?
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the item is also divided into different items. For example, getting up (89

in frequency) is classified into three items by frequency order in Table

3.11 The first meaning of. getting ap (56) is waking up, the second

meaning (21) is coming upand the last (12) has the meaning of standing

up. In this study, only content words such as common nouns, verbs, and

adjectives from the word frequency list are analysed. Interjections (e.g.

god!, well!) are excluded from the list of pivot words, but a collocation

made of content words can be used as an interjection such as good

gracious! and is classified as such. Table 3.11 shows some collocational

groups of the pivot word up, however, in Appendix 2, all the collocations

are re-sorted by frequency order regardless of the pivot words.

3.2.I.7 Collocation and colligation

We need to distinguish collocation and colligation. In the present

study, a collocation is a well-formed sequence of words that frequently

go together, such as you know, I think, and come back. The parts of a

collocation are usually, but not necessarily, adjacent to each other.

Some collocations listed in this study such as check sth out,

brought sth to smo, and No. years however may be included in the

notion of colligation Colligation refers to collocational frameworks

(Renouf & Sinclair, 1991) in which some units are based on a

grammatical class rather than on a particular word. Fillmore (1997)

gives a good example to explain colligation. The phrase ripe old age
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frequently occurs with some collocates like live to or reach, but also

with other semantically similar verbs such as attain, suruive to and go

on to. However, the preferred grammatical pattern is verb+ preposition

+ a ripe old age - live to a ripe old age, swvive to a ripe old age etc.

Because the pattern does not consist solely of particular words but

includes grammatical categories (e.g. Verb+ Preposition), it is a

colligation rather than a collocation.

In a simpler example, it is easily seen that the verb wanf prefers

the colligation want+ to INF (e,g. want to gd to being followed by an -
ing f.orm. Smo as in brought sth to smo represents personal pronouns or

personal proper nouns such as him, her, and John. It is a grammatical

frame where similar sorts of words are substitutable, so the pattern

containing the non-lexical items such as sth (something), smo

(someone), and sne (somewhere) is regarded as a colligation. Colligates

are added to show the items occurring between non-adjacent collocates

but they are not part of the collocation such as s/r?o as in pick {smo} up.

The colligates which are included as part of a collocation in this study

are:

a, the as in {Det-the [16J, a [12]] bus stop

Nas in nearly every {N}

.Ii/Fas in managed to $NFj

No. as in {No} Years

make-verb as in {make-verb} {sno's} mind up

be-verb as in {be-verb} very surprised
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Xrn the pre-sent s-tudy, { } qienals an obligatory colligafion, ( ) signals

an o-ptiorral but a possible part of fie colloeation, and [ ] braekets the

'frequ-enelr figure'.

The research procedure described in this chapter r"rsed the

computer but also involved a great deal of nT anual analysis and checking.

Althougfi frequent aacurren:cE aaa be determined by the com,puter,

gtanrnatical well-fortnedness and predictabiliV in the Ll ean only be

determined manualiy. Because frequency of occurrence involved the

separation of different senses of corllocations, this also involved a great

amoirnt of rnanual analysis. The results of all this counting'and anallr-sis

,are neBorted in the ne:xt ehapter.
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CFIAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter looks at the results of the corpus search for

collocations that meet the criteria of frequency and grammatical well-

formedness. Later in the chapter we look at the effects of applying the

criterion of predictability in the Ll.

4.1 Number and frequency of collocations

In section 4.1, we will first look at the number and frequency of

collocations. There are two major questions - 1) how many collocations

meet the two criteria of. frequent co-occurrence and grammatical well-

formedness? and 2) is the frequency distribution of these collocations

similar to that of single words? The answers to these questions could be

used for choosing how many collocations we need to teach and learn.

The frequency of a collocation will always be less than the

frequency of its least frequent member, thus it is possible that

collocations made of high frequency words could in fact be low

frequency items. For this reason, we did not expect many collocations

to occur with very high frequencies, so we will check to see how many

of the collocations would occur among the high frequency words of the

language, if no distinction was made between words and collocations. If

we consider the cost-benefit advantages that hieh frequency items
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provide, more frequent collocations are more useful because high

frequency items have more chances to be used and met. That is, the

collocation should be frequent enough to get into the high frequency

words of the language.

Next, we will examine whether Zipf's law on frequency distribution

for single words is applicable to collocations.

4.1.1 Statistical results and comparison of 10 bands of 100 pivot

words

Under the assumption that more frequent collocations are more

useful collocations, it is important to know how many hieh frequency

collocations meet the criteria used in the present study.

5,894 collocations were found for the 1,000 most frequent content

pivot word types of English. We searched for collocations according to

the pivot words, so sometimes different pivot words have some

collocations in common. For example the pivot word tired has the two

collocations very tired and so tired, but these collocations are also

included in the collocations of very and so. There are 1,196 such

overlaps in the list, so when the list is re-sorted alphabetically to get rid

of these overlaps, the new list contains 4,698 collocations. If overlaps

are not removed, this is an average of over six collocations per pivot

word, but as can be seen in Table 4.1 the range across the 1,000 pivot

words is very wide. Each one of the 5,894 collocations \Mas examined
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individually in this study.

To look at the data in more detail the 1,000 most frequent pivot

words were divided into the equally sized groups of 100 according to

the frequency of the pivot words. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show how many

collocations each 100 pivot word band includes and how much they

account for the total frequencies of the collocations of the first 1,000

pivot words.

Table 4.1

The number and percentage of the collocations

in the 10 frequency ranked bands of 100 pivot words

1O bands of 100 pivot words No. of collocations Percent (%)
Cumulative

percent (%)

1"' 100 words 2.O52 34.82 34.82

znd 100 words 843 14.30 49.12

3''i 100 words 704 11.94 61.06

4tn 100 words 564 9.57 70.63

sth 100 words 481 8.16 78.79

6'h 100 words 373 6.33 85.12

7th 1oo words 287 4.77 89.89

8'h 1oo words 233 3.95 93.84

gtn 100 words L87 3.r7 97.01

10'n 100 words t76 2.99 100

Total 5,894 100 100

In Table

have a total of

4.1, we can see that the most

2,052 collocations which make

frequent 100 pivot words

up almost 35Vo of the total
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number of the collocations of the first 1,000 pivot words. The first 300

pivot words include more than half of the total number (about 6l%o). The

number and percentages very roughly follow Zipf's law on frequency

distribution where the rank of the band times the frequency (or in this

case, number of collocations) equals a constant figure (1 times 2,052 =

2,052: 3 times 704 = 2,112 and so on). This means that collocation use

is heavily concentrated on the most frequent words. This phenomenon

can be more obviously seen in Table 4.2 which gives the number of

tokens rather than types.

Table 4.2

The total tokens and percentage

of the collocations of the 10 bands of 100 pivot words

10 bands of 100 pivot words
Total tokens of

collocations
Percent (Vo)

Cumulative

percent (%)

1"' 100 words 387.634 52.66 s2.66

2n" 100 words 11 1,468 15.15 67.81

3'd 100 words 64,962 8.82 76.63

4th 100 words 44,896 6.10 82.73

5rh 100 words 36,903 5.01 87.74

6'n 100 words 27.846 3.78 9t.52

7th 100 words 22,433 3.0s 94.57

8'n 100 words 16.872 2.29 96.86

gth 100 words 1,2,675 7.7r 98.57

loth 100 words 10,515 1.43 100

Total 736,r44 r00 100
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As showR in 'Table 4.2, the total number of toke:ns of the

cotrlocatio:rs of the first 100 pivot words is 387,634 which ae.count for

just over 52% of the total nus,rber (73,6,744) of tokens, of the

collocations found in this ,study. The first 200 ;pivot words make up- a

littte over 6i7%a of, the total tokens. The top 200 pivot words aceount for

a verlr large proportion of the collocations.

4.L;2 Ztpf s law on frequency distibution for collocations (bi-

grams)

One way to look at the frequency distribution of collocations is to

see how Zipfos law on frequency distribution applies ts the eollo'catioR

data in this study.

ZiB,I's law on frequenclr distribution for individual words is

expressed in the following equation (Zipf',1945, 1949):

f *r= C

If r. is the rank of a word in a list sf all the words in a sample in

or:der of deereasing freouencxr and f ls the frequency of the word irr the

sararple, then C is a constant figure klway"s the same nUmber)' For

example, Zipf (1935, 1949) found that f&e is rank il. occurring 1,631

tirnes,, an:d: is rank 2 occurring 86'6 times iu- Alice in Wonderlaad.
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Aceording to Zipf's law on frequenc:y distribution, the result of the

catreulatisn far the which is 1,631 (1,631*1=1,631) shou'ld be the same as

that for aadwhich is t,732 (866*2-1,732), Both figures are close to eaeh

other sugg:e-sting that they are near enough to a constant figure. 'When

Iog(f) is drawrr against loeft) in a graph (which is often called a Z,ipf

olrlrve), a dotted line is drawn with a slope of -X. as in Figure 4.1.

Fieure 4.t
Zipt crtree forthe uni-grams Gingle words) extracted

frsm a 250,000 word token eoqpus

4& {ffi
Wfiosf

(Frorn Ha, Sicilia" Ming, and Smith,2A02, p. 315)

If Zipf s lasn sn frequency distribution a.pplied Rerfectly to a set of

data Gt alngost never doesl), the toB ten items would follow a frequency

pattem like. this:

r
t
s
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Rank Frequency

1 Z;44

ztn
3 '80

460
5 48,

640
734
Ig0
927
10 24

Rank " Freqrlency

z{a
2+A

:24Q

244

24A

440

240

244

24A

?.44

This concCIeted example, rnultiplying rank by frequeney al$rays

results'in a eonetant fisure, in this case 240.

ZiBf's law on frequency dis'tribut'ion is typicall'rn tested on frequency

data involvine the frequenclr of words, but language is made of Bhnases

as wetl aS single words. Phrases af 2,,3 and more words are called n-

gfams, for D=2,3, etc. Ha et aI. (2O02) tooked at differenc'es arrong the

occurre.n6es Of n-gfams, using several Engfish corpora made from the

Wall Street Jowaal (Paul & Baker, 199D from issues published in 1987,

1988, 1989, with c,orBus siies of approximately 19 million, 16 million and

6 million tokens re-spectively. They found some differences with the

results of the n-grans using Zipf's law on frequency distribution and

suggested a modified, Zipf's lavr on frequenclr distribution, f n f --'C,,ln

the three Watt Street J.ounzat' corpora (WSfl; the ave-ra.ge F for bi-Sratns

is 0.65. In the present study, most collocations consist of two-word

phrases, So the formula, f * r'68=6 was used to eXamine the c-onstant
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figures. As a sample test, the word up was examined. 122 of 156

collocations of the pivot word up were examined. If a collocation has

different parts of speech or different meanings, those are subdivided into

separate collocation items, and they are called polysemes. However, 34

polysemes containing up were excluded because they did not meet the

30 occurrences of the frequency cut-off point. For example, follow up

occurs 39 times as a verb phrase and it also occurs 6 times as an

adjective. So, the adjective follow ap does not meet the frequency cut-

off point, and thus it was excluded from the analysis. The L22

collocations of rlp consist of 99 bi-grams,2l tri-grams and 2 four-grams.

Most of the collocations are bi-grams, so the formula, f * r'65=C was

used. Figure 4.2 shows aZipf curve for the collocations of up, and Figwe

4.3 shows Zipf. curves for n-grams in the WSJ87 corpus (Wall Street

Journal 1987 corpus/.

In Figure 4.3, the dotted line represents the formula, f * r'65=C.

Note that the curves for shorter units (such as a l-gram, that is, a

single-word unit) have a steeper slope, and the bi-gram curve is more

closely parallel to the dotted line with a slope -1. Even though Figures

4.I and 4.2 are a little different from Figure 4.3 in slope, comparing

Figures 4.I (uni-grams) and 4.2 (bi-grams) confirms that the single

words curve has a steeper slope.
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Fisure 4'2

Zipt eurve for eollocations of ap,

a
lgo
=g
oI

g.o

AJ

23

24

22

TJ

Lit
.00 .70

is sl

Lgs]qnr

r.06 t.t4
,1"0r t.ro t,t7

l.2ti llgo l1{B

r,a: t6 1.[t2' 1"||6

Fi$re 43
Zipf curves for the WSISTcorpvs

udF .# # "##_d4M

In the analysis of Zipf's law on frequeiey distribution for

eolloc.'ations in the present study' B'v'€tr though tbe Zipf durve of each
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pivot word does not strictly rneet a slope of -1, there is- a series' of

figures that are elose to the, constant. To get a valid result using Zipt's

Iaw on fre-quency distribution requires manJ rnore cases. Therefore, the

collo-'cati ns li.$t re,-sorted by ffeguency rega,r"dless of pivot words was

used to eheck this. The list includes 4,698 collocations and four 1,0 0

collocation bands were examined. The fifth band was excluded fro:m the

analysis beeause it includes a lot of polysemes having less ;than 30

oc,currences. Figure 4.4 gives the results.

Figure 4.4 shows Zipf c'urwes fsr the fo,ur 1,000 co,llocation bands.

The first 1,000 eollocation b:and shows a slope near -1.5 when the two

extremely freque'nt collocations you know and .f think are excludEd, The

other thnee bands show slopes close to -0.9', -0.E, and -0.7 each.

Fieure 4.4

Zipf c,urves for-four 1,000 collscaftion bartds

'0J-g
,9

ial
J

q
o
I6
!t

ir-o
I

7Ir 
'ats 

\4 2'6 2.G6 2.s4, afi 2^g€ 2Fp ?*
;Log rTmk

The first 1,CI0.O collocations

r.o2 si6 t.rE a.ra 3r! !t.rg 94 g-?n tq o,a

tqmnt

The seeond L.,000 collocations

zfr ,ii z4d z.6d 2.ro a.7a zsa zn z.g rrb 3B4 98 e.il 8.16 !r.r8 3"20 329 83G S
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cEo
5.
ETo
rq,,ct
J

s31 3€. 3.36 I'g r.et 4Fl *'*2 3r/rl 31{6 E4i

Lng nnk

The third 1.,000 coilocations

3-trs 3.& 3rr a5:l e54, 5!6 3t! +54 A* 3€0

Log'ranlt

The fourth 1,0CI0 e^ollocations

3!68 3.3f 33zl 3.3! 3:tr r€{ 3fE 3nr slr 3F

As the rank g'oes downr, the slope levels out' This means that

comBared with the predictions by Zipf-'s law on frequeney distribution,

more frequent collocations are mo:re frequentlli'used comDated with their

ranks, and at the same time there is a more rapid drop in the frequency of

the first l,000 collocations than Zipf's law on frequenc]" dis'tribution

would Bredicj' If the four eollocation bands. are joined togethetr, the result

is Figwe 4"5.

Fisure 4.5 shows that after the steep section on the left, the sLOBe

graduallV becomes more g-radual. The steep section ihcludes, the two

extremely frequent colloeations Jrau'lnow and l think and afte.r those two

items, the curve rep.resrentiEg the other 3,998 collocations shows a slope

anound -0.9; This means that zipf's law on frequeney drs8ilbution fits for

a certain section of the collo:eation list as well as fitting for uni-grams

(see Figure ul.l-).
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Fisure 4"5

Zip{ crrrves ror t}re most fieqlrent 4,000 collocations

Table 4.3 also contirnrns the results of Figures 4.4 and 4.5.

As me,ntioned above" the frequenci;es of the top two colloe-ations,

Jrou lrnow (27,348 to-hens) and .I think (25,862 tokens) are well outside

the frequency range of the other itenisn ,errren compa-red rvith the other

top collocations such as as weII (5,V54),, thank you (4,789 tokens), ?Rd

ln tact ( ,0CI9). Ysu kaaw and.1 think are interactional markers and are

clearly typieal of spoken tra,nguage.

dg
og
It
E
ttI

tesmf
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Table 4.3

Some high and low frequency collocations

The lists of collocations show the same rapid drop that is found in

frequency ranked lists of single words.

Zipf's law on frequency distribution (f*r=c) seems to apply as well

to collocations as it does to single words. In practical terms, this law

says that in a frequency ranked list, a relatively small number of hishly

frequent types will account for the majority of the tokens. A very large

Rank Collocation Frequency

1 you know 27,348

2 I think fthat) 25,862

J a bit 7,766

4 (always t1551, never [87J) used to {INF} 7,663

5 as well 5,754

o a lot of {N} 5,750

|7
I {No.} pounds 5,598

X thank you 4,789

q {No.} years 4,237

10
\ \ : i:'r: i: ::

441 1

\
in fact

i. -: :..i \.i. . I ).. 'l:-. \ I \ ::. ) \:\

say about that

3,009
i.i\\\n\\r\\\\

30

4412 saying anything 30

44t3 social housing 30

4+r4 stand back 30

44I5 stand here 30

4416 start up (sth) 30

4417 startins off fuith sth [8]) 30

4418 sure about that (S V) 30

44I9 take {sth} on board 30

4420 that ball 30
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number of infrequent types account for the rernaining surall number of

tokens. Frorn a teaehing and learnrng perspective, grea-te-r value will be

sained from focusing on the sma-ll number of hish frequency items than

on the large number of low frequenclr itenrs.

4.1,3 trnclusion of collocati.ons ire a list of hieh frequeney words

To see hsw the high trequency collocations were ranked compared

to wond [ypes, the colloeation fre,quency list w-as eompared wjth a

frequency list rvhich contains the BNC spoken frequencln figures by

Leech et al. (2001), available at

http:/lvn=:unv:.comB.lancs.ac.uVucreUbncfreql. The frequencies in the list

sho-w occurrences of a word fype per 1,000,000 running words.

Hourever, the list only Brovides data for the flrst 4,000-odd non-

lemnnatised words. A.s rnentioned in previ,ous seetions of this thesis, the

col[location list is not lemrnatised, that is, ure used word types to search

for colloeafions usuxg the 10,000,000- BNC spoken corpora. Let us look

at Tables 4.4 and 4.5.

Table 4.4 shows cut-off figures from the BNC according to spoken

Wpe-based single word fieures. The last word of the lut 1,000 list is the

notrR terrns which has 76 ,ocGury€oees in sne million nuruling words" or

760 pe'r ten million running words.
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Table 4.4

Cut-off figures from the BNC

according to spoken type-based single word figures

Table 4.5

Cut-off figures from the BNC

according to spoken type-based collocation figures

Table 4.5 shows cut-off figures from the BNC according to spoken

type-based collocation figures. The last collocation of the l"t 100 list is

be-verD interested in {sth} with 689 occurrences from the ten million

running words.

Some argue that collocations should be treated as if they were like

single words, that is, units to be learned as a whole item. If we accept

this idea, it is interesting to see how the frequencies of these

collocational units compare with the frequencies of single words.

Spoken type-based single word frequency Umillion)

1"t 1,000 76 @ 760/10 million) - (terms (Noun))

znn 1,000 32 @ 32OlI0 million) - (beat (Verb))

3'd 1,000 19 (: 190/I0 million) - (trading (Noun))

4'h l,ooo 13 (- 130/10 million) - (hwts (Verb))

Spoken type-based collocation frequency U10 millions)

1"'100 689 ((be-verb) interested in {sth})

2nd 100 454 (went dowm)

3- 100 325 (set out of {sth})

4'n 100 257 Gound that (N, S V)
rthc 100 214 Gery hish)

t"t 1,000 L18 tused it)

znd l,ooo 64 Gupport tuat (N)

3'o 1,ooo 43 ((iust [1lD one example)

4'h 1,000 33 UuIl up)
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If we compare Table 4.5 with Table 4.4, the last collocation of the

3'd 100 list of collocations is get out of {sth} with 325 occurrences and

this would include it in the 2"d 1,000 list of frequency ranked word types

in Table 4.4. The frequency cut-off point of the l't 1,000 list of the

collocations is the frequency of 118 occurrences, which almost matches

the cut-off figure of the fourth 1,000 spoken type-based single words

(: 130/10 millions). Tfris means that the top 1,000 collocations would

all qualify for entry into the top 4,000 words of English using a

frequency criterion. Figure 4.6 gives a diagrammatic representation of

the occurrence of single word types and collocations.

Fieure 4.6

Frequency comparison between single word types and collocations

Collocations

Cut-off point 760/10 million 32O/lO million 190110 million 130/10 million

a The number in brackets shows the cumulative number of collocations.

Figure 4.6 shows that 84 collocations meet the cut-off point of 760

occurrences per 10 million and thus these are included in the level of

the first 1,000 word types. 308 collocations are included in the first

2,000 corresponding to the cut-off point of 320 per 10 million, More

2nd 1000 3rd 1000 4th 1000
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than 500 collocations meet the frequency level of the first 3,000 word

types. The 84 collocations of the first collocation band include you know

I think, come back, any more, Iast year, very nice, etc. The 224

collocations of the second collocation band include I see, I bet, in a

minute, go away, at the end of the day, up here, etc. The 324 of. the

third collocation band are manage to ftNF], in the world, on earth,

nothing else, give up, etc. Relatively infrequent collocations beyond the

frequency level of the fourth 1,000 word types are particularly good, go

to church, from the bottom, piss off, stand back, etc. A large number of

collocations meet the criteria used, and a reasonably large number of

these qualify for inclusion in the most frequent 2,000 items in English if

no distinction was made between single words and collocations. This is

the most striking finding in this study because a collocation is always

less frequent than the frequency of its less frequent member, so we

would not expect many collocations to occur among the high frequency

words of the language. There are in fact many, and these deserve the

same kind of attention given to hieh frequency words.

4.2 Factors affecting the number and frequency of collocations

In section 4.2, we will examine factors affecting the number of

collocations. There are four factors 1) the frequency of the pivot

words, 2) the length of the collocations, 3) part of speech, and 4) the

Iocation of the collocates. It is useful to look at these factors because

they may allow us to predict what items are likely to have a large



number of collocates without having to count them.

The first factor of the frequency of the pivot words has two sub-

divisions (1) the number of collocates, and Q) the frequency of

collocations. We will first look at whether high freauency pivot words

have more collocates than lower frequency pivot words, and then we

will check whether hieh frequency pivot words occur in more frequent

collocations. In addition, we will examine how many collocations are

made up of hieh frequency words and the differences between the

frequencies of spoken and written collocations. The second factor of the

Iength of collocations is related to Zipf's law of least effort (shorter

words are more common than longer words). This Zipf's law is usually

applied to the number of phonemes or syllables of a single word, but we

will check whether Zipf's law of least effort is applicable to the number

of words making up a collocation.

The factor of part of speech is concerned with three questions - (1)

pivot words of which part of speech have more collocates?, (2) which

combination of parts of speech of collocates is the most common?, and

(3) which part of speech of a whole collocation is the most common?

For the final factor of the location of collocates, we will look

number of collocates on the right, on the left, and on both sides

pivot word.

at the

of the
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4.2.L The frequency of the pivot word and the number of

collocates

First we will examine the relationship between the frequency of the

pivot word and the number of collocates.

This study focuses on the top 1,000 word types as these are the

most problematical and time-consuming to analyse. Each band of 100

words (10 bands) in the first 1000 types v/as examined and compared.

When we consider some randomly selected sequential words from the

pivot word list, there seems to be no obvious relationship between the

frequency of a pivot word and the number of its collocates (see Table

4.6). However, from a broader view, when each band of 100 pivot words

is compared, we can more readily See a decrease in the number of

collocates as pivot word frequency goes down (see Tables 4.L and 4.2).

Table 4.6

The number of collocates of the top 10 pivot words

Rank Pivot word Frequency Umillion) No. of collocates

1 well 5,912 t2

2 know 5,550 l1

3 so 5,151 16

4 think 3,977 8

tr just 3,820 11

o right 3.356 T7

.l up 2,891 156

B go 2,885 43

I now 2,864 t2

l0 said 2.685 4
I
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As shown in Table 4.6, the top 10 pivot words ordered by frequency

do not show any systematic relationship between frequency and the

number of collocates. Think which occurs 3,977 times per million in the

10,000,000 word corpus has 8 collocates, while ap occurs 2,89I times

per million but it has 156 collocates. One reason why the relatively lower

frequency word up has more collocates than think which is a higher

frequency word is that such words as up, out, over and in occur in a lot

of phrasal verbs G.g. pick ryz carry outand take over).

To make sure that phrasal verbs were not overlooked in this study,

the phrasal verbs were double-checked by using Fletcher's QOOS/2004)

database of Phrases in English which includes all phrases with a length

between I and B words which occur more than 3 times in the BNC. Even

though Fletcher's database (http://pie.usna.edu) includes a lot of

grammatically ill-formed phrases because he collected the data by using

only a computational process, we found 14 phrasal verbs which we had

missed, and these were added to the study. The most frequent of these

were woke up (93 tokens), picks up 69 tokens) and stood up @O tokens).

When we look at another pivot word g:o in Table 4.6, there seems

to be no obvious relationship between the frequency of a pivot word and

the number of its collocates. The word g'o also has more collocates than

think even though think is a more frequent word. However, as seen in

Tables 4.1 and 4.2, frequency can have an influence on the number of

collocates, but there are clearly other important factors that affect the

number of coliocations a pivot word can occur in. Before looking at
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these, let us look further at the frequency distribution of the

eo,llocations found"

4.2.2 What proportion of the, words making up the top 4,698

collocations of English are from the high fi:equency words?

One of the purposes of the present study is making the best rlse of

already knswn words, that is, not adding an additiona] burden by addine

unknovm, lower frequency vocabulary. ThuS, We examined how rnany

collocations are rnade up of high frequency words.

The trequenc]' level of all the individual words which make up

41,698 colloeations were examined by using the RANGE ProBf?Ir

(Heatlexr, Natior-r and Coxhead,, z'oaz). Ttree ready made base- word lists

are available with the RIINGE program. The first base word list ineh.rdes

the l*t 1,000 most frequent word families of English. The second base

word list includes the 2"4 1,000 rnost freguent word families. The

sources of these two lists are the General Service List (GSL) by \Mest

(195il. The third base word list includes 570' vrord farniliies not in the

fiist 2,000 words of English but which are in the Academ c rfford List

rAWf) by Coxhead (1998, 2000).

As a result of this aaalysis, it was for.md that the most frequent

collocations are largely made up of high frequency words Gee Table

4Jn.
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Table 4.7

Members of the top 1,000 collocations

No. of word families Cumulative (7o)

1"t 1,000 392 392 (82Vo)

2n" 1,000 55 447 QSVo)

AWL 2T 468 QSVa)

Not in the lists 11 479 (lAOVo)

Table 4.7shows that the top 1,000 collocations are made up of 479

word families and about 93Vo G447) of them are included in the 2,000

word GSL. Very hieh frequency members include the, in, of and to. If

the first two thousand word families of English are considered the high

frequency words of the language (West, 1953; Nation, 2001b), then 956

of the top 1,000 collocations are made up of these 2,000 word families.

A further 32 collocations contain twenty-one academic words and the

remaining 12 collocations contain some words which are from neither

the GSL nor the AWL. Table 4.8 lists the twenty-one academic words.

Table 4.8

21 academic words contained in the first 1,000 collocations

access, area, authority, available, aware, benefit

couple, involve, issue, job, labour, odd

paragraph, percent, period, prime, role, sector

similar, structure, transport

As shown in Table 4.8, only

period and ,rssae were found in the

the 12 collocations containins 11

21 academic words such as

top 1,000 collocations. Table

words (the word county was

95
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two collocations in the second column) which were not included in either

the 2,000 word family GSL or the 570 word family AWL. This is largely

because the GSL has some limitations. These mainly occur for the

foltowing reasons. First, the GSL is based on written texts, so it is not

sufficiently relevant to spoken texts.

Table 4.9

12 collocations from the first 1,000 collocations list

which are not in either the GSL or the AWL

O The number in brackets shows the frequency rank of each word in the first

1,000 pivot word list from the BNC spoken section.

The collocation list is from the BNC spoken section and 7 words

such as bet, awful, and. guy of the 11 words were included in the first

1,000 content words from the BNC spoken section. In addition, the word

fucking was intentionally excluded from the 1,000 content pivot word

Rank in the first

1.000 collocation list

12 words not from the first 2,000

high frequency words
Collocations

30 county (166) countycorncil

86 bet (498) I bet

204 reckon (546) I reckon

225 hell (395) bloody heII

270 awful (531) an awfullot (of sth)

452 poll poll tax

525 reform land reform

527 fed fed up

722 suy Q57) this guy

773 county (166) this county

795 fucking fuckinghell

900 television $22) on television
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list for educational reasons, but it came rn as a collocate of. hell. Second,

the GSL was made several decades ago, so it does not include new

words reflecting recent changes such as television Third, the BNC is

also strongly British, which brings in words like county, pence, poll and

steward. Fourth, the definition of word family used in the GSL is a little

narrower than the criteria used in the BNC word families lists (Nation,

2004). Table 4.10 shows a comparison of the 2,000 word family list

from the BNC spoken corpora and the 2,000 word GSL.

Table 4.10

Comparison of the 2,000 word list
from the BNC spoken corpora and the 2,000 word GSL

As shown in Table 4.10, the first 2,000 BNC word family list

contains 11,955 types, while the 2,000 GSL word family list has 7,851

types. That is, the BNC word list contains 4,104 more types than the

GSL. The two lists have 5,864 word families in common. The third row

of Table 4.10 is a good example of the difference between the two lists.

The first 2,000 BNC word family Iist contains 6,091 word types which

are not included in the 2,000 GSL word family list. In the total 4,698

Word types from the 2,000

word family list of the BNC

spoken corpora

Word types from the word

family GSL

Overlapping types
5,864

G.e. ability, ask, burn, etc)

5,864

(e.e. ability, ask, burn, eLc)

Unique types
6,091

(e.g. abuse, income, beer, etc)

1,.987

(e.9. abroad, yield, widow, etc)

Total 1 1,95s 7,851
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collocations there were only 93 word families not in either the GSL or

the AWL. Table 4.11 shows the 93 word families.

Table 4.11 shows that, in the 4,698 collocations, there were 93

word families not in either the GSL or the AWL.

Table 4.11

93 word families contained in the top 4,698 collocations

which are not in either the GSL or the AWL

abuse, agenda, alright, anthem, auditor, awful

aye, bet, bitch, bloke, booklet, boot

borough, bother, boxing, brigade, brilliant, budget

bun, careers, cash, chap, chip, client,

congress, conservation, contingency, county, curriculum, daddy

darling, executive, fed, forecast, fortnight, frankly

fuck, funnily, glazing, golf, gracious, greenbelt

keen, kettle, kids, lad, lousy, madam

mayor, mummy, obviously, okay, olds, opt

parish, parliament, payers, peasant, penalty, pence

piss, plastic, poll, premier, pub, pussy

quid, reckon, recorder, reform, rural, server

session, silly, steward, surveyor, switch, television

tiny, traffic, tremendous, unionists, urban, vast

video, wee, yeah

a The words in Table 4.11 are word types but represent word families which the

word types belong to. For example, the two types booklet and booklels were

found in the collocations, but only one Lype booklef was included in Table 4.11.

In the top 4,698 collocations these 93 word families had 108 word

types. 92.3BVo of the types (100 minus 7.62) and 90.63Vo of. the families

(100 minus 9.37) in the 4,698 collocations were included in the GSL or
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the AWL. These results show that not only the 1,000 pivot words but

most of their collocates are also high frequency words.

Table 4.12

Tokens, types, and families of all the word members of the 4,698 collocations

This interest in the words that make up the collocations is

important because it is an effective way of seeing how easy the learning

of collocations could be. If the collocations are made of known items.

learning will be much easier.

4.2.3 Spoken collocations versus written collocations

There is plenty of evidence that there are significant differences

between spoken language and written language (Biber, 1989; Halliday,

1985). Are these differences also found in collocations? To find this out,

a comparison was made between two equally sized corpora, the BNC

spoken section and a similar sized written corpus.

The collocations u/ere found by searching in two collections of

modern English text. These two corpora were (1) the spoken corpus of

Word list Tokens Types Families

GSL l't 1,000 11,875 @l.34Vo) 998 (70.43Vo) 642 (64.65Vo)

GSL 2"'r 1,000 653 (5,03%) 2OS 04.47Vo) 168 (I6.92Vo)

AWL 288 Q.23Vo) IOG Q.487o) 90 (9.067o)

Not in the lists 7B21.4OVo) 1,O8 (7.62Vo) 93 (9.377o)

Total 13,002 IOOVo) 1,417 (7O07o) 993 (1007o)
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around 10,000,000 running words from the BNC used in other parts of

the research, and Q) a written corpus of around 10,000,000 running

words including the Australian Corpus of English (ACE), the Brown

corpus, the Lancaster-OslolBergen (LOB) corpus, the Freiburg-Brown

(FROWN) and Freiburg-LOB (FLOB) corpora, the Kolhapur corpus, and

the Wellington Written (WWC) Corpus, as well as some written text from

the BNC. The written corpora include newspaper editorials, reviews and

news items, magazines, articles, learned and scientific texts, and fiction.

The comparison was made by comparing the 50 most frequent

collocations in each of the two corpora.

The most striking finding of the spoken/written comparison was

the very big difference between the results from the spoken corpus and

the results from the written corpus. The difference is of two kinds, (1)

the different items in the lists, showing that spoken use and written use

favour different collocations, and (2) the very high frequency of the

collocations in the spoken corpus.

Only fifteen collocations occur in both the top 50 spoken and top

50 written lists. They are listed in Table 4.13.

A few of these overlapping collocations (e.g. you know, I think,

etc) seem much more typical of spoken rather than written English, and

the overlap may be caused by the fact that about one fifth of the written

corpus was from novels and newspapers which both included a lot of

direct speech. It is clearly difficult to make an inclusive written corpus

that does not include representations of spoken language. The 35
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spoken items and the 35 written items that did not overlap in the two

top 50 lists are not uniquely spoken or written. All 70 of them did occur

in both corpora.

Table 4.13

The 15 items occurring in both the spoken and written lists

However, the here-and-now nature of spoken language is

reflected in items like /r?s morning, at the moment, last night, and over

there, and the personal and interactional nature is reflected in items like

thank you, thank you very much, you know, I think, and come lh The
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Rank Spoken collocations Freq Rank Written collocations Freq

1I you know 27,348 15 you know r,074

2 I think fthat) 25,862 4 I think fthat) 1,565

4 as well 5,754 22 as well 9t7

x (foil {No.} years 4.237 I 6oil {No.} years r,287

I in fact 3,009 3 in fact 1,679

10 very much 2,818 29 very much 823

23 (Det-the [86J) Iast year r,347 t7 (Det-the [58D last year r,027

24 so much 1,334 10 so much 1,238

25 {No.} years ago 1,314 11 {No,} years ago r,233

27 this year t,255 L3 this year 1,1 56

29 Iast night t.244 36 last night 755

30
{Det-the Ir178], a [30]]

fact that {S V}
1,208 5

{Det-the [1351], a [28]]
fact that {S V}

r,482

36 at the end (of sth t7371) 7,I22 23 at the end (of sth t7971) 877

44 too much (N) 1,034 35 too much (N) 764

50 (Det-the [47J) last week 956 50 (Det-the l18D last week 564



W-ritten list contains ite-ms that ear,r act as conjunctions like as'w.eJI as,

.iust as, even 4 and even though,

The data shows that among the most frequent collscations there

are sub-stantial differences be,tween written and spoken trlnslish'

The overwhe[mins feature however is the enormous difference in

the fregue.ncXr of the items. There are several ways of showing this.

Althsueh the total number of items meetir,'rg the various criteria were

virtrrally the same in both oorpora (2,26L in the sBoke-n corpus and 2,266

in the, written corpus), the toB SCI,Spoken colloeations occurred \L7fr,IT

times, while the top 50 written collocations occurred o'nly 48,782 times.

That is, the top 50 spoken collocations occurred ahmost, three times as

often as tie top 50 written collocations' Spoken language makes much

motre frequeilt use of its common collocations than written language

dses.

Without exCepti.on, each collocation in the freguency ranked

sBoken list in Appendlx 3 is rnuch more frequent than the collocation,at

the same rank in the written list. Table 4.L4 lists Some points of

cornparison. As Table 4.14 shows, items in the spoken list are SOVo to

LCIQq- more frequent than the eorres,pon4ing ite.ms in the v7pi11sn [ist.

Table 4.13 shows that where a collocation occurs in both lists, it is

always more frequent in the spokeq corpus.
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Table 4.14

Sone exaruples of frequeriey differ,urces

of the top 50 spokea €rnd toB 50 written oollocations

Figure 4.7 makes this comparison in a graphic form.

Figtrre 4.7

Frequency comparison

betw.een the top 50 epqken and written collocations

sfi100

10'0@

5000

o

I srormr
I wnrrrer

1719 196'81
,0 10 '16 4. Xt 1A

Rarl(of mllocafion

.A

4'J'46

Rank Spoken Written

1 you know 27,348 o{course 2,698

10 vqy oracli 2818 so muck L,238

20 came ia (swd 1571 sa'tr that 61, S W 932

30
{Det-,the fiI78l, a :BAJ}

1,808
taat:that {S V}

(thd oply ute N) 796

40
{TNNUENCY Q{,TANNTY)

a wqeh
1,056 any other dN] 67gl

50 (Det-the [47il last week 956 (Det-the fi9D last week 564
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The figure is made up of fifty vertical lines with a cross bar at the

top of each line showing the frequency in the spoken corpus, and the

cross bar at the bottom showing the frequency in the written corpus of

the collocation at the same ranked position. So the vertical line at the

extreme left represents the top ranked collocations in both corpora, yott

knowin the spoken corpus and of course in the written corpus. The gap

between the frequencies of these two collocations (27,348 and 2,698) is

very big, so the vertical line is long. As we move down to rankings

(moving from left to right in Figure 4.7), the vertical line becomes

shorter but there is always a gap.

The final way we will use to show the striking frequency

difference between spoken and written collocations is to consider what

would happen if the two 50 item lists were mixed together to make one

list and then ranked according to frequency. If this was done, the top

eleven collocations would all be from the spoken list. The top written

coliocation would come in at rank 12 on the list. The final thirty-two

items on the combined list would all be from the written corpus. The

high frequency spoken collocations occur much more frequently than

the high frequency written collocations-

4.2.4 Zipf's law of least effort for 2-word, 3-word, and 4-word

collocations

Zipf (1935) measwed word length by syllables (for Chinese and
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Latin) and phonemes (for English newspapers) and he found short words

are much more common than long words. This is called "the law of least

effort" because it says that we try to reduce the effort of language

production by making sure the items we use often are short and thus

easy to produce. This law is not restricted to the syllables or phonemes

of a word . Zipf's law of least effort may also be applied to collocations

which consist of two or more words. It is consistent with the findings

about collocational frameworks by Renouf and Sinclair (1991). Renouf

and Sinclair showed that short collocations are much more frequent in

text than longer ones. This is the same for the present study. The total

numbers of. 2-word, S-word, 4-word, S-word, and 6-word collocations

in this study are listed in Table 4.15.

Table 4.15

The total number of n-gram collocations

o Optional collocates were not counted for collocation length in Table 4.15. For

example, 6n t12l) different places was regarded as a two word collocation.

The results show that the number of two-word collocations is

3,616 and that makes up about 77Vo of the total number of 4,698. Two

and three word collocations make up about 97Vo of. the total number of
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N-gram No. of collocations Percent

2 word collocations 3,616 76.97

3 word collocations 956 20.35

4 word collocations r1,2 2.38

5 word collocations t2 0.26

6 word collocations 2 0.04

Total 4,698 100



collocations.

In addition, we examined if collocations containing a short word are

more frequent than collocations containing a long word. For this, the top

100 collocations and the 100 collocations from the bottom of the

frequency list were compared. When choosing the 100 collocations from

the bottom of the 4,698 collocation list, 261 polysemes \Mere excluded

to avoid overlaps, so the 100 items frequency ranked 4,339 to 4,438

were chosen. The number of collocations was counted according to the

number of characters making up the longest component of each

collocation. Tables 4.16 and 4.17 show the results.

Table 4.16

The classification of the top 100 collocations based on

the number of characters of the longest component of a collocation

No. of characters making uP the

longest component
No. of collocations

J 9 (e.g. a bit)

4 49 (e.g. come on)

5 19 G.s. Iast nisht)

o 10 (e.9. not really)

7 12 (e.s. for

10 1 (e.g. interested in sth)

Table 4.16 shows six different types of the top 100 collocations

based on the number of characters making the longest member of a

collocation. As shown in Table 4.L6, collocations containing a short

word are more frequent than collocations containing a long word except

for three-character collocations. After nine collocations containing a
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three-character word, the number of collocations decreases in inverse

proportion to the number of characters of the longest component making

up a collocation. The collocations containing a four-character word are

the most common (49) from the top 100 collocations.

Table 4.17

The classification of the bottom 100 collocations based on

the number of characters of the longest component of a collocation

No. of characters making the

longest component
No. of collocations

3 2 G.g. pay up)

4 25 G.g. very fair)
R 27 G.S. stand back)

6 19 (e.g. from the bottom)

I 15 (e.9, running round)

8 8 (e.e. startinet off)

v 2 G.g. very dangerous)

10 2 G.g. great difficulfi

In Table 4.I7, for the 100 items from the bottom, after the

collocations containing a four-character word, the number of

collocations also decreases in inverse proportion to the number of

characters of the longest component making up a collocation. However,

in the bottom items, we can see more collocations containing a

relatively longer word compared with the top 100 collocations shown in

Table 4.16. While almost a half (49) of the top 100 is concentrated on

the collocations containing a four-character word like come on, the

collocations containing a five to ten-character word increase in the 100

bottom items, especially, the collocations containing a five-character
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war,d (27) are rnore cofnmon than the eollocations co-ntaining a four-

charaeter wond (zil. Collocations containing a short word are more

conrmon thap eollocations containing a loug w.ord.

Zipf's law of least effort (sho,rt items are more frequenrt than long

item.s) takes us back to looking at the range of factors that affect the

frequenclr and number of collocatio.ns. The number of words in the

eol.loeations is cleanly a v€ry important factor.

4,2.5 Fart of s,peech. of the pivot word and nurnber of eollocates

In the previous seetion, we saw that freq1le-ncy is one of the

importtrnt factors affeeting the number of colloeate,s. NoTV we will look

at the influence of part sf speech on the numter of collscate's. To

exaf1ine whether part of speeeJr of a pivot word affects the number of

collocates, tbe number of collocates of four different parts of speech

WASTCOIIItrAFBd.

Table 4.18 shows the relationship between part of speech and the

number of c,oltrocates.
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Table 4.18

Part of speech of the pivot word and the number of collocates

l.requency mg(:

(/miltion)

Pryt of

speech

Pivot word
l"'requency

Umillion)

No. of

colleates

No. of

colleatqs

frwuency

PivoL word
J"reqrency

Umillion)

No. of

colltrates

No. ol

colltrates

froqrency

1252-1819

Noun time t,819 qo 0.032 way r,252 Jb 0.030

Verlt come r,737 22 0.013 put 1,640 t7 0.010

Adj good 1,566 65 0.043 other J,,J Ir) 42 0.032

Adv down r,472 7t 0.048 tn 1,307 IO 0.012

603-668

Noun week oJl 19 0.03

Verb tell 668 I 0.001

Adj new 603 l5 o.025

Adv too 629 an 0.048

529-577

Noun pounds 572 0.009 number 53i 0.028

Verb saying 577 0,012 find 529 8 0.015

Adj big 549 T4 0.026 old 529 2I 0.040

Adv also s56 0.002 over o+u 43 0.080

431-479

Noun night 465 12 0.026 house 460 8 0.020

Verb came 473 l1 0.023 keep 449 0.016

Adj sufe L7q ll 0.023 son:y 431 6 0.014

Adv else 475 l2 0.027 perhaps 444 0 0

30r-367

Noun children 367 t2 0.033 area 356 9 0.025

Verb feel 364 8 0.o22 told 362 I 0.003

Adj great 363 7 0.019 able 339 a 0.009

Adv prease 361 0 0 maybe 301 2 0,007

280-299

Noun name 299 J 0.01 government 295 0.020

Verb leave 289 0.0i7 working 282 l0 0.035

Adj bad 296 8 0.03 important 280 L2 0.043

Adv certainly 299 2 0.007 obviously 296 I 0.003

t79-t94

Noun system 189 4 0.021 shop 188 7 0.037

Verb bought 194 8 0.04r SCCInS r86 o 0.032

Adj fine 187 I 0.005 hieh 185 0.059

Adv absolutely 183 0.o22 later 179 0.039

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb
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No. of collocates/part of

speecl't
195 (2) 111 (4) 215 (1) 190 (3)

No. of the top rank items in no.

of collocates
3 (3) 1 (4) (1) 4 Q)

No. of the top rank items in no.

of collocates/frequency
3 (3) I (4) 5 (1) 4Q)

O The numbers in brackets in each row show the rank in each category.

As shown in Table 4.18, we analysed 52 pivot words making 13

groups. Each group consists of four words representing four different

parts of speechi Noun, Verb, Adjective, and Adverb. To control for the

effect of the frequency, the frequency of the four words of each group

was matched. That is, the four words in each group have a similar

frequency. Where possible, each band is represented by two sets of fow

words. In the first band, the range of frequency is 1,256 to 1,819

(/million). This means the least frequent word in this band is way with a

frequency of. L,256 and the most frequent word is time with a frequency

of 1,819, which is a bie interval compared with the L79 to 194 range of

the last band. This is because it is not possible to find a four word set

with a closer frequency from each part of speech. In addition, the

frequency interval becomes rapidly larger as we move up the frequency

Scale, So the number of collocates per frequency band was also

examined to avoid the effect of the frequency interval in the last column.

The reason for controlling for frequency was so that the effect of part

of speech could be isolated. The bottom section of Table 4.18 gives the

results. The 13 adjectives examined have 215 collocates, which shows

adjectives have more collocates than other parts of speech. The number
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of collocates of verbs is 111, which is the smallest number among the

four parts of speech. The results for adjectives, nouns and adverbs are

rather similar. To make sure, the number of collocates and the number

of the collocates per frequency level of each part of speech were

counted. Both results are exactly the same. Five adjectives of the

thirteen word sets occupy the top rank, four adverbs, three nouns, and

one verb. The only difference from the number of collocates per part of

speech is that adverbs have one more top item than nouns. As a result,

adjectives are likely to have more collocates, while verbs have fewer

collocates. Another finding is that the adverbs down and over have more

collocates than other adverbs because a lot of phrasal verbs include

those adverbs, and sentence adverbs such as please, perhaps, and

maybe have few or no collocates. Part of speech of the pivot word thus

is a factor affecting the number of collocates, but the major contrast is

between adjectives, nouns and adverbs in one group with verbs in the

other group. We have to be cautious in generalizing from this small set

of data, but this data set tries to control the important variable of

frequency range when looking at relationship between the part of

speech and number of collocates.

4.2.6 Collocation patterns and the number of collocations

Another aspect of part of speech is how part of speech affects the

type of collocation in terms of possible content/function word
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constructions. For this, the types of combinations that make up the

collocations of the first 1,000 content words are examined to see their

effect on the number of collocations. 29 patterns were found from 4,698

collocations. Two item combinations include content word+ content word

(CtC), content word+ function word (C+F), and function word+ content

worc! (F+ C). Three item combinations include function word+ function

word+ content word (p+ F+ C), content word+ function word+ content

word (C+ F+ C), and function word+ content word+ content word

(F+ C+ C). The other combinations account for only a small number of

the collocations found. Table 4.19 shows some major combinations of

collocations based on the content word/function word distinction.

Table 4.19

Word combination Patterns

of the collocations of the first 1,000 content pivot words

O Most of the collocations consist of 2 and 3 word collocations, so Table 4.19

focused on the two types of collocations.

N-gram No. of collocations Word combination type

2 word collocation

2,039 C+C

835 F+C

t+4 C+F

Total 3,616

word collocation

355 F+F+C

250 C+F+C

147 F+C+C

84 F+C+F

50 C+F+F

42 C+C+F

2B c+c+c

Total 956
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As shoum in Table 4.19, the combination of content word+ content

word (C+ C) is the most dominant collocation patte,rn. This pattern

in-cludes collocations like last s,ean really nice, and go back. That

patte:rn makes up 2,039 $6% of the 3,616 two word collocations and

43Va afr the toLal (4,698) collocations in the pre.sent study.

In the ttree item collocations, the F+ F+ C and C+ F+ C patterns are

the rnost common. These include for example, for a minute, in the case,

and ,sorfs of things. These tvro tlrpes make up 605 (63%) of the 956

three word collocati.ons. The number of 4-6 item collocations is very

small, and the pattern F+ C+ F+ C as, in a pair ,of shoes is most frequent

of the 4 itenr collocations. To a large degree, the decision to eount only

content word pivot words has inJluenced the results in Table 4.19. If. the,

for exarm le, was treated as a pivot word, the F+ C cat€g.ory would have

tt v€f,V large number of eollocations,.

Content word plus content word collocations outnuurber other

patterns of content word collocations. This is a positive findine in the

present study because we airned at searching for meaningful units and

the eontent word BIus content word pattern is arguably the. most

meaningful unit.
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4.2.7 Part of sBqech CIf the collocatio-ns and the number of

collocations

In the previous section, we foqnd that adjeetives are likely to have

rnore collocates. Now we will look:at part of ,speech of the collocations

as whole trnits and we will check tiuhet}er this result matches with the

results frorn the previous section. The number of collocatione claEsified

by part of spee,ch o-f the whole unit was examined. Table 4,.2D aiveE the

results.

Table 4.2O

The number of collocations per pa,rt of speech

Part of opeech No. oJ collocations

\TP' r,734

NP 1,49E

PP 649

AP 330

AVP 190

c.A 114

AVP/NP 60

slT 46

AP.IAVP 36

c 15

CIP 1;0

AF/NF I
AP/AVPAIP 3

AFINPNTP I
AP,l\/P I

A\TP/PF 1

INTIF{.F 1

Tota! 4,69,8
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o VP=Verb Phrase (or Predicate), NP=Noun Phrase, PP=Prepositional Phrase,

AP=Adjective Phrase, AVP=Adverb Phrase, CA=Clause (or Sentence),

C=Conjunction, P=Preposition, and INT=lnterjection. Slash (/) categories like

AP/AVP show a collocation which is used as more than one part of speech. For

example, muclt more can modify both nouns and adjectives (or verbs), so it can

be used both as an adjective and as an adverb (e.e. I think much more discourse

is required, I suppose it's always much more expensive to do, etc)

As shown in Table 4.20, verb phrase collocations were the most

common type in the present study with 1,734 occurrences. This

contrasts with the figures for pivot words where verbs had the fewest

collocates. Next were noun phrases with 1,498 items. These two types

of collocations make up 3,233 (697d of the total of 4,698 collocations.

Table 4.21 shows why the frequency of the pivot word categories in

Table 4.20 does not match the frequency of the part of speech of the

whole collocations. Five example \Mords are examined covering the four

content word parts of speech.

As shown in Table 4.2I, the verb went has 19 collocates and the

19 collocations containing the word went are all verb phrases. The

adverb ap has 156 collocates, but 131 of the 156 collocations are

phrasal verbs containing the word up. So the 131 collocations are

classified as verb phrases. The adjective good has 65 collocates, but 35

of the 65 collocations are noun phrases. Only 14 collocations remain as

adjective phrases. The noun way has 36 collocates and 27 of the 36

collocations are noun phrases. Another adverb now which is not related

to phrasal verbs was examined. Now has 12 collocates and 5
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co-llOeatlons ,are adverb phfases, 3 prepositional phrases, and 2 verb

phrrases. The results show the two partS of speech of pivot words, vefb

and nolrn" keep thelr pat't of speeah in fieir c,olloeatiurr.*s while, nlany of

tbe adjectives and adve-rbs occur in notm and verb phrases.

Tahle 4.21

Part of speech of pivot words vs. part of speech of csllocations

Pivst words No. of colloeates Part sf spe-ech of collo-catis,r*

urent (Verb)' 19 VP 1,9

up (adverb) 156

vrP 131

NP i3
AV€ 10

AP 2

eood (Adjective) 65

NP 35

AP v
IMT 11

V'P 4

INT/NP 1

way (NounD 36

NP 27

AV'P $

FP 3

2

AP/AVPAIP 1

nsw (Adverb) t2

AVP 5

PP 3

VF 2

NP I
INT 1

The number of adl'ective 4nd adverb phrases is heavily

concentrated on a srnall nurnber o,f collocate's such as very and Era:ad

Clauses (or sentence$ like how nruch r;b rtwere reladvety few because
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longer collocational frames are likely to be less frequent than shorter

collocational frames (Renouf and Sinclair, 1991). Only fifty-two @6Vo) of

the total of 114 clause collocations consist of more than 3 words.

The structure of collocations was further examined by looking at

the relationship between the part of speech of the collocations and the

patterns of combinations of content and function words. Table 4.22

shows the results.

Table 4.22

The number of collocations in relation to

five collocation patterns and part of speech of the collocations

l. C+C 2.F+C 3. C+F 4. F+F+C 5. C+F+C

v? 817 61 62L t1 111

NP 747 367 60 l9 78

AP 25r L2 29 , t2

AVP 113 21 10 2 24

AP/NP 43 0 0 0 2

INT 28 l6 2 0 o

AP/AVP 23 4 1 0 2

CA 54 0 L4 I

PP tl 274 2 303 l8

AP/AVPNP 2 0 0 0 0

AP/YP I 0 0 0 0

INT^fP I 0 n 0 0

clP 0 I 8 0 0

c 0 I + 0

AVP/PP 0 0 0 0

AP/M/VI' 0 0 I 0 0

AVPAiP 0 2I 0 7

Total
2,039 835 742 355 250

4,22r
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Twenty-nine collocation patterns were found such as C+ C (e.e.

much more), C+ C+ C (e.e. thanks very much), and F+ F+ C+ C G.g. to a

certain extent), and just five of these make up 4,222 (9OVo) of the total

4,698 collocations.

If we look at Table 4.22 which is linked to these five patterns, we

can see that the C+ C type functioning as a verb phrase accounts for the

largest number of different collocations (817). A large number of verb

phrases consist of a verb and an adverb and these include a lot of

phrasal verbs such as pick uF, turn out, and set off. The second

dominant grammatical function Q +7) is noun phrases which usually

consist of an adjective and a noun, or a noun and a noun such as {Det-a

t19l] good reason and course work.

The second major type is the F+ C pattern. In this pattern, noun

phrases are the most common (367). Most of them consist of a

determiner and a noun such as this man, those people, and that case.

The next most frequent Q7 0 sub-type is prepositional phrases which

are made of a preposition and a noun such aS m work, in control and at

college. For this type, verb phrases are not the dominant part of speech

compared with the former two types C+ C and C+ F. Most of the verb

phrases are made of a delexicalised verb which loses its core meaning

and a lexical verb such as get started, make se/?se, and get married

where the delexicalised verbs get and make do not convey any strong

concrete meaning.

The third dominant type is the C+ F pattern. For this pattern, verb
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phrases were also the most frequent (621). However, the components of

the C+ F pattern are different from those of the C+ C pattern. Most of

the verb phrases in the C+ F pattern consist of a verb and a pronoun or

a verb and a conjunction such as try it, want one and knew whether {S

V},

There are two dominant patterns for three word collocations. The

first one is the F+ F+ C pattern. Prepositional phrases account for about

BSVo of. the F+ F+ C pattern. The F+ F+ C pattern mainly consists of a

preposition, and a determiner and a noun such as in the world, in a

sense, and on the phone. The other dominant type of the three word

collocations is the C+ F+ C pattern. The most frequent part of speech for

this pattern is a verb phrase consisting of (1) a verb, Q) a determiner

and (3) a noun, or (1) a verb, Q) a pronoun (or noun) and (3) an adverb,

the so-called 'phrasal verbs', for example, want a drink, say a word,

send it back, etc.

The most common items are (1) C+ C as a verb phrase (e.g. pick up

{smo, sth}), Q) C+ C as a noun phrase (e.g. h [a35D good ided, (3)

C+ F as a verb phrase (e.9. managed to {INFA, and (4) F+ C as a noun

phrase (e.g. on holiday).

4.2.8 Location of the collocates and the number of collocations

An additional analysis involves the location of the collocates in

relation to the node, namely, on the left side of the pivot v/ord, on the
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right side, or on both sides. Table 4.23 provides this data.

Table 4.23

Location of the collocates of the top 1,000 content pivot words

a The analysis for Table 4.23 was based on the collocation list ordered by the top

1, 000 content pivot words of English (see Appendix 1)'

As shown in Table 4.23, there are more collocates on the left

(3,161) than on the right (2,408). There are only 319 collocations with

collocates on both sides. However, because the location of the

collocates is influenced by the part of speech of the pivot word, small

differences in the number of collocates are not meaningful. If a

collocation is made up of more than three words, the other words with

the exception of the pivot word are counted as one collocate to avoid

overlaps while counting. Look at the collocation put it down, tf. put is a

pivot word, it down is a right collocate of. put. There are six cases that

are problems to classify into the three categories, because their pivot

words occur twice in each item such as the collocations now now and

from time to time. Not surprisingly, the location of the collocates is

closely related to the part of speech of the pivot words as shown in

Table 4.22. For example, if the pivot word is a noun, for collocates on

L20

Collocates

on the left

Collocates

on tle right

Collocates ou botb

sides
Others Total

No. of collocations a lAl 2,408 319 5,894

Percent 53.63 40.86 5.41 0.1 t00

e.g.
ver! well,

all the time

rieht haad,

put it down

on the way home,

on the other hand

novnow;

ftam time to time



the left the three dominant parts of speech are adjectives, verbs and

prepositions, as in more time, had time and in time.

We have now looked at a range of factors affecting the number of

collocates a pivot word has. These have included the size of the

collocations (two word collocations are by far the most common), the

part of speech of the pivot word (adjectives have the most collocates),

the grammatical function of the collocation (verb phrases are marginally

the most common), and the pattern of the collocates (C+ C is the most

common). The most frequent collocations then are those like make sure,

go back and show ap, which combine most of these features.

4.3 Results of predictability in Ll

Section 4.3 involves the test of the criterion of predictability in L|.

In the present study, the criterion of predictability in Ll is restricted to

Korean, but the procedure of the test may be applicable to another

language. This criterion could be effective in reducing the number of

collocations to focus on. If there is a parallel Ll construction of a

collocation of English, it would not be problematic even if learning single

words and then combining these words in a grammatical frame. By using

the criterion of predictability in LI, it could be possible to exclude

predictable items from the collocation list or at least mark them as items

requiring little learning effort. We will look at whether this criterion is

effective and then if so, we will investigate how many collocations are
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unpredictable in Korean. In addition, we will examine if native or near-

native speakers of English intuitively recognise the difficulty of Enslish

collocations for learners of English. That is, we will look at whether

native or near native speakers could see regularity or the lack of it in

English collocations. If they can, then it may not be necessary to keep

checking this through translation because it could be done by intuition.

4.3.1 The contrastive study

A contrastive study w-as done to investigate the effect of the

criterion of predictability in Ll using Korean as the Ll.

In this study, the first 500 items of the total number of 4,698

collocations found by using the two criteria frequent co-occurrence and

grammatical well-formedness were examined to analyse their

predictability in Korean. As shown in Figure 4.6, the first 300

collocations are all within the frequency band of the most frequent 2,000

words of English, so these 500 items would be more than enough to test

the effect of the criterion of predictability in LI.

To examine the criterion of predictability in Ll the following four

step procedure was used. The goal of the procedure is to see if a word

by word translation of the Korean equivalent of the English collocation

would result in the English collocation. That is, if learners want to

express the Korean phrase ,ilf f*"1 (maewoo mani) in English, would

the learner be likely to produce the English equivalent correctly if they
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did a word by word translation? The steps are made as mechanical as

possible so that they are as reliable and replicable as they could be.

Someone else following the same procedure and using the same

dictionaries should get the same result. The procedure could also be

used for other languages.

Step 1. To decide the primary meaning of a constituent of a collocation,

the two English dictionaries the Oxford advanced learner's

English dictionary (2000) and the Collins COBUILD advanced

Iearner's English dictionary (2003) are used. The first entry in

the two dictionaries is examined to see if they are the same and

either entry whose meaning is closer to the meaning used in the

whole Korean translation of the collocation is selected as a

primary meaning. For example, each component of the

collocation very much was checked by referring to the two

English dictionaries. O/C means that the primary meaning of a

component appears in not only the Oxford advanced learner's

English dictionary but also in the Collins COBUILD advanced

learner's Enslish dictionary. The Oxford advanced learner's

Enslish dictionary describes the word very as "in a high degree"

and the Collins COBUILD advanced learner's English dictionary

explains it as "to give emphasis to an adjective or adverb". The

former is based on the semantic aspect while the latter is from

the syntactic view point. However, basically both show the word
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very is used as an amplifier, so both definitions are considered

the same. In addition, the meaning of. much is the same in the two

English dictionaries "to a great degree". Step 1 asks, what is the

first listed meaning of the parts of the collocation? This is

another way of seeing whether there is an easily agreed

fundamental meaning. It was decided that the ideal situation

would be if both dictionaries listed the meaning used in the

collocation first. Because dictionaries have different policies

about the order of the listing of meaning, it was less desirable

but still acceptable if just one of the dictionaries listed the

meaning used in the collocation first. If the first meaning listed in

the dictionary was the one used in the collocations, then the

collocation \Mas easily predictable in English.

Step 2. If the collocation is predictable from the viewpoint of an English

speaker how predictable would it be if a Korean speaker wanted

to produce it. Production rather than reception was chosen as

the test because the focus of this thesis is on learning

collocations for productive spoken use. If the favoured Korean

transiation of each of the English components matches the

translation of the whole collocation, then it is highly predictable.

To examine the Korean translation of each component, the first

entry which was decided as an English primary meaning was

checked to see if the primary meaning also matches the first
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entry in the two English-Korean dictionaries the Essence

English-Korean dictionary (200D and the Prime English-Korean

dictionary (200q. E in Table 4.24 stands for the Essence

English-Korean dictionary and P stands for the Prime Enslish-

Korean dictionary, and E/P means that the primary meaning of a

component appears in both dictionaries. For example, the word

very of the collocation very much is translated into ,/l+

(maewoo) and much has 7*o/ (mani) as its Korean equivalent in

the two English-Korean dictionaries.

Step 3. To examine if the primary meaning of each component is used

with the same meaning in the collocation, the collocation is

translated into Korean as a whole unit. For example, the

collocation very much is translated into "il+ *ol (maewoo

mani).

Step 4. The Korean translation of each individual component is

compared with the whole Korean translation of the collocation.

For example, the whole Korean translation of. very much "l/+ g

ol (maewoo mani) matches the translation of the individual

wordsi pil* and y*"1. therefore, the English collocation very

much is fully predictable from the Korean equivalent ,ll* 9"1

(maewoo mani). There are four possibilities; (1) none of the

components match, (2) only some of the components match the
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whole Korean translation, (3) sometimes it is not clear-cut to

decide if individual components match the whole Korean

translation, and (4) all the components match the whole Korean

translation. The first three cases are likely to be unpredictable in

Korean, and only the last one is predictable in Korean.

Table 4.24 Sives some examples of applying the four steps. As the

first step, each component of the collocation you know was checked by

referring to the two English dictionaries to see if their first entries for

you and know were the same.

Table 4.24

Some examples for the criterion of. predictability in LI

Collocations

The primary

meanmg

according to

the two

English

dictionaries

The primary

meaning

according to

the two

Korean

dictionaries

Korean

translation

of the first

constituent

Korean

translation

of the

second

constituent

Korean

translation

of the whole

meaning of

the

collocation

Do all the

Korean

translations

match with

the whole

translation?

you know otc F:lrj ElP
Ll ('*^l-

deferential)

"J4(ol{a-
deferential)

(q ("&.u))

olzl(o|*la)
grammatical

too good o_c ElP E6l +e rl+ +e I matches

follow me olc otc E/P [r+s4 €
ol4olxl

1o1flt|,tla)
different

give way o/c -lc EN ElP -r"f 7J "Jer1c1 different

report back olc o/c F'/P EIP U--aalrl il .E
5d19}

E3.44
I matches

very much olc otc E/P EIP 4+ gol '$+ *ol match
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The second column in Table 4.24 is subdivided into two columns.

The first sub-colurnn is for the first component Jtou, and the second is

for the word know. The Oxford advanced learner's English dictionary

describes the word youin this way "the subject or object of a verb after

a preposition refers to the person or people being spoken or written to",

and the Collins COBUILD advanced learner's English dictionary explains

it as "the second pronoun which refers to one or more people". The

former is based on the syntactic aspect, while the latter is from the

semantic viewpoint. However, both show the word you is the second

person pronoun, so they agree and thus O/C is entered in column two.

They also agreed on know, so O/C is entered in column three.

In the fourth and fifth columns, E/P means that the primary

meaning of a component appears in both dictionaries. The primary

meaning of. you is 4 (neo) or *4! @angshin) as shown in the sixth

column. L/ is usually used for younger people, and *41 is a deferential

expression. The primary meaning of know is txl GIjD or o/^14

(asijyo) as a question form (see column seven). Like g4l, o/^14

conveys the deferential meaning. The eighth column gives a whole

Korean translation of the collocation. You know is translated into "Jzl

G/^lA). The word you is frequently omitted in Korean. However, if

adding the word you, it also makes sense, so it is not clear-cut to

decide if. you know is fully predictable or partially predictable in Korean.

To make a clear distinction, the item you know is classified as a
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different category because the difficulty only comes from the

grammatical difference between the two languages. In this study, we

focus on the semantic aspect of collocations assuming grammatical

features should be looked at separately. Therefore, grammatical is

entered in column nine.

Let us look at the collocation too good. The primary meaning of the

first word, too is "to give emphasis to an adjective or adverb", which

only appears in the COB\IILD advanced learner's Enslish dictionary as

the first listed meaning and is the same meaning used in the whole

Korean translation. It is translated into LJF (rreomu) in Korean. The

other dictionary the Oxford advanced learner's Enslish dictionary gives

the meaning of "aS well" or "also" for the word too as the first entry,

which is Ed (ddohan) in Korean. Moreover, in both the Essence

Engtish-Korean dictionary and the Prime English-Korean dictionary, the

first listed meaning of the English word too is "aS well" or "also" as well.

On the other hand, the first listed meaning of. good is "high quality or an

acceptable standard" in the Oxford advanced learner's Enslish

dictionary and "pleasant or enjoyable", but the two meanings are

translated into the same Korean equivalenl Fe Qoeun), so it could be

considered predictable in Korean. It is not that common to find one

English primary meaning as the first entry in both the English

dictionaries, but either one is acceptable from the Korean translation.

This is why O-C is entered in column three instead of O/C. O-C means

the first listed entries in the two dictionaries are different but either is
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accept'able. Therefore, the word too is unp-redictable but goad is

predictable in l(orean.

The primary'me-atring of the two components report and back af.

repo-rt back is the same in all the dictionaries. The primary meaning of

reBart is "to give people information ab.out ,something that you have

heard, seen, done, etcrt whose Korean rparallel construction is Ez6l4
(bogohahda). The word back conv€y,s the meaning of "away frorri the

front or centre or behind you'n which is translated into 9.E (Awiro).

However, the meanine of baek of the collocatisn report baek is different

from the prirnary meanins. The word back af. reput back means "after

returning or again" whose Korean equivalerd is Eo,l9+ (dorawa) ar r/'<7

(dasi), so the second comBonent back is unpredietable.

The coltrocation follow.me is used as either a figurative expression

or a literal meaning. If considering a [iteral use, it is fully predictable

from the, I{orean equivalent. However, the c-ollocation follow me in Table

4,24 is used in a figurative use which means "u4derstand"', so it is
unpredictable in Korean.

Fro,rn the analysis of predictability in Ll of the first 500

col.loeations, we found, 267 Bredictao'l,es, w4 unpredictables, and 59

others. Table 4.25 shows the results and some examBles.
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Predictables Unpredictables Grammaticals Undecided Total

267 17+ 58 I 500

e.g. next week,

very nice,

get out of Gth, swe)

e.g. as far as,

this evening,

*as well

*as well as

e.g. in fact,

in the morning,

somebody else,

not necessarily,

thanks very much

good morning

o See Appendix 4 for more data.

Table 4.25

The results of the analysis of predictability in Ll of the first 500 collocations

The first column in Table 4.25 shows some examples of. the 267

predictable collocations. Next week is translated into the Korean

equivalent tr/# f (daum ju), verv nice is o/+ Fe (aju joeun), and

somebody else is J?le/ o/g^l# (eeubakke eoddeonsaram).Versr nice

has the same Korean equivalent as very good, but nice and good can be

interchangeable in Enelish, so it would not be a problem. Get out of Gth,

swe) means "move out from Somewhere" (e.g. I've got to get out of

here), but it can also convey the meaning of "gain sth from sth/swe" (e.g.

that was alt they were going to get out of her). However, only the first

meaning of get out of {sth, swe/ was considered when the collocation

was searched for, so the collocation get out of {sth, swe} needs to be

subdivided into its different uses. Nevertheless, because this study

focuses on the production of English, it would not cause a difficulty in

the case that two or more Korean expressions are just one item in

English even if the reverse direction could be a problem. It has a word

for word equivalent in Korean, so it is included in predictables.
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The second column gives the examples of unpredictable

collocations. 174 items were found to be unpredictable. As far as is a

figurative expression which conveys the meaning of "to a limited

degree". lt is not predictable in Korean. This evening is translated into

95 4 9. However, I # 4I is word by word translated into today

evening in English, so it is not predictable, either. Only two core idioms

whose meanings cannot be inferred from their components were found.

As well is a core idiom which has the meaning of "in addition or too" as

an adverbial, and as well as which conveys the meaning of "in addition

to" as a conjunction or a preposition is also a core idiom. The two items

have no word for word equivalent in Korean, so they are included in

unpredictables.

The third column shows that 58 items are affected by grammatical

differences between the English and Korean languages. Five different

sorts of grammatical features were found in those 58 items.

The first category is ellipsis. For example, in fact is translated into

the single word r/d (sasiD. '</d corresponds to the English word /acf

without .lr;. The Korean word A/d can be used either as a noun or an

adverb. Such ellipsis of a function word makes up 19 items of the total

number of 58 grammaticals. Ten items involve ellipsis of a plural suffix.

{Nil years ago is {Nil 'J d (nyeon jeon) in Korean. Each component

has a Korean equivalent but LJ (year in English) does not contain any

plural suffix because the Korean plural suffix 5 (deul) is almost only

used for people, plural personal pronouns and plural demonstrative
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pronouns such as A/#5 @eople-saramdeul), ol4E Ghese-ieeotdeul),

and JE Qhey-geudeul). In addition, there were three items where a

content word or both content and function words were omitted during

translation into Korean such as one thing, (fod the first time and at the

end of the day. Thing, time, and of the day of those three collocations do

nor convey any meaning in each Korean translation.

The second category is preposition use. There were 19 items in

this category. For example, ln the morning is o/eql in Korean. The

English preposition rr is used to indicate a place according to the

fundamental meaning of the two English dictionaries the Oxford

advancecl learner's English dictionary (2000) and the Collins COBUILD

advancecl learner's Enslish dictionary (2003) corresponding to the

Korean suffix -41. However, -4/ is also used for time. This is why -oil

is added to o/4 (morninsn English). That is, the two uses of the suffix

-4/ are grammatically different but they look identical. In the morning is

included in grammaticals because it is related to the issue of grammar.

The third category is sptit. As we mentioned above, because this

study focuses on English production, if one Korean expression was split

into two or more expressions in English, it would be difficult for Korean

students to choose the right one of those different English expressions.

There were five items related to the issue split. Somebody else is else

somebodyin Korean word order, but in this study the word order is not

seen as a problem. However, the word somebody is not distinguishable

from anybodyin Korean. In general, the English word anybody is used in
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negative or interrogative sentences.

each have a Korean equivalent, it

different uses of somebody and

comparis on. Somebody e/se requires

included in grammaticals.

Even though somebody and e/se

is impossible to distinguish the

anybody only with a semantic

a grarnmatical explanation, so it is

The fourth category is partial negation. There was one item

included in partial negation. Not necessarily is a partial negative

expression, but it is not distinguishable from a complete negative

expression in Korean. In Korean, not necessarily is the same as mustn't

be which conveys the meaning of a complete negation. To express

partial negation, the Korean suffixes -a/xl= (hajineun) or -,ild
(hangeon) should be added to the negative form.

The fifth category is conversion of part of speech. There was one

item included in this category. Thanks very much is 4^/*44
(gamsahamnida) or .-ilo/#J (gomaweo). z"/€J is an informal expression,

so it is closer to the use of thanks. However, thanks is a noun, but

-il.81+J is a verb. In Korean it is unusual that a noun is used like a verb.

Even though thanks conveys the meaning of -il,a/PJ, the noun form is not

a grammatical expression in Korean.

If we look at the fourth column, one item was found hard to classify,

so it was designated undecided. That was good morning. Good morning,

good afternoon and good evening are coalesced into *rd d/ril9

(annyeonghaseyo) in Korean, and so good morning would be completely

unpredictable from Korean considering only the semantic aspect.
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However, the Korean literal translation Fe "/d (joeun achim) of. good

morning is also used although good afternoon and good evening are not

translated because good morning is much more frequently used in

Korean. Even though #9 o/4 is not a standard Korean expression, it

is allowed in informal conversation.

Table 4.25 shows that one third of the collocations were

unpredictable from Korean. Fifty-eieht- grammaticals were not included

in unpredictables because if learners know some English grammar, they

would be predictable. This suggests that quite a lot of learning would be

required to make the collocations part of a learner's repertoire for

spoken production. Even when a collocation is predictable, however

learners may be hesitant in applying Korean models to make English

collocations.

4.3.2 The survey

In addition to the contrastive study, a survey was carried out. The

aim of this part of this study was to examine if native or near-native

speakers of English recognise the difficulty of English collocations for

learners of English. That is, it investigated whether participants could

predict what Enelish collocations would be transparent to users of

another language even though they had no knowledge of that language. In

effect, the study looked at whether native or near native speakers could

see regularity or the lack of it in English. Regular features may be more
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likely to parallel use in another language while irregular patterns would

be much less likely to have parallels.

Native speakers tend to look at the whole meaning of a familiar

collocation rather than to combine the meanine of each component of that

collocation when they transfer that into another language (familiarity is

closely related to frequency). For example, Spbttl and McCarthy (2004)

found most of their twenty participants transferred holistically when

asked to transfer English (L2) collocations into other languages (L1, L3,

or L4). Only three participants used a word for word translation strategy.

This suggests learners are likely to recognise collocations as such and

take account of the unit when they transfer them into another language.

On the other hand, if participants have a sophisticated knowledge of

the structure of English, they might adopt a word for word analysis

strategy. In Kellerman's (1983) experiment, Dutch participants were

asked to judge the acceptability of English expressions involving break.

Advanced learners who were sophisticated metalinguistically rejected

forms where causative and non-causative functions v/ere not made

distinct because they tried to linguistically analyse these two

expressions, while lower level learners simply accepted the two uses of

break because both English functions correspond to Dutch expressions.

Native speakers might transfer either holistically or word for word, but

neither method is necessarily successful. Therefore, this survey provides

an opportunity to look at what strategies native speakers use when

handling collocations and how well native speakers can guess the
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dfficultrr of the eollocations,

4,3.2.7 Partieipants:

Twenty subjects who were all postgraduate students or academic

staff in the Schoot of Linguistics and {pplied Language Studles

participated in the survey. The 20 subiects had no probl'err with Enelish

language proficieney and had a ssphisticated knowledge of the struc,ture

of English, Ttre 20 subjects consisted of eight different ethnic grouBs.

Table r[-?6 s-hows the 20 subiects'baakground.

Table 4.26

Background of the 20 subiects

F{alf of ttre participants (nine Neqr Zealanders and one Australian)

were native speakers sf Enslish.

+.3.2.2' Proeedure

Al! the parfieipants were required to guess which ite'ms in a set of

5O eoltocations might, have a parallel construction in Korean or not. The

50 collocations were randomly sele,cted frorn the stsst frequent 500

collgcations of EnSIish and grammaticals we-re exch-tded from the su!"vey.

So the 5O collocatisns aonsisted oJ 25 predieta'bles and 25 unpredic,table's-

New

Zealands
Ctlinese MaIay AusFalian Gerrnan Greek Indian RusEiau

I 3 3 I I L 1 1
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Predictable:s have a word for word Korean translation. For example, next

year in Ko.rean is translated by the Korean word far nert and the Korean

word fror y,ear,It is not necessarlr for the English ,and Korean exBression

to have exacfly the sarne word order. For example, the verb is located at

the end of the sentence in Korean, and thus *l'o home has the Korean

eq,uivalent A'ail z\r/ (home. ge), s,o it is Bredictable in Korean. On the

other hand, unpredictatbles have no parallel Korean tra+slation. For

example, strong coffee is translated into thrbk cof.fee in Korean, s,o it is

unpredictable in Korean. The participants were also, required to answer

the following three questions:

1) What languages do you know?

2) Have you studied Korean at all?

3) Ane you a native s-peaker of English?

In addition, the particlpants were asked for ttre reasons why they

chose predictable or unpredictable for some specific items (see

Appendix 5).

4.3.2.3 Results and diseussion

It was f und that an average of about 32 of. the total 50 items the 20

participants had chosen matched with the nesults of the ,50 items by the

eriterion of p,redictabilitl, in Ll. Table 4.27 gives more information on the

results.
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From the total 50

items

From the 25

predictable items

From the 25

unpredictable items

Minimum 27 8 8

Maximum 37 22 23

Mean 32.20 15.95 16.25

Standard Deviation 3.090 3.99 4.25

a The numbers in columns 2-4 were based on the number of correct answers.

Table 4.27

The number of correct answers on predictability in Korean

As shown in column 2 of Table 4.27, the minimum score was 27 and

the maximum was 37. The standard deviation \Mas 3.09 which is not a

large number. The 20 participants chose an average of about 32 correct

answers of the total 50 items, which means about 64Vo were predictable

by native or near native speakers. The 50 collocations consisted of 25

predictables and 25 unpredictables, so each area vras also separately

examined. Columns 3 and 4 show the results. There was little difference

between predictables and unpredictables. The 20 participants had an

average of about 16 correct answers on each area.

18 of the total 20 participants have studied another language in

addition to English. Three participants (two New Zealanders and one

Australian) have studied Korean before. Most participants were likely to

think from the perspective of their Ll or another language, but not

English because they were required to guess predictability of English

collocations in Korean even though they did not know about Korean. The

three participants who have studied Korean gave quite different results

f.or predictables and unpredictables-
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Table 4.28

The results of the three participants who have studied Korean

From the total 50

items

From the 25

predictable items

From the 25

unpredictable items

A 27 8 19

B 29 I 20

C 36 13 23

a The numbers in Table 4.28 show the number of correct answers.

Table 4.28 shows that A had 27 correct answers from the total 50

items. 8 of the 27 correct items came from predictable items and the

other 19 from predictable items.

C was the most proficient in Korean. This is why C had a higher

score than the other two participants though not much above the mean

for the group of twenty participants. .4 and B have learned Korean, but

their Korean language proficiency was at a novice level, which mieht

interfere with their guessing. So their scores (27 and 29 each) were

lower rather than the average number of 32. Nevertheless, all three

participants' guessing was more accurate on unpredictables. ,4 had 8

correct answers on predictables but 19 answers were correct on

unpredictables. B had 20 correct answers and C had 23 on

unpredictables. Most participants expected prepositions or adverbs such

as up, of, and oz would be difficult for foreign learners because in many

cases those words are not used with their literal meaning G.g. up to you,

thinking of sth, and hang on).

To sum up, 647o of the choices the 20 participants made were

correct and the three participants who have studied the Korean language
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made better guesses on unpredictables. However, the results were not

striking. Only two choic es, predictable and unpredictable, vrere used, so

the probability of a correct answer was 507o. 64Vo is larger than 507o, but

it is not a striking difference. Nevertheless, this survey suggests that

even native or near-native speakers of English do not make strikingly

accurate guesses of predictability. This suggests a systematic process is

needed to find out which collocations are predictable or not in another

language rather than relying on intuition.

4.4 The transparency of collocations

Multi-word units can differ in the way the meanings of the parts of

the multi-word unit relate to the meaning of the whole. By using the

three criteria of compositionality, figurativeness, and predictability in Ll,

we will see if is is possible to classify multi-word units into meaning-

based categories. It is worth classifying these items into different

categories because different categories of multi-word units need to be

treated in a different way when they are taught and learned.

4.4.L Compositionality, figurativeness, and predictability in Ll

Even though the vast majority of collocations in the present study

are literal collocations, by applying the two criteria of compositionality

and figurativeness considered above, we can divide collocations into four
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ty'pesi esre idis,ms, f,igtuati'ves, O-NC,B-s and ti=te,rat =seguernees" These fow

types are- bgsed on the relatio,nship of the meaning CIf the parts of the-

ooll.oea-liiron to tbe mearring qf the whole eollscation. [n thie study, the

term. collocation is used ae a broad notiirn using the criteria af frequent

eo-@.clweilee and graftugatieal well-f,atwedtaess, Pig.ure 4.8 illusfra'teg

thre claesim.e,afii'otl s,y{stefxfi and terdi tLoff u,sed fon rnrrilti-wo.rd unflts.

Fi$me 4.8

The clasifieatibn and tenroino_lo-w wed for mrrlti-wqrdludts

A rirutti-mold un'it s.ouslsts of twor or r--Rore frequently'co*ocsu[Tin€i

wof,ds. As, ,ehown ,in Ftg;ure 4.8, mudti-word units flrE divlded into,
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osllocations and incomp,letes using the criterion gmw.ntical wetrl'

f.ornedness, For example, of the is typically the most trequent pair of

co-occurrtng words, bt$ it does not meet the gra'nma'tical weIIT

fonn:edn'ess criterion; so it is classified as an ineomplete. On the other

hand, the multi-word unit of the peaplc meets the Sra.rnsatical well'-

f:medness criterion and So is classified as a collocation.

The next ,step ttren is to use Grant and Bauer's. QnO{) cdteria of

compositionality and figurativeness to distinguish the various tvBes of

collocations. These criteria distinsuish sollocations on the basis sf how

the meanings of the colloeates relate to the meaning of the whole

collocation. Grant and Bauer (2004) suggest three steps' to distineuish

core idioms frorn other type.s of collocations.

(1) Is the meaning of the eoltrocational group retained if you replace

each lexical word in the MWU with its owr'r definition?

YES= compositional NO= non-cOrnposit-ional

€) [s i;t possible to understand the meaning of the'collocational grou0

o-y necpgnising tbe untruth and pragrnatically reinterpreting it in a

walr that correctly exp.lains the eollocational group?

YES= f.igurative NO= non-figurative
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l --==--_

, (3) trs there only one word frn the collocatioqal group which is either not

literal Br non- cornpositional?

YES= ONCE (a one non-compositianal element)

N0= More than one element is non-e,omBositional

o [f nre afrswer IrJO to .these three.quesfiqnE the colloCational Erougl is a 'oore

idionrl.

Grant and Bauer (2004) presented the following examples applying

the,three steBs,

(1) Compositional

a red baok --+ YES= 'i a literal

a red hercing -* NO= .', an i'diom or figurative

(2) Fierratiqre

a's goad as gpld --+ Y,ES= ,'. a figwative

a rcd I'tening --+ NO= .'. an id-iom

€) ONCE, as only one part is 'not-lite'ratr' or hsn-eompositional'

a IoW faee - YES= an ONGE

a red hetrine: --+ NO= ,'. a core idiom
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Onlrr the collocation a red' hening (which convey's the nreaning of

"anything that diverts attention from a topic otr line, of inqtliry") is

classified as a eore idiom, These eriteria can be used to distinguish the

various collocational groups into core idoms, figuratives, ONCEs and

literals. Each of these categories can be strbdivided into two subtypes:

predictable and unpredictable sequenees from L1. For this, we can apply

the eriterion of predictability in Lt. Core idioms, figuratives and ONCEs

c:an also be subdivided into predictables and unpredictables, althoug.h it is

verlr unlikely thougs'not imBossible that core idioms will have word-for-

word equivalents in the Ll. Table 4.29 summarises the types of

collocational groups discussed above.

Table 4,29

Typ-es of collocational groups

Onlfr six core idioms from the core idionr list of Grant and Bauer's

TyFes Trzrnspareney

Core idiorns Cannot be predtctsd or anatryeed

Figrrratives
Ca,nnot be predfcted and need to be

interpreted

ONCF^s Only orE eletnent aaanot be pr.edicted

Literals

No Ll equivalent
Cannot be predicted but cen be

aaalysed

Ll equirralent Can be predicted and analysed
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study (2004) meet the criterion of frequent co-occurrence. However,

three more core idioms as well, of course, and as well as were found in

the present study. Table 4.30 lists those nine items.

Table 4.30

The top eight core idioms meeting the frequent occulrence criterion

Rank Idioms Part of
speech

Frequency Context

1 as well AVP 5,754
Can I just say something
else as well?

2 of course AVP 5,661
And then of course we
sign them up later.

3 as well as clP 620
"'other schools in the
area used to use this
facility as well as we did.

4 so G) and t) so NP 192

Well, we've come to
deliver this furniture for
Mr. so-and-so at number
twenty five.

5 and what have you CA t24
They'd be setting their
own goals, targets and
what have you.

b by and large AVP 89
By and large, it's
according to people's
occupations.

I such G) and t) such NP/AP 57
God just decides that such
and such is correct or
such and such is w"rong.

c. take the piss VP 53

It's not funny, you can'l
take the piss out of all
those poor people that
died.

I out () of G) hand AP 4B

So I do think it's an
industry which is very
dangerous now and which
could well get out of hand.
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In this section, we have looked at how the meanings of the parts of

the multi-word unit relate to the meaning of the whole. Grant and

Bauer's two criteria, compositionality and figurativeness, \rere effective

in distinguishine core idioms from the more transparent collocations. In

their study, only 104 core idioms were found. Furthermore, by applying

the criterion of predictability in Ll we could distinguish unpredictable

literal collocations from predictable literal collocations in the Ll. These

criteria could give insight into \Mays of reducing the number of

collocations to focus on.

The most striking findings of this research are (1) the large number

of collocations found that are as frequent as the high frequency words of

English (the first 300 collocations are included in the first 2,000

frequency ranked word types), (2) ttre small amount of overlap between

the high frequency spoken and written collocations (only 15 collocations

of the top 50 collocations of the first 150 spoken and written content

pivot words occur in both lists), (3) the very high frequency of spoken

compared to written collocations (the top 50 spoken collocations are 2 to

10 times more frequent than the top 50 written collocations), and (4) tfre

unpredictable nature of a large proportion of the collocations (one third

{o7D of the first 500 collocations are unpredictable in Korean). The

implications of these findings will be looked at in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 5

FINDINGS, CAUTIONS, AND FURTHER RESEARCH

5.1 Findinss

This study has attempted to show what criteria can be used to

define collocations and has resulted in a list of the high frequency

spoken collocations of Enelish. It was found that the existing criteria for

defining collocations do not work well, largely because the existing

criteria have not been applied consistently. This resulted in vague

categories and a lot of overlap among different categories of multi-word

units. To avoid this confusion, we strictly applied the three criteria of

frequent co-occurrence, grammatical well-formedness, and

predictability in Ll.

Firstly, frequent co-occurrence is a very simple criterion but it is

the most effective way to select the most useful collocations for

beginning and low intermediate learners of English. An appropriate

frequency level can be used to get a suitable number of collocations,

considering the goals and needs of learners. This criterion embodies the

classic Firthian definition of a collocation. We found mutual information

not effective in this study because the mutual information value is

strongly affected by having a low frequency word as one of the

components of a collocation. Howevern 92.38vo of the types and 9O.63Vo

of the word families making up the components of the 4,698 collocations
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found in this study were hieh frequency words occurring in the

the AWL. This means that not only the 1,000 pivot words but

their collocates are high frequency words.

The criterion of grammatical well-formedness facilitates learners'

understanding and memory for collocations. While there is value in

searching for and describing grammatically incomplete "lexical bundles"

(Biber et al., 1999), the goals of this study led us to search for

grammatically complete units that could act as well-formed immediate

constituents of sentences. The list resulting from applying these first

two criteria can be found in Appendices 1 and 2. Thirdly, we found the

criterion of. predictability in LI can be used effectively to select the

more difficult collocations for a specific group of foreign language

learners. The values of applying this criterion from a Korean

perspective are (1) it provides a useful list for people working and

studying in Korea, (D it gives some indications of the general

predictability and regularity of high frequency English collocations.

The most striking finding was the large number of collocations

meeting the criteria, and the large number of these that would qualify

for inclusion in the most frequent 2,000 words of English if no

distinction was made between single words and collocations. A

collocation is always less frequent than the frequency of its less

frequent member, So We would not expect many cOllocations to occur

among the high frequency words of the language. There were in fact

many.

GSL or

most of
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Finally, we applied the criteria of compositionality and

figurativeness to distinguish core idioms from more transparent

collocations.

All of the criteria used in this study had to be reliable and easily

replicable. The steps in applying the criteria had to be explicitly

described and as much as possible had to involve a minimum of intuitive

judgement. As a result, it is hoped that the findings of this study provide

reliable data that can be added to by further research, and a procedure

that can be applied to other corpora.

In this study, there are nine major findings.

1. There is a very large number of grammatically well-formed hish

frequency collocations. 5,894 collocations were found using the first

1,000 content pivot words of English. There are 1,196 overlaps in

the list. For example, the two different pivot words keep and going

share keep g:oing as a collocation. So when the list is re-sorted by

frequency without distinguishing the pivot words, the new list

contains 4,698 collocations. There are plenty of very frequent

collocations made from very frequent words both in spoken and

written Enslish.

2. Collocations occur in spoken language much more frequently than

they occur in written language. The frequency cut-off point for the

100 most frequent spoken word types of English is around a

frequency of 16,999 occurrences per 1,000,000 tokens and for the
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100 most frequent written word types around 9,595 occurrences,

that is, the first 100 spoken collocations are almost twice as

frequent as the first 100 written collocations. However, word

frequency decreases more rapidly in the spoken corpus, so after the

first 400, the written word types are more frequent than the spoken

word types. There are 2I8 collocations in the spoken corpus which

would get into the top 2,000 words of spoken English, 56 of these

would be in the first 1,000. There are 54 collocations which would

get into the top 2,000 words of written English, 14 of these would be

in the first 1,000.

3. The more frequent the pivot word, the greater the number of

collocates. The most frequent 100 pivot words have 2,052

collocations which make up about 35Vo of the total number of the

collocations of the first 1,000 pivot words. The first 300 pivot words

cover more than half of the total number (about 67Vd. The first 100

pivot words have an average of 20.5 collocations, while the second

100 words have 8.4. After the second 100, the number of collocates

gradually decreases as the frequency of the pivot words reduces.

These results show that most frequent pivot words are likely to

have more collocations and the majority of collocations are

concentrated on the first 200 pivot words. However, this general

rule has many individual exceptions.

4. A small number of pivot words account for a very large proportion

of the tokens of collocations. The total number of tokens of the
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collocations of the first 100 pivot words is 387,634 which cover

about 53Vo of the total number of tokens of the collocations

(736,6LT) found in this study. The first 200 pivot words make up

about 68Vo. The first 200 spoken collocations are much more

frequent than the first 200 written collocations. Research on

collocations provides support far Zipf's law on frequency distribution

(frequencY * rank = a constant figure). The Zipf curve of the first

1,000 collocation band shows a slope of around -1.5 when the two

most frequent collocations you know and .I think are excluded. The

other three 1,000 collocation bands show slopes of around -0.9, -
0.8, and -0.7 each. As the rank goes down, the slope is more

gradual. This means that very frequent collocations are more

frequently used compared with their ranks.

5. Adjectives tend to have more collocates than other content words.

Some randomly selected pivot words with different parts of speech

were compared, controlling for their frequency. This comparison

shows that adjectives are likely to have more collocates, while verbs

have fewer collocates. There was very little difference between

nouns and adverbs. When we examined the part of speech of

collocations as a whole unit, verb phrases were most common in the

present study. 1,734 verb phrases were found. Next were noun

phrases with 1,498 items. These two types of collocations make up

3,233 (69Vo) of the total of 4,698 collocations.

6. The shorter the collocation, the greater the frequency. Two word
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collocations make tp 77Vo of the total number of collocations. In

addition, when analysing the top 100 collocations and 100

collocations from the bottom of the frequency list, the collocations

containing a short word are more frequent than collocations

containing a long word. The number of collocations decreases in

inverse proportion to the number of characters of the longest

component making up a collocation. However, in the infrequent

items, there are more collocations containing a relatively longer

word compared with the top 100 collocations.

7. Content word plus content word collocations outnumber other

patterns of content word collocations. There are three dominant

collocation patterns found in this study. The combination of content

word+ content word (C+ C) such as fund raising is the most dominant

collocation pattern which makes up 2,039 667o) of the 3,616 two

word collocations. The second dominant combination is the pattern

of content word+ function word 16+ F) such as try it and the third

dominant combination is the pattern of function word+ content word

1p+ C) such as in use. Collocations consisting solely of function

words were not examined in this study.

8. There are more collocates on the left than collocates on the right,

but this difference is not striking. There are 3,161 collocates on the

left, and 2,408 on the rieht, and there are 319 collocations with

collocates on both sides.

9. A third of the first 500 collocations of English analysed did not
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have word for word equivalents in Korean. Through analysis based

on a dictionary definition of each component of a collocation, we

found 267 predictable items such as next week. 174 items were

unpredictable such as as far as. The other 59 items could not be

classified by this method of analysis which focused only on the

semantic difference between the English and Korean languages.

There are few surprises in the resulting lists, just as there are few

surprises in lists of the most common Enelish v/ords. Collocations like

you know, a bit, thank you, very much are to be expected in spoken

English.

5.2 Cautions

In this study, a 10 million word corpus consisting of spoken texts

from the BNC was used, and the most frequent 1,000 content words

from the frequency-ordered spoken word list by Leech et al. (2001)

were used for searching for collocates. However, it is clear that there

would be big differences if a written rather than spoken corpus was

used. Frequency is also influenced by topics and discourse modes

(narrative, descriptive, expository and argumentative). For example, in a

scientific text sample, data, figure, formula, and example occur

frequently. In a commercial text sample, information, market, value, and

export are frequently occurring words. Therefore, high frequency in one
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corpus cannot guarantee wider usefulness. From this perspective, range

might be a more valid criterion than frequency. This however would

have resulted in a list which could have been misleading, encouraging

teachers and learners to use colloquial collocations in formal written

language, and to use formal language in colloquial situations. Further

research could usefully add to the fifty written collocations looked at in

part of this study.

Another issue is that the spoken list is not lemmatised. This is

probably an advantage. In the COBUILD English collocations (Sinclair

(Editor-in-chief), 1995), Stubbs (2000) found different forms of the

lemma seek were used quite differently. The collocates of seeks rarely

overlap at all with the collocates of seefi seeking and sought. The

collocates of seeks largely come from political and legal contexts, in the

semantic field of "help and support", only six collocates of seeks were

shared by the three different forms: asylum, court, government, help,

political, and support. The non-lemmatised list was used to make sure

that all the possible collocations were picked up. Searching using only

the base form would have missed many frequent collocations.

A ONCE (One Non-Compositional Element) is one type of multi-

word unit based on the classification used by Grant and Bauer (2004).

However. the use of the category of ONCEs could be unnecessary

because the one non-compositional element that ONCEs contain could

be considered a polysemous or homonymous use of a word. For

example, the word long of. Iong face is used with the meaning of. gloomy
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or worried which is not related to the notion of length. So it was

considered non-compositional but some mieht argue that use of, long

comes fnom its polysemous use. That is, the word long could be used in

more than one sense. Nevertheless, we decided to leave the category of

ONCEs in this study because ONCEs are a marginal part of multi-word

units, and those expressions have little influence on the results of this

thesis.

About 170 Verb+ Preposition types were found in this study. Most

of the 170 items were prepositional verbs like wait for, deal with, and

Iook forward /o. Some of them however are close to Verb+ Adverbial

constructions, the so called 'free combinations', for exarnple, go with

{sth, smo}, live in {swe}, and walk to {swe}. The most common

criterion used for distinguishing the two types is wh-question formation

(Biber et al. (2OOZ); Greenbaum & Quirk (1990)). When a sentence

containing these word sequences is changed to a wh-question form, and

the preposition could be ornitted, then the prepositional phrase would be

an adverbial. For example, the preposition about, when in what are

talking about?, cannot be omitted, so talking about is a prepositional

verb. Let us look at another example. I am walking to that place could

be transformed to where are you walking? without the preposition fo,

however, consider what place are you walking to? In this case, the

criterion wh-question formation is not effective, that is, it needs to be

investigated in further research. In this study, all these types were

irncluded because the inclusion of these items may be more useful than
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the exclusion of these types.

To eheck the results of this thesis, the collocations in the Browq

CorBus v/ere compared with the data from the present study. The Brorwn

eo.rpus collocations were listed using a frequency cut-off point of 50

occurrences. The list contains Z-word to 5-word colloeations. There

were several Brown Corpus collocations not listed in our collocation list

based on the BNC spoken cCIfpora. It was found that we missed the

three colloeations ,?o more (382 occurrenc-es in the ten million BNC

sBoken sectiod, each ather (63$, and the fac:t that {S V} '(1,178,). The

other missing collocations suc.h as of cou,rse, na doabt, tn addition- arld'

with respect 6o {l/} were not listed in our list because the eomponents

of those collocatioRs weren-ot included in the first 1,000 content pivot

words; There are undoubtedty useful function word plus function- word

collocations that would meet the criteria used in this study. These

descrve future investigation.

5,3 Fu er,study

There are four recouunendations for future res'earch:

L. Further researeh rs

part of the Presen-t

written collocations

needed on lrzritten collocatio-ns, As a

study, a small number of spoken and

wer,e conrpiared using tlre tr50 most

frequent spoken conte tt pivot wonds and tlre 150 most
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freguent wri:tten content pivot words. In this analysis,

2,'26L spoken collocational types and 2,2,66 written

eollocational types wer€ fo-ulrd. The cornparison focused

only on the top 50 spoken. eolloeations, and the= top 50

written collo-eatiorrs and the re-sults showed bie differenaes

between sp-oken and w.ritten language. One hundred and

fifty written pivot words however is not enowh to make a

definitive list of the most frequent written colloeations,. So,

further r€sezrch in this area would be useful.

2,, The eollocation list made in the present stud)r rnay be

misleadingn encouragmg feaehers and learners to use

eolloquial coilocations in formal written language, and to

use fornia'l language in eoll,oquial situations. The uee of

collocations is likely to be ditferent in ditferent discourse

mod,es. Even though the present study Tyas ba,sed on

spoken language, 'formality' was not considered. Biberrs

(1989) nesearch indicates that friendlrr letters are similar to

friendly eonversation. Making a formality distinction would

be intere.sting and revealing.

3. In the present study, colloeations were subdivided into four

types: core idioms, figunatives, ONCEs, and literal

sequences. Because the present study fs.eused on findine
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the c,ore idroms, tfte distinetion between figuratives and

lite,ral EequeRces was not made. Some phrasal verbs like

get up may be included in the category of figuratives.

Frrrther research on figuratives is needed.

4. When the learuer learns a language, members of some

word groups can interfere with each other semantically

(Natio.n, 200s) o-r formalbt, s,o: there- is a need to, exa ine if

teaching the various related collocations of different types

of a lemma or semantically associated collocatiqns causes

any interference: effects making learning more diffie,utt.
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CHAPTER 6

IMPLICATIONS AhID APPUCATIONS

6.1 Cho'ssing wha,t to foc:us on

Bahns (1993, p. 56) argues that one of the main obstacles to

teaehing lexjca'l collosations systematically is their number, which

anrounts to tens of thousands. However, this enormous teachjng and

learnine load can be reduced in three way's - (l) by only sivins attention

to hish frequency items, (D brr takine difJerent approaches to ciore

idioms, fieuratives, and literals, and (3) by takine a contrastive aBprsach

to the concept of lexical c.ollocation, involving comBarison of the Ll and

the target language.

6.1.1 Frequency level

Because there is a relationship between the frequenclr of the pivot

word and the number and freEuency of the collocations involving that

word, there is likely to be a poin;t in a freqrrency level list of pivot words

where there are very few or no collocations whieh meet the frequency

eniterion, or where the co'tlocations ar€ not very interestine. The most

interesting eollocations are usually where content words collocate with

eonteet words. The least interestins collocations with content words are

where content words collocate with very high freguencl,'function words
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Iike the, that or those. An appropriate number of pivot words to focus on

should be decided by considering the usefulness or meaningfulness of

the collocations. In Table 6.1, the average frequencies of collocations in

ten bands of 100 pivot words are compared. The data comes from the

10,000,000 token BNC spoken corpus.

Table 6.1

Comparison of the average frequencies

per 10,000,000 tokens of a collocation of the 10 bands of 100 pivot words

10 bands of 100

pivot words

Total frequency of

collocations (token)

No. of different

collocations (types)

Average frequency

per collocation

1=r 100 words 387,634 2.O52 188.91

zn'l 100 words 1 11,468 843 r32.23

3'" 100 words 64,962 704 92.28

4th 100 words 44,896 564 79.60

5'n 100 words 36,903 48r 76.72

6'n 100 words 27.846 373 74.65

7th 100 words 22,433 287 79.83

8'h 100 words 16,872 233 72.4I

I'n 100 words 12.615 t87 67.46

10th 100 words 10,515 t76 59.74

Total 736.144 5,894

Table 6.1 shows that the total frequency of the collocations of the

first 100 pivot words is very high. After the first 100 pivot word band,

the total frequencies of the collocations and the number of the
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collocations initially drop rapidly. The first band has more than twice the

number of collocations compared to the second band and the total

frequency of the collocations is over three times higher. After the first

two bands, all the figures then decrease more slowly. Even though the

number of the collocations drops, there is no big change in the average

frequency per collocation in 10,000,000 running words. The average

frequency of the 7ft bancl in fact is higher than the 6th band. This means

that there may be still some quite frequent collocations for lower

frequency pivot words. Table 6.2 gives some examples.

Table 6.2

Collocations of some lower frequency pivot words

Rank Pivot word Collocation Frequency

979 bothered
hot [82D bothered about {sth} 109

(not [72J) bothered to {INF} 85

986 managed managed to {INF} 319

999 due

(be-verD due to {fNF} 272

due to {sth} 97

n due course 72

a In the present. study, thirty occurrences were used as a frequency cut-off point.

Table 6.2 shows the collocations of the three pivot words bothered,

manag:ed and due which are all words near the end of the first 1,000

pivot words. The pivot word bothered has just two collocations,

manag,ed has one, and due three in 10,000,000 running words. However,

as shown in Table 6.2 those collocations have a high frequency, for

example, managed to tNFj has 319 occurrences per 10,000,000 tokens.

This shows that it is still worth searching for collocations in the loth
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band of Bivot words or in other words at the 1,000 word levetr.

6.2 Teaehine and learnins collocatious

The time available for le:arners to get their Enelish inBut in most

EFL classroorn Situations is short, so deciding what to focus on is one

key to a suocessful language progf?mffie. From this Boint of view, t-lte

collocation list cou]d be used as; a source for a deliberate learning

aB-proach t-o the most freq.uerrt collocations of English- However, sotrle

might argue that foeusing on colloeations uut of conterrt is not helpful to

leamihg, especially in an EFL situatioR. This negative attitude toward

deliberate learning mieht come f.rom a reaction againsrt traditional

methods of language le'arning which were heavily dependeut on rote

learniqe. The problem, howev,er" is not in deliberate learning itself, but

lies in a lack of balance with other ways of learning, partic,ulanly

incidental learning. There is value in learning collbcatio-n-s in a rernge of

ways, through direct study and teaching and through incidental learning

in context. Let us Look at each of these ways.

6.2,L Deliberate learning and teaching

The most comnmon and efficient vrray of dealine $rith collocations is

dire-ct le,afning and teaching. Learne-rs or teachers ne€d to choose high

frequency collocadons or topic-related collocations and deliberately
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focus on their form, meaning, and use. Some vocabulary strategies can

be taught for learning collocations such as using word cards, using a

dictionary and comparing LZ with Ll. Boers, Eyckmans, Kappel,

Stengers, and Demecheleer (2006) set up a small scale experiment

involving 32 college students majoring in English. The participants were

exposed to considerable input of authentic listening and reading material

f.or 22 teaching hours spread over an eight month period. The seventeen

students in the experimental group were directed to pay attention to

particular standardised formulaic sequences (collocations) during

listening exercises which included gap-filling activities targeting words

making up formulaic sequences, and reading exercises, where they

identified useful word combinations and compared their selection with

their peers in small groups or with the teacher's recommendations. The

fifteen control group students' attention was given to individual words

or grammar patterns, rather than collocations. Afterwards, all the

participants' oral proficiency was tested in an interview by two raters,

not otherwise involved in the study.

The results showed the experimental group made significantly

better progress in overall oral proficiency, fluency, and range of

expression compared with the control group. However, no significant

difference was found in accuracy. To see if deliberate learning of

formulaic sequences was useful to help improve oral proficiency,

correlations between the experimental students' overall oral proficiency

and the number of formulaic sequences these students used were
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calculated. The range of the correlations was .325 to .609. The results

came from the two formulaic sequence counting judges and the two

different oral proficiency raters. The correlation of .325 is not high

but .609 is a very impressive figure. This suggests "the use of formulaic

Sequences can indeed play a part in students' coming across aS

proficient speakers" (Boers et al., 2006, p. 14) and formulaic sequences

can be deliberately focused on and learned with measurable effects on

oral use.

The deliberate learning of collocations will be greatly helped by

meeting the collocations in meaningful contexts. There are four ways of

providing such contexts: (1) collocations embedded in sentences, (2)

collocations associated with visual aids, (3) collocations taught in

comparison with the learner's first language (L1), and (4) collocations

used during problem solving. Presenting collocations embedded in

sentences is the simplest way. For example, the pivot word provide

collocates with service 30 times in the spoken section of the BNC.

However, the phrase provide h/thd service is not enough context.

Introducing the collocation embedded in a sentence such as they don't

clearly prouide a seruice to all our customers makes it easier to

understand and learn the collocation. Secondly, using visual aids to

present collocations reinforces the association between collocations and

a visual image. Rommetveit et al. (1971) provided evidence that pictorial

materials can help students learn vocabulary easily. Thus a picture of a

train with its rear coach beyond the end of a station platform, and a
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sad-faced woman looking at it from the platform, was accompanied by

the utterance, /'s too bad she didn't get tnerezin time?. The collocation

too bad has a total occurrence of 354 tokens in the 10,000,000 word

corpus, get there has 332, and in time has 263. These high frequency

collocations can be learned by associating them with visual images

which will enrich learners' long-term memory of the collocations.

Thirdly, teaching collocations by comparing the learner's Ll with the

target language can be useful, especially, in an EFL classroom. This is

likely to be helpful even when there is not a word for word match with

the Ll. Some L2 collocations that match the Ll can be learned easily, so

this association technique should be encouraged. However, some

collocations cannot be translated into the Ll. For example, one of the

collocations of the verb twn, turn up has two main meanings. One is

"show up", or "appear" (e.g. ... where maybe we'd sit here and nobody

would turn up) and the other is "increase the amount of sound, heat, or

powef'(e.g. Iet's turn up the sound then.'.). The use of the first meaning

has a total occurrence of 210 tokens in the 10,000,000 word corpus and

the second meaning appears only 7 times in the same corpus. However,

the core meaning of. turn is recognised as change or shift by Korean

students. Therefore, the first meaning is more difficult for them even

though the first use is much more frequent in the corpus.

Consider another example involving the contrastive analysis

between the two languages. In general, it seems that to some extent

'selection restrictions' of a pivot word correspond to semantic
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associations as Newman (i988) shows in the contrast between Hebrew

and English. Table 6.3 shows the contrast of the dress collocations

between Enelish and Korean.

Table 6.3

The contrast of the restricted selections

of some dress verbs between English and Korean

a The same items are analysed in both languages (e.g. trousers=baji, hat=moja,

skirt=chima, etc)

As shown in Table 6.3, some dress verbs in English, Wear, put-on,

Restricted selections of some 'dress' verbs in English

N jacket trousers bra hat glasses shoes ring gloves shawl skirt

wear- ./ ./ I \i I
1/ ./ 1 1 { I

1I

put-on \i { .,,/ ./ \I { I
1 { ',/ ./

slip into-,

on-
.{ ,V I.v

"v ./ \i ./ I
'v

I
'v

I
1

throw-on,

-over-
./ "'/ { ',/

I.v I
1 { r,/

have-on

(-)
I

'v \i 1i 1 ./ 1'
I

tt, ',i .v {

be in- ./ I
1l

Iv ./ { \J 1\,
I

1
Il\l

Restricted selections of some 'dress' verbs in Korean

\.i".t
Verb \

jacket baji bra moJa ankyeong sinbal banji janggab shawl chima

-ibda { I
lJ

-t

-geolchida ''/ l
1' { I

\I ./

-ggida
T { ./

-sseuda ./ .i

-sinda .l

-dureuda
I\l I

-chada {
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have-on and be in- are broadly used with various kinds of clothes and

accessories. SIip into (on)-, and throw-on (over) are more or less

informal expressions. 9lp into (od- means "to put on clothes quickly

and easily" or "to put some part of the body in clothes or accessories",

for example,...slip one's clothes on, afid...slip a ring an one's finger.

Throw-on (oved means "to wear clothes in a quick and casual way", for

example, ...throw on a jackef, and ...throw a scarf over one's shoulders.

That is, English dress verbs are not restricted in their use, but they are

just different in nuance where speakers imply their attitude or intention.

Similarly, the dress verbs in Korean have their own specific functions.

Ibda corresponds to wear, or put-on which has the most general

meaning. Nevertheless, ibda is also under considerable selection

restriction. Ibda can be used only with clothes, not with accessories

such as ankyeong (glasses), banji (ring) and janggab (gloves). Geolchida

is very close to throw-on which is one of the informal expressions, but

its use is more restricted than throw-on. For example, g:eolchida cannot

go with sinbal (shoes), banji (rine) and janggab kloves) as collocates,

though these may be possible in English. Similarly, moja (hat) collocates

only with sseuda, sinbal (shoes) collocates with sinda, and ankyeong

(glasses) and janggab (gloves) collocate with ggida. Therefore, we can

see that Korean dress verbs are also differentiated in their use. If

teachers are aware whether a LZ collocation is predictable or

unpredictable from Ll, they can help prevent the incorrect transfer

between LI and L2.
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Finally, while practicing task-based problem-solving activities,

students can pick up collocations. Consider Willis and Willis' (1988)

model. In the pre-task stage, teachers select high frequency words and

collocations and use them in dialogues. It is important that the dialogues

be native-like. The modified material can help learners reduce their

cognitive burden and focus on the target items by decreasing the

redundancy of the material. Students engage in the task based learning

after preparatory help by the teacher. The learners listen to the audio-

taped dialogues based on a specific task such as opening a bank account,

apologising, and giving directions. These examples help students

understand the required tasks. Such tasks include collaboratively

designing a dialogue of their o\^/n. The goal is to have the learners

produce a dialogue using target items. Students' output is important,

reinforcing long-term memory. The role-play as a dialogue form is one

methocl used to support task based learning activities, and can

effectively reinforce frequently used collocations.

6.2.2 Incidental learning through meaning-focused input

It is necessary for learners to meet and learn collocations

incidentally through meaning-focused listening and through extensive

reading of material at a suitable difficulty level. Interacting with peers at

a level roughly similar to theirs, interacting with teachers who are

sensitive to their level, simulating communicative activities which mieht
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occur in real world, and working with graded listening and reading

material at a suitable difficulty level could provide opportunities to

obtain comprehensible input.

In this strand, the lists of collocations do not have much of a role

to play. However, in listening activities, the teacher can note one or two

useful collocations on the board. The lists could be good sources to

guide the teacher to select some useful collocations to note.

Some studies have looked at the incidental learning of collocations.

Kurnia (2003) examined the extent to which multi-word strings

(collocations) were retained while reading for information in a L2 text

and whether such retention was related to unknown vocabulary density,

vocabulary knowledge, and text comprehension. 242 Indonesian learners

showing mastery of at least the 2,000 word level participated in the

study. A newspaper feature article in English about 1,000 words long was

used at two different densities of unknown words - 2Vo and SVo. The

target unknown or new words were replaced by pseudo-words to ensure

that they were unknown to all participants and the other words in the

text were kept within the first 2,000 words in English. The target words

were the ones with the lowest frequencies in English and each one

occurred only once in the text. The participants read the text for

information, returned the text and were immediately tested on one of

these three unexpected measures: retention of the meanings of new

words, guessing from context, and retention of the target multi-word

strings in the text. Afterwards, the participants were given back the
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same text and they completed the comprehension test.

Around 10-lIVo of the multi-word strings containing familiar words

were retained, while about 29-3OVo of the multi-word strings containing

a new word were retained. New words mieht have caused some problem

in decoding the meaning and therefore attracted attention not only to

themselves but also to their surroundings during reading, which might

result in more retention of the word combinations involving these new

words. The retention of multi-word strings made up of familiar words

was positively related to vocabulary knowledge, while the retention of

multi-word strings containing a new word was positively related to both

vocabulary knowledge and text comprehension. Text comprehension, in

turn, was positively related to vocabulary knowledge. These findings

suggest introducing and drawing attention to the word combinations that

make up the multi-word strings when introducing a new word. This may

encourage learners to give more attention to the new word and its

surroundings. Kurnia's argument that the majority of multi-word units

recur very infrequently supporting other similar studies (Moon, 1998a,

1998b; Grant, 2003) was proved wrong by the present study. There is a

very large number of high frequency collocations.

6.2.3 Incidental learning through meaning-focused output

Receptive vocabulary knowledge is typically greater than

productive vocabulary knowledge. However, it is difficult to be aware of
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gaps between the two types of knowledge without having to produce

language. Meaning-focused output involves speaking and writing.

Having to speak and write makes learners aware of gaps in their

knowledge. If reading material is used as a preparation for speaking and

writing, then underlining useful collocations in the reading to use in the

speaking or writing can have helpful effects. The teacher's feedback

comments on speaking and writing can also be useful in learning

collocations with the correct use of collocations being praised and

errors corrected.

Native speakers as well as non-native speakers are likely to

overlook collocations because even though the learners listen to or read

a sentence that contains a collocation, this does not necessarily require

them to consider it as a unit. Thus they may have a problem when they

need to produce an expression including the collocation. However, an

important factor affecting the productive use of collocations is the

existence or non-existence of parallel constructions in the learners' Ll.

Learners may think of some collocational groups in the Ll and try to

translate them into the Target Language (TL). In this case, the Ll can

influence both linguistic forms and meanings of L2 collocations.

However, Biskup's (1992) study shows that in the case of two languages

that are perceived as distant, such as Polish and English, Polish students

do not transfer forms from Ll to L2, instead their errors come from

assumed semantic similarities that stimulate either loan translations or

extension of the L2 item meaning on the basis of the Ll word. In other
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words, in the case of two distant languages, learners are likely to

transfer only core meanings to L2, and the transfer depends on the

'coreness' of. a word. For instance, the verb run can have Various

meanings such as a/ I can run as fast as Magnus..., b) I run a companJ1..,

d Next year he may run for president. The first run is the core meaning,

and when the core meaning is focused or, the other uSeS are

unpredictable. On the other hand, in the case of closely related

languages such aS German and English, German students tend to make

more errors resulting from assumed formal similarity, for example,

German students produce crunch or crunk Gid nuts for the collocation

crack nuts, transferring the German word knacken.

In the case of Korean, similar results are expected as with Polish

students. Because Korean and English are perceived aS even more

distant than Polish and English, Korean students are likely to transfer Ll

semantic parallels to L2 collocations instead of similar linguistic forms.

However, if there is no corresponding word to a target word in Korean

or the meaning or use of the target word is even slishtly different in

Korean, it could cause Korean students to make errors. The data from

the present research indicates that there is a one-in-three chance of

making an error using word for word transfer. Table 6.4 shows some

collocations that are unpredicatble for Korean students.

There are various reasons for the difficulties in learning the

collocations marked in Table 6.4, but one common reason is L1

interference.
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Table 6.4

Some examples of collocations that are difficult to be predicted in Korean

O A bold phrase like grown zp is a collocation which is not predictable from

Korean. If a collocation has more than one different sense, it is subdivided into

separate collocations.

The following list shows some of the reasons why difficulties occur

in each item.

(1) at the moment: In Korean the sense of the present tense cannot be

inferred from at the moment. When learners read the sentence -I

cannot recall his name at the moment, they could comprehend the

present tense, however, they would use could instead of. can when

Collocation
Part of

speech
Frequency

Context including different uses of

a collocation with its frequency

1 at the moment PP 2,r76
I cannot recall his name at the

moment.

2 those sort (of sth) NP 108 We had those sort of jobs to do.

3 come forward VP 100

a) @7)-"'l will call out each

name and If each one can come

forward and receive the

award"'

b) (29)-"'have yet to come

forward with some suggestions.

c) Q4)-"'maeistrates come

forward Lo all these positions.

4 go with it VP 53

a) (49)-"'we should have the

evidence to go with it.

b) (4)-"'vour hairstyle to go with

it.-

boxine: day NP 44
Although I enjoy boxing day cos I

have all the family there.
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producing that sentence. That is, for Korean learners at the

moment would be confused with at that moment.

(2) those sort (of sth): Korean students are likely to assume number

agreement in a phrase or a sentence, so they expect those sorts

instead of those sort. However, those sorts of things has 17

occurrences, while those sort of things has 25 occurrences in the

corpus used in this study. A similar result is also identified with

those kinds and those kind. Those kinds of things has 3

occurrences but those kind of things has 14 occurrences. As the

plural forms thase sorts or those kinds occur as well and are

correct, we can justifiably teach the plural form and let students

discover the singular form by exposure'

(3) come forward: The first meaning of the collocation is based on the

literal meaning of the components, but the other two meanings are

figurative expressions that are ambiguous in their meanings.

(4) go with it: The second use of the collocation means 'be a good

match' or 'be suitable for it', so it is also a figurative expression

that is difficult to infer from the literal meaning.

(5) boxing day: Korean students are unfamiliar with the special name

for the 26ft of December, the day after Christmas day. It cannot be

inferred from its parts.

Most difficulties result from Korean students' attempt to match

collocations with the Ll semantic system. It may be very difficult to
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prevent all Ll interference on LZ but it is obviously possible to

considerably reduce the interference. Therefore, to make sure of

learners' proper comprehension and production of collocations, we need

to provide as many different contexts as possible.

6.2.4, Fluency development

Another way to reinforce collocational knowledge is related to

fluency development. Fluency means making the best use of what is

already known. This involves two factors - recognition (listening and

reading) speed, and production (speaking and writing) speed.

Recognition speed can be developed by hearing and reading the same

story several times. The listening and reading input should contain no

unknown words and there should be some pressure to perform slightly

faster in each exercise. The classic productive activity for developing

speaking fluency is the 4/3/2 activity. In the 4/3/2 activity, a speaker

gives the same talk three times changing partners (listeners) with a

decreasing amount of time for each of the three deliveries (from the 4-

minute talk to a 3-minute talk to a Z-minute talk). After this. all the

listeners become speakers and the same procedure is followed. For

writing fluency, the teacher needs to encourage learners to write on

very easy topics, to write on closely related topics, and to write on the

same topic several times. These productive fluency activities are also

effective in decreasing errors and increasing grammatical complexity
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(Arevart and Nation, 1991). As learners become more fluent in

recognising and retrieving a target word, it makes it easier for the

learners to move their focus onto the surroundings of the target word.

This does not mean to simply combine discrete words, but means to

restructure them so they are seen and stored as a whole unit. Fluency

increases in two ways, by increasing speed of access, and by

restructuring to work with larger units.

As shown above, each strand has different strengths and thus

different contributions to make. Deliberate learning speeds up learning

making efficient use of time. Incidental learning allows large quantities

of small amounts of learning to occur. Meaning-focused output allows

the noticing of gaps and fluency development automates the use of

words and encourages the use of larger units like collocations. Learning

high frequency collocations both deliberately and incidentally is

important in second language acquisition. A balance across the strands

is needed to achieve collocational competence.

One of the basic reasons motivating the present study is that non-

native speakers are likely to overlook collocations if they are not

meeting them often. This can be problematic when learners need to

produce an expression using a collocation. Thus, there is value in giving

some deliberate attention to collocations.

It is clear from this study that differences in collocations and their

frequency of use, are important distinguishing features of spoken and

written language. Even though there are clear differences between the
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two language types, there are only a small number of studies on

collocations based on a spoken corpus, and it is hoped that the present

study will be a useful contribution to help fill this gap.

1 .7'7
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1

The pivot word-based collocation list
(The list ranked according to the frequency of the pivot word, for example, 'well' is

the mosl frequent content pivot word of the 1,000 content words from the BNC spoken

section)

1. well

2. know

you know INT 27348

The big step is then getting the rest of

the Council to take it on board, that's the

big step, "'the development budget there

went on projects for young people, you

know, so there are using there money.

know that

(S V)
VP 889

"'you know that this is the only room

available.

know it VP 469
It doesn't really worry me whether you

know it or not.

know if IS VP 327 I don't know if any of you are old enough

as well AVP 5754 Can I just say something else as well?

very well AP/AVP 987 You can read very well can't you?

as well as ClP 620
"'other schools in the area used to use

this facility as well as we did.

well done VP 1.77 Top of the class, well done.

really well AVP 118 ['ve done really well.

quite well AP 94
I thought it was quite well organized

considering.

so well AP 80
"'got the final ball wrong but a shame

he'd done so well,

well known VP 74
I mean it's more well known than it used

to be.

very well INT 68 Very well, thanks

here as well AVP 47 Feels warm in here as well

pretty well AVP 43 Dave's got a job pretty well hasn't he?

very well AP T2
he's not very well, he looks how pale he

is, James is quite pale as well
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V} to remember"

know

whether {S

V}

VP 247 I don't know whether anybody would

disagree with that.

as I know CA 95
...just as I know I must call you my lady

Anne!

know this VP B8
"'issue of drawings to the client wished

to know, wished to know this.

(not) know

anything
VP 66

"'l don't really know anything special

about me.

know the

one
VP 56

Ruth, you know the one I used to look

after?

know [he

answer
VP 47

Well I supposed we'd all like to know the

answer to that.

know one VP 42 I know one who wouldn't stand for it

3- so so much APiAVP 1334 He loved the sea so much.

and so on CA 872

"'you know, brief films about different

countries and, political systems and so

on.

think so VP 333
I think so because I don't know where we

got"'

so many AVP 247 Especially now I've got so many.

and so forth CA t94

"'some things to write a few words in,

some things to tick, some things to make

a mark on one of the numbers and so

forth"'

so far AVP 176
Now so far we've talked about things like

recharging the batteries.

so good AP 166
"'l got stuck on a an article lhat was so

good at the beginning

say so VP 134 It's nice of you to say so, Mrs. Briant.

so often AVP 116
".you're going along two at a time and it

happens so often.

so well AP 80 "got the final ball wrong but a shame
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he'd done so well.

(but [35])

even so
AVP 75

But even so, the government are still the

people in charge"'

so

important
AP 67

"'l'll explain that later cos it's so

important.

so long AP 65
"'this has taken so long, I've completely

forgot about it.

if so CA 57 And if so, what were their findings?

so bad AP 42 No it, it wasn't so bad really.

so to speak AVP 40

"'l have had to do in my work quite a lot

of work coming up against that act, so to

speak.

4. think

5. just

I think

(ttrat)
CA 25862 I think I've still got the piece about that.

think about

ir
VP 415

If you think about it, you slide it into

where the joint would be along the line"

think so VP 333
I think so because I don't know where we

got"'

think if {S
V}

VP t77
Can you think if we have something meal

facilities "'

think of it VP 164
What did you think of it when you first

moved here?

think of one VP 72
I know I have been but I can't think of

one at the moment

think of

something
VP 46 Think, think of something else.

think of

anything
VP 47

"'it was I really don't think of anything

outstanding.

just one NP zZr
...I get a lower dragging sound than if I

pick up just one.

just. now AVP 2ro Well, I'm only nineteen just now!

just as ClP 138
"'it's bound to pick up just as I'm moving

house.''
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If they thought well I'd better go round

iust in case"'
just in case PP 131

just before C/P 116
"'it was just before I went on holiday so

my memory is kind of hazy"'

"you must just sit quiet and say nothing'just sit VP 115

just

because
C 99

"'where millions of women were burnt as

witches, but just because they were

women!

just do it VP 81
Just do it that way which is what you'd

normally do"'

just after CIP 53
I spoke to today when I was over there

just after lunch.

just here AVP 39 Oh no I assumed it was just here"

Then there's another long unit right at

side of it, just enough to get one trailer

in.

just enough AP JI

6. right Yeah well, they were all right when we

first come in but eventually"'all right AP 435

right now AVP 274
"'What do yott think they're doing all this

firing on us right now.

right down AVP 202

I mean I actually it was right down in

there, right up, right round and it was

painful.

right up AVP 124

We used to walk through at back of that

chapel right across Neddy 's fields, right

up lhrough Wood.

say right VP r20

I'm just waiting until I see the

granddaughters dear and then I shall say

right!

{Det-the

{6s} }

right one

NP 110
"'her father's original view turned out to

be the right one'

absolutelY

rieht
AP 98

You've just mentioned, you're absolutely

right, of course.

quite right AP 96 "'despite the strains, and she's quite
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rieht !

{Det-the

[85]] right

way

NP 93

Fortunately it is the right way round.

{Det-the

[61]] rieht

time

NP 72

."they seem to have this ability to be

able to be in the right place at the right

time.

right here AVP 70
We'll sit down right here and watch the

boats on the river.

right away AVP 63
So I went down there and well I suppose

fell in love with the job right away.

my right

honourable

friend

NP
I thank my right honourable friend for

that reply.

right there AVP 49 Hold it right there!

in the right

place
PP 39

I wasn't the best man, I was in the right

place at the right time.

on the right

hand side
NP 37

And on the right hand side, there's the

goods shed.

right

enough
AP 36

And then in the herring fishing time, oh it

was very busy right enough"'

7. up
go up VP 676

"'and in a time of rapid inflation, prices

go up, salaries go up"'

shut up VP 590 I will answer if you shut up .

pick up

{smo, sth}
VP 589

Now pick up the important ones, sort out

your priorities.

up there AVP 560
There he is up there, wanted for

sabotage.

(be-verb)

set. up (sth)
VP 487 I want to set up the printer.

going up VP 467

He said, Look up tttere, and you'll see a

crane, he says, We're going rLtp that

ladder.

end up

(with sth
VP 43r

...because we could end up spending too

much time on that
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t 1521)

coming up VP 429
There are council elections in York

coming up in May.

went up VP 418
Ooh, I don't know what age I'd be when

we went up there.

up here AVP 323
"'some of the tanks were away down

there and some were up here"'

get up VP 316
Oh yeah often used to get up in the

morning

up and

down
AVP 311

And they're going up and down there,

trying to calch hold of them.

came up (to

swe, smo

t60l)

VP 294
...we used lo go to see her, and she came

up a couple of times.

(be-verb,

have-verb,

get-verb)

picked up

(sth)

VP 291
With this instruction, it will get picked up

on the quality

go up VP 288
"'we used to go up and work in some of

the mills.

pick {smo}

up
VP 248

I'm gonna pick you up at quarter past

four at the school.

up to you AVP 242
Well that's entirely up to you, but we'll

see how we go with that.

comes up VP 229

...a man comes up last week and tells me

that he's been paid off by the Daily

Record he's been working for"'

pick it up VP 224
So you had to pick it up and carry it

outside?

stand up VP 2I7 Don't move just stand up.

gone up VP 213
...if the rail fare's gone up as I expect it

may well have done.

up to iNo.) AVP 2r2
Well we all put five initially, but we were

told you could put it up to ten.

turn up VP 210 "where maybe we'd sit here and nobody
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would turn up.

make up VP 209
I had to make up an excuse why I went

out!

(get-verb,

be-verb)

fed up (with

le3l)

VP 203
I don't know but I'm getting pretty fed up

with this.

glve up

{sthi
VP 190

You either give up watching or you keep

a score, don't you, yeah?

(be-verb)

put up (sth)
VP 189

So another thing we said on our list or

your list what you put up here was

visuals.

(be-verb)

made up

((of t53l)
sth, sth)

VP 188

Companies are made up of hundred of

individual citizens who may depend on

the support services of the voluntary

sector.

(be-verb)

brought up

(smo, sth)

VP 178

...ninety one of the women here were

broughl up by a mother and a father and

only nine by one parent.

goes up VP t75
Space craft goes up and when it gets to a

certain height above the earth it just goes

round and round and round.

build up

(sth)
VP 154

The relationships you build up with our

clients and the advertisers"'

ended up

(with [37])
VP 151 I ended up paying for him.

take up

{sth}
VP r46

I'd like to take up some points as they've

occurred this morning.

turned up VP t4+ 'it's like nobody turned up.

picking up

{sth, smo}
VP 143 Do you like picking up worms?

up to date AVP 136
So don't start this work until everything

else is up to date.

upget VP 130
"'people get up and speak for ten

minutes

right up AVP t24 We used to walk through at back of that
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chapel rigtrt agross Neddf, 's fields, right

up tbrough Weod.

got up \F L2L
You just automatically so,t rrp in the

morning:"

go up there VP LLa
..'used to go up there, arld I was ver,y

friendly with the old skipper there.

look up

{sth, sms}
VP 111

So if the,y ean do tha-t, they can look w
anything.

got up VF 106
"'after he got up the street near the

chureh.

setfing'up

{sth}
VP 105

You're setting up a place for people. to

live and conduct their business'.'

(be-verb,

get-verb)

taken up

(b'y sth

[14])

VP t0s Saturday and Sunday are taken up.

put up with

{sth, smo'}
VP LOz fuid they'll put up wjth any conditjons"

phored up

{sr,no}
VF 99 I phoned up ttre b,ank thig rno,rning,

(!e-verbi)

tied up

(with eth,

ett!),

VP gT It was all tied up together.

(be-verh)

b,uilt ttp

ktl)
VP 94

Craiehead was u'uilt r"rp hrgh on the hill

,side.

woke up VP 93
Now I woke up at five o'elbck this

mornirrg.

(be-verb,

se,t-v{-erb)

nqixed up

V'P 89 You'll get thern all rnixed up!

carniog up

to {swe,

TIME,INF}

\rP 89

She's shels a waitress in Chester so it
can shoqrs you how rnuch aross seetion

we've got md she said her and her
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boyfriend was coming up to Blaenau to

be on the picket line and so on and we

were quite friendly with her.

put ir up VP 79 Now he'll put it up and hold it.

rang up VP 79
...she rang up and said that she wanted to

go and would I go with her?

straight up AVP IY The smoke would just rise straight up"'

building up

{sth}
VP (6

Building up trust and friendship takes

time "'

picked it up VP 71
Perhaps he just picked it up in the risht

place.

standing up VP 7T
'fhey will be standing up for quite a long

time.

came up

with {sth}
VP o/

And she came up with a list which is

pleas from the switchboard supervisor.

catch up

(with[29])

tsth)

VP 66 We've got to catch up.

open up

{sth}
VP 65

...let's not open up the debate about

chairmanship of meetings "'

walk up VP 65
Did you walk up or did somebody take

you up?

(be-verb)

finished up

(with sth

[19], sth)

VP 62 That would be finished up?

finish up

(with sth

[38], sth)

VP bt You still finish up with the same amount.

(be-verb)

given up

(smo, sth)

VP 61 I've given up my sewing.

(be-verb)

grown up

(sth)

VP bU
"'at least until the children are grown up

and probably well beyond?

(be-verb) VP 59 Yes, he's caught up with two more cars
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caught up

(sth, with

sth, in sth)

got up VP 59 "she got uP and waved to Mrs"

picks up

tsth)
VP RO Chris picks up these things from school'

(be-verb)

split up

(with sth

[8], into sth

t7l)

VP h(.1 What all split uP, Yeah?

keep up

{sthi
VP 59

I am very concerned that in the present

recession we shall not be able to keep up

our work "'

getting up VP co
Aha, that's what I do, it's like getting up

in the morning'

Do you know when a new branch is

opened up?

(be-verb)

opened up

(sth)

VP co

brine up 
I U,

tsth) |

55
...perhaps if we could just bring up the

item you wanted to mention.

taking up

{sth}
VP 54

You know it was taking uP so much

space.

looked up

(sth)
VP 51 And I looked uP and said it's here!

picked

tsmo) up
VP 51

You should have Phoned me at ten

o'clock, I would have Picked You uP.

picking

tsmo) up
VP 51

They might be Picking You uP at ten

o'clock,

clear up

tsth)
VP

Yeah, still wanna clear up the spots on

my back.

hands up NP 50
Now have a look at the work now, hands

up and see if You could tell me"'

come up

here
VP 48

When are you supposed to come up here

again?

gave up VP 1,7+t she gave up her flat and went to live with
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{sth} her mother.

keep up

with {sth,

smo)

VP +t
Do you ever keep up with people outside

work?

set it up VP 46
Well it could technically, it depends how

you set it up.

(be-verb,

get-verb)

held up (by

sth, smo

[8], wittr

sth [3], sth)

VP 45
There was a horse running round and we

got held up with traffic.

take it up VP +5
Could I have a copy of the letter, please,

can I take it up?

making up

(sth)
VP

I mean making up conversations all over

the place.

speak up VP 4l Chair, can you ask people to speak up?

up to now AVP 41
That all sounds the best one up to now

doesn't it?

use up {sth} VP 47
And when did you use up your seventy

thousand?

wake up VP 4l
"'the baby wake up at seven so I come

up and stayed up.

tDet-the

[10]] back

up

NP 40
...you can see the sort of backup from the

brochure.''

draw up

{sthi
VP 40

I mean, in an ideal world what agenda

would you draw up?

stood up VP 40 She stood up straight and still

add up (sth) VP 39
The trick is simply to add up the

numbers.

follow up VP 39
"'the Board has not failed to follow up its

very good work.

giving up

{sth}
VP 39

We've all heard of women giving up work

for their children, but men?

grow up VP 39 'if children grow up healthy, capable
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and ready to work for the good of their

neishbours.

took up

tsth)
VP 39

...the door took uP so much room, You

see.

putting uP

isth)
VP 38

...they've only been able to balance their

proposed production this year, by putting

up the price bY fiftY Pence.

started uP VP 38
I was as bad as him when I started up in

the butchering.

(be-verb)

cut up (sth)
VP 37

...worn blankets cut up to make sleeptng

bags for children.

wayall the

up
AVP 36

All the way uP, the whole Passageway

was iust bin bags'

(be-verb)

brought up

(sth)

VP 36

Yeah, this was brought up last night at

the meeting at of Old Harlow and Potter

Street forum.

get up I VP 36 "couldn't get uP that steeP hill'

(wear-verb,

get-verb)

make up

NP

I I don't enjoy wearing make up' I feel dirty
I

36 | with it on, but, what ever you want to do'

I it's up to Yourself.

running up VP 35
He's over there, he's running up through

there.

(be-verb)

drawn up

(sth)

VP 35

Unfortunately, whether the contract

drawn up in the first place has been a

correct one or not, I'm not sure'

break up

{sth}
VP 35 I didn't break uP this marriage"

grew up VP 35
"'in the small Texas town where he grew

up.

growmg up VP 35 They're growing up in the village'

add up to

{No.}
VP 34 Add up to a hundred and eighty degrees'

looking up

(sth)
VP 34

...see better, you was looking up it on the

front rows, You see.

make up

{smo's}
VP 34

...you have lhen got to make up your own

mind what You're going to do for the
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mind casualty and your own safety"'

run up (sth) VP 34

I started to run up, straight up the hill,

lucky the monster was running straight at

me and sticking out of the crowd and he

tripped over and after the end

bringing up

{smo}
VP 34

If you're eighteen to twenty four years

old and you're bringing up a child on your

own.

come up

with {sth}
VP 33

I don't know who comes up with these

ideas.

comes up

with {sthi
VP 33

lf somebody comes up with a suggestion

for a change to a procedure at this

meeting"'

(all) lined

up
VP 32

He had us all lined up after we'd been

ridine round and he started enquiring

how long we'd been out of hospital .

bring it up VP 32
If you don't bring it up at the first part

with plan to proceed, you can't do it here.

hurry up VP 32 Hurry up otherwise you're out.

look it up VP 31 ..it'd be easier to look it up on a graph.

start up

(sth)
VP 30

That was it, those particular shopkeepers

didn't start up business again.

wind up VP 28 Could you wind up now please?

tie up (with

sth [11])
VP 26

...they don't, tie up with you so you're

alright.

{Det-the

l7l, a t6l)
follow up

NP 24
"'having done the follow up on it, it

doesn't seem to me that"'

going up (to

swe)
VP 24 Take their time going up to Scotland.

getting up

(swe)
VP 2l Well, it's getting up there.

bring up

tsmo)
VP 19

I think the best possible way to bring up

children is where there's a falher and

mother provided the marriage is stable

and balanced. cos the children have a
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role model from the father and the

mother.

back up

(sth)
VP 19

...if so. we have to look at the evidence

then that was used to back up this claim'

break up VP l9
"'when they break up for Easter next

week.

You get a build up of black heads around

the nose, and around the chin'

{Det-a

[10]] build

up

NP t7

run up {to

sth)
VP 16

We're gonna hear it time and time again

in the run uP to the Election.

built up (N) AP 15

If you build a relief road which is fairly

tightly in to the built up area, that relief

road wilt cater for bottr the long distance

bypassable traffic and the local traffic'

{Det-the

[9], a [4]]
set up

NP 13 This was all Part of the set uP'

shut up VP 13
"'so that you got the stables shut up

before it got dark at four o'clock"'

getting up VP 12 "why am I gettine uP and speaking'

{Det-the

[6]] break

up

NP IU
The major impact was the break up of the

family unit.

{Det-a [8]]
grown up

NP 9 "'you are a grown uP now aren't You?

{Det-a [6] ]

turn up
NP I I was just lucky with a turn up though'

running up

(to sth)
VP 7 You're running uP to the thing, Yeah?

bringing up

{sth}
VP 7

I'm just bringing uP a Point that No

problem about bringing up his previous

convictions?

turn up VP I Let's turn uP the sound then"

follow up AP A
... we've got a follow up meeting about

this training.
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turned up

{sth}
VP o

Bishops then turned up the pressure in a

search for an equaliser"'

{Det-the

[31] tie up
NP So what's the tie up between those?

keep up

{sth}
VP 4

You do in a swimming pool because what

happens to you, it makes you keep up the

top, doesn't it?

put it up VP 4 I mean he would of put it up for sale"

stood up for

{sth}
VP 4

I mean lunch time we were hearing how,

because they stood up for what was

right"'

wind up VP 4
Can I suggest that we wind up the

meeting?

runnlng up

{sth}
VP 2 I'm running up these debts"

{Det-the

l1l, a tll)
wind up

NP 2

...just look at it if we get. a wind up, if we,

a wind starts to blow it'l[ move a lot of

this...

a stand up NP 2 "has everybody got a stand up?

make up VP 2

Where was the little girl, or younger I

don't want to make up because, but now I

feeling I'm aged il, I should be wearing

some make up here"'

a (lousy)

turn up
NP I What a lousy turn up!

turned up

{nose}
NP I

I know Abbie's sort of like real sort of

turned up nose.

wind up AP 1r
Mine's a good old fashioned proper

mechanical wind up job yes.

8.go
go out VP 7tr

"'we'll go out and have a drink and have

a meal like"'

go up VP b/b
"'and in a time of rapid inflation, prices

go up, salaries go up"'

got in (swe,

srh)
VP 506

I'm not sure how they got in the shops.
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go away VP 345
And does this thing go away or does it

stay for?

go home VP 293
Or if you wanted to go home for Your

dinner"'

go up VP 288
.''we used to go up and work in some of

the mills.

go off VP 205
..'you get to the time when you're all

soing to get in the car and go off'

go in there VP t87
No somebodY could go in there who

betonged to the church anyway"'

"before You go to bed at night'go to bed VP 184

go there VP 165 And the lads were glad to go there'

let's go VP 161
You know I'm the one, Come on, let's go'

man.

here we go CA 148 Oh here we go, it's started, it's started'

"'l can go ahead as soon as I've got some

dates"'
go ahead VP 131

go up there VP r12
"'used to go uP there, and I was very

friendly with the old skipper there'

go to school VP t02,
My children do go to school and have

been for some months now'

go wrong VP 91
"'there are many different reasons why

things go wrong.

go along

with tsthl
VP 89

"'I could go along with that approach as

well.

go down

there
VP 88

So he says you ought to go down there'

you can mention mY name'

go again VP 86 You want to go again?

go for it VP 83
I'm sorry if you're interested in this then

so for it.

go upstairs VP B1
Right, I've got to go upstairs and put my

face on, very quicklY.

go along VP II
Right, we'll go along, we'll go the long

way.

go around VP t6 "'when I go around seeing the conditions'
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some of our people work in

go

it

through
VP 74

"'we could just go through it very

quickly.

go forward VP 66 'if those proposals go forward.

go outside VP 63 Well you can go outside in a few minutes.

go over

there
VP 59 How much does it cost to go over there?

go straight. VP 59
"'the wall just going to go straight across

the garden.

go with it VP 49
"'we should have the evidence to go with

ir.

let go VP 48 She's not gonna let go of it!

go that way VP 46
"'we can't go that way when we're not

staff

go now VP 46 We'll go now okay.

go

anywhere
VP 44

"'l can't possibly go anywhere during the

day on Wednesday.

in one go PP 43 "it should be done all in one go.

go any

further
VP JI Before we even go any further!

go ahead VP 36 Do we want them to go ahead without us.

go further VP 36
Could we go further and suggest why

they think that?

thave-

verb) {Det-

a [21]] go

at it

VP 32 Don't be frightened to have a go at it.

go straight VP 32 "we will go slraight into matters"

go ahead NP t7
"'it still depends on the government to

give the go ahead?

go away VP 6
I mean you could always go away on

holiday, if you'd [ike.

go with it VP 4 "'your hairstyle to go with it

go around NP i
"'whatever such programmes, there are

go around these days!
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9. now

10. said

a See the attached CD for more data.

right now AVP 274
"'What do you think they're doing all this

firing on us right now.

just now AVP 2t0 Well, I'm only nineteen just now!

here now AVP r28
We've got lovely young doctors here

now.

now and

again
AVP 113

Every now and again I think about it and

I'm deeply embarrassed.

{No.} years

now
NP 93

I mean I've stayed at home for nearly

four years now.

now now INT 53 "now now here we go.

for now PP 50 And you can use this little book for now.

go now VP 46 We'll go now okay.

going now VP 46 Are you going now?

by now PP 43 It could be anywhere by now.

from now

on
PP 43 From now on you'll see him taking a part.

up to now AVP 4l
That all sounds the best one up to now

doesn't it?

said well

(that, what)

{S V}

VP 1135
"'they said well it might take us two

days.

said to

{smo}
VP 1076

He said to me on the phone he didn't

know a great deal"'

said if {S
V}

VP 254
Rieht, if you, he said if you don't take it
you lose it, which is absolutely right.

said yes VP L77
Fifty three people have said yes, they've

been physically abused.

said yeah VP t2I You asked me if I wanted salt out and I

said yeah, so you don't get it out!

said

something
VP 9B She said something about changing it.

said

anything
VP 47 "nobody said anything at all
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Appendix 2

The frequency-ranked collocation list

I you know INT 27348

The big step is then getting the rest

of the Council to take it on board,

that's the big step, "'the

development budget there went on

projects for young people, you know,

so there are using there money.

z I think (that) CA 25862
I think I've still got the piece about

that.

J a bit NP 7766 Can you move round this side a bit?

4
(always t1551, never

[87]) used to tlNFi
VP 7663

We used to look forward to them

coming.

f as well AVP 5754
Can I just say something else as

well?

6 a lot of {N} NP 5750

I got a lot of letters from the

children there and which was very

gratifying.

nI
No. pounds

NP
5598

I'd also ask you to consider costs of

ten pounds.

I thank you VP 4789
Well thank you for that that's a very

good start to the evening.

v No. years NP 4237 I've done it for seven years.

10 in fact PP 3009

In fact, if the previous speaker has

complained about waiting in

patience, I have waited forty years

to tell this story in the assembly"'

li very much AVP 28 18

T2 No. pound NP 2719
I've got to take a taxi of one pound

forty a day to shop...

13 talking about {sth} VP 2489
It was a different from what you're

talking about.

14

(about [91]) No.

percent (of sth [580]

in sth [54], on sth

NP 2372
As I said, we've already got forLy

one percent of them"'
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[44], f.or sth [38])

I suppose (that) VP 228I
I suppose that was one way of

nothing being done.

16 at the moment PP 2776

Well I haven't done anything at the

moment because I didn't think it was

worth it actually.

17 a little bit NP 1935
And the other times your

concentration will drop a little bit.

18 looking at {sth} VP 1849
I think there's another way of

looking at that.

19 this morning AVP/NP 1846 Oh she was screaming this morning.

20 (not) any more AP 1793
"'women shouldn't have off days any

more.

27 come on INT 7778
No, it's not a verb, come on, what is

ir?

22 number No. NP 1661
Number six which is the thing that

we have to look at.

23 come in (swe, sth) VP 1571
We're about to finish, so please

come in.

24 come back VP 1547 We'll come back to you in a second.

25 have a look VP r471 You can go and have a look.

26 in terms of {sth} PP r463

I think it was one of the things which

never really took off in terms of the

accident.

27 last year AVP/NP 1347
That was last year or was that two

years ago?

28 so much AP/AVP 1334 He loved the sea so much.

29 No. years ago AVP 1314
That was last year or was that two

years ago?

30

{Det-the [879], this

[39], a [21]] county

council

NP t273

And we put in a report to the county

council in the morning saying there

was a fire.

31 this year AVP/NP r255
And these conditions apply from the

first of April of this year.

32 go back VP 1250 I must go back to the sea, she said,
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33 Iast night AVP/NP 7244 That's what I was doing last night.

34 rather than C/P t243
But I might do it by talking ro rhem

rather than by writing to them.

35 come oul VP r 163 I mean Henry won't come out

36 very good AP 1160
The weather was very good, wasn't

ir?

37
I hope (thar [455])

IN, S V}
CA 1155

Oh well I hope, I hope it goes right

tomorrow.
3B No. times NP 7t47 Three times a week perhaps?

39 that way NP I 145
".and I hope that I can train him to

keep it that way

40
said well (that, what)

{S V}
VP 1 135

'..they said well it misht take us two

days.

47
at the end (of sth 

I pp
1737D | 

-^ tr22
Okay, I'll give you time to fill that in
at the end.

42

{Der-thar [425], this

[1461, the [142]] sorr

of thine

NP 1113
That's the sort of thing that the

governmenl encouraged.

43
for example (if S V

l30l)
PP LTOT

For example, many people have four
weeks' holiday a year, but not many
people can take that four weeks all

in one go...

44 as far as C 1079

Br.rt of course as far as Britain was

concerned, this could only be

intervention against France.

45 said to {smo} VP 1076
He said to me on the phone he didn't

know a great deal...

46 mean (that) {S V} VP 1066
I mean that that's another alternative

is that we don't bother with pictures.

47
come on (to swe, smo

t65l)
VP 1059

Gary Mills who's missed half a
dozen games through injury is going

to come on now and he's going to

take the place of Neil Lewis.

48
{FREQUENCY,

QUANTITY) a week
NP 1056

I'm now sixty two and I go dancing

twice a week!
49 all the time NP LO44 ".what's up all the time?
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We just want to say thank You very

much to all of You for coming and

listening.
50 thank you very much VP 104 1

too much AP/AVP 1034 Too long, waste too much time'

52 over there AVP 1017
He's over there, he's runntng uP

through there"'

53
that sort (of sth

te53l)
NP 1016

"'and I were used to do that sort ol

work"'

54 lookine for {sth} VP 990 What are You looking for?

55
make sure (that

t3e4l) {s v}
VP 990

It is your responsibility to make sure

that money is Paid each and every

week.

very well AP/AVP 987 You can read verY well can't You?

57
tDet-the [47]] last

week
AVP/NP 956

The other thing that we mentioned

last week as well is the moral

message.-'

58 in the morning PP 952 And I'd started at six in the morning'

59
it seems {N, A, to

lNF. that S V)
cA I 945 It seems quite clear' I thought'

60 next week AVP/NP 940

I want you to bring it in its

compleLed state to next week's

lesson please?

61 a number of {sth} NP 929
Yeah, there are a number of courses

which you do.

62 out there AVP 929
Is there an audience for women's

football out there?

o,J what I mean CA 929 Do you know what I mean?

64 get in (swe, sth) VP 912
So you might want to remember that

when you get in there"'

65 find out {sth} VP 908
Do you think she's got something to

find out later on?

"'you know that this is the only

room available.66 know that (S V) VP 889

o/ leave it VP 886 Let's just leave it for the moment'

lf you've got PlentY of Products at
68 at home PP 884
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home, fine, use tiem, okay?

ov and so on CA 872

"'you know, brief films about

different countries and, political

systems and so on.

70
(about [226]) No.

minutes
NP db/

This device should give us a single

analysis in about five minutes rather

than ninety as at present as we don,t

need to separate the mixtures, we

can do the analysis directly.

7l (do) n't mind (sth) VP 862
I'll have one a little later if you don't

mind.

72 other people NP 839
"'you won't encourage other people

to send them mail..-
IJ not really AVP 837 Not really, can you?

74 talking to {smo} VP 829
And you're talking to your mate and

it's alljust happening by magic.

75 mind you INT 822
Mind you, you'd have to be quick,

wouldn't you?

76 want it VP 819
Mind, we wouldn't want it every

time.

77 much more AP/AVP 816
That's a much more accurate way of
finding the gradient.

78 looked at {sth} VP 805
Then I looked at it again and I

realized that it wasn't too hard.
79 the other one NP 805 What's the other one?

80

Gt l2O7), about

[110], till [50J, by

[24]] half past

No.1-12

NP 798
...we had to start at half past eight

and finish at six..'

81 some people NP 797 Some people use it as a perfume.

82 this week AVP/NP 794
Something that occurred to me this
week.

6J this time AVP/NP 787 I shall write it down this time.

84 very ntce AP 784

And even in just the police station, in

the small holding cells they have, it's
not very nice.
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B5 I see INT 756
Oh, I see, oh well in that case we

will view it"'
86 I bet (S V) VP 746 I bet you'll be proud of her!

87 these things NP 742
I'm just putting these things in your

mind lo put some doubt in your mind.

88 call it (A, N) VP 737 Could you call it beverage?

89 (be-verb) not sure AP 727
I'm not sure, I'm not sure they have

been there.

90 at the time PP 71,7
"'what's going on in England at the

time?

91 thought that {S V} VP 7t4

So I thought that there was plenty of

time as this is my first day off from

work.

92 going out VP 7L2 I'm going out now.

93 it comes CA 772
If you add all that up it comes to

about three million words.

94 go out VP 77r
"'we'll go out and have a drink and

have a meal like"'

95 quite a lot NP 7Ll
...people probably need quite a lot of

support.

96 even if C 707
But even if no one else can help, I

will take part in it.

97 last time AVP/NP 7Q4
Now what were we looking at last

time?

98 hang on VP 701 Actually, hang on!

99 believe that (S V, N) VP 696 Oh I can't believe that !

100

(be-verb, become-

verb) interested in

{sth}

VP 689

I'm more interested in the, the kind

of s so called philosophical ideas

that have been raised"'

101 I mean (if) {S V} VP 689

I mean if we're gonna discuss that

that needs lo be, you need to go

over that in more detail.

1.02
{Det-the [255]] onlv

one
NP 682 I was the only one who stood.

103 anything else NP 678 Anything else, yeah?
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104 go up VP 676
"'and in a time of rapid inflation,

prices go up, salaries go up...
105 listen to {smo, sth} VP 674 Listen to these words.

106
(for [215]) a long

time (aeo [78])
NP 666

I haven't seen one of them for a long

time

ro7 find ir (A) VP 656 I find it extraordinary.

108
in the middle (of sth

t3421)
PP 652

...he could have sunk in the middle of
a gully or something.

109
(with [26], in [24]) atl

sorts (of sth [530])
NP 650 ..it can be all sorts of funny things.

110
{Det-the [590]] other

day
AVP/NP 650 I only asked him the other dav...

111 see if {S V} VP 643 We'll have [o see if we can or not.

rr2 in front of {smo, sth} PP 642
You have all the documents in front
of you.

113 nex[ year AVP/NP bdy
This should be brought up to date

for next year.

114 looks like tN, S Vl VP 638 It looks like an allergic rash.

115 one thing I Np bJd
Can I just ask one thing if we've

finished?

116
agree with {smo, sth-

that [154], it [21]]
VP 632 Anybody agree with that?

r17 coming in (swe, sth) VP 629
There might be a security camera

there that catches them coming in.

118 as well as ClP 620
"'other schools in the area used to

use this facility as well as we did.

119

iDet-the [2721, a

[225]] new

settlement

NP 616

"'the District Council considers it
essential that there is a new

settlement to take that amount of
housing that cannot be

accommodated within the Southern

Ryedale area.

I20 every time AVP o1c
Every time you've done the chip-pan
fire I've always missed out.

I2l use it VP 615
Right, well you , how you going to

use it?
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122

(do) n't worry (about

sth- it [158], that

t73l)

VP 606 Don't worry about that.

r23 Lhis afternoon AVP/NP 600
I'm hoping he will ring me this

afternoon.

t24 (in [432]) this country NP 599
And when did you come to live in

this country?

t25 bir AP/AVP 596

Now we'll talk a bit more about

signals because presently we're

going to have a look at a a little bit

of video which is showing

commentary.

r26 come here VP 595 You can come here any time.

r27
{Det-the t561li other

side
NP 594

I could reach the bottom when I got

to the other side.

128 shut up VP 590 I will answer if you shut up .

729 sit down VP 590
'.'will you sit down for two more

minutes.

130 like it VP 589 I quite like it.

131 pick up {smo, sth} VP 589
Now pick up the important ones, sort

out your priorities.

132 in a minute PP 585
I'm gonna to speak to you in a

minute.

133 (for [46]) the week NP 582
That was my achievements for the

week.

134 at night PP 578
On the other hand, at six o'clock at

night I've gone home.

135 (a [435]) sood idea NP 577 That's a good idea.

136 (oh ta26l) my sod INT 575 My God, will it really cost this much?

r37
very difficult (N, P, to

INF)
AP 569

They find it very difficult to manage

a budget.

138 something else NP 567
Can I just say something else as

well?

139 very lmporhnt AP 563
And the names in the story are very

important.
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140
(on

side

t1711) the other
NP 561

And then I forgot to wipe the other

side

t4r up there AVP 560
There he is up there, wanted for

sabotage.

r42 the number of {sth} NP 559

You only have to look at the number

of visitors going to places such as

Nepal to see the increase there"'

143 somebody else NP 556 Let's ask somebody else, shall we?

t44 many people NF 555
"'how many people have walked

out"'

145 my lord (Mayor [85]) INT 551

My Lord Mayor, I started by saying

how angry and dismayed I was on

the twenty fourth of July.

r46 as soon as 546
I want you to do it as soon as

possible!

747 no way NP 542
There's no way of removing the

tape.

148 get out VP 540
...that was the only way that these

children were able to get out!

149 came in (swe, sth) VP 537

I was alright when I first came in

because I'm under the doctor under

the hospital at the moment.

150 at school PP 533
If you got in trouble at school, you

got in trouble at home.

151 get rid of {sth} VP 531

L52 on Lop (of sth t3591) PP 528

I mean you're never going to control,

you're never going to be on top of

ir.'.

153 every day AVP/NP 527
I mean if you bank every day it costs

you a fortune.

154 of the day PP 522

...anybody can come into this

building at virtually any time of the

day or evening"'

155 excuse me VP 52r Excuse me for a moment.

156
remember that (S V,

N)
VP 520

I think, we must remember that

cigarettes are a drug.
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(at [459]) the same

time
NP 519

And if we all talk at the same time,

he can't hear anything.

158 go round VP 519
Go round and ask everybody in the

area.

159 live in {swe} VP 519 Do your children still live in Harlow?

160 other things NP 515
What other things did you do at this

school?

161 keep it (AV, A) VP 507
How did they keep it cool on the

boat?

r62 one day AVP 507
One day she said, I'll become the

queen"'

163 got in (swe, sth) VP 506
I'm not sure how they got in the

shops.

164 in other words PP s02
In other words it could be correct

me if I'm wrong

165 read it VP 500 You can read it if you've got time.

166 in the past PP 497
We have had that in the past, haven't

we?

167 $n [aa?l) those days NP 496
Oh yes, it was marvellous, that's how

they used to make it, in those days.

168
fiust t32l) carry on

(with sth [45], sth)
VP 496

We cannot carry on increasing water

service charges by ten to fifteen

percent, year in and year out.

169
{Det-the [476]] onlv

thing
NP 496

...the only thing to bear in mind is

that. we should be a little bit careful

with the changing environment...

170 that. much AP/AVP 496
But I don't think they change that

much.

177 at that time PP 493
Tell me something of the hours you

used to work at that time.

172 say well (that) {S V} VP 49r
Of course, they'll say well there's no

demand.

773 going back VP 490
So we'll have to, I think, keep going

back to these throughout the year"'

174 work out tsthl VP 4,89
I'm not trying to make it hard for

you, I'm trying to work out what is
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useful for you"

775 of time PP 488
"'l think that wouid be a better use

of time.

176 these people NP 488
"'how many of these people ever

travel by bus"'

t77 (be-verb) set up (sth) VP 487 I want to set up the printer.

178 at No. o'clock PP 483
I 'm able to run about banging doors

at four o'clock in the morning.

r79 some tlme NP 483
I think it would have to be some time

this week.

180
this sort (of sth

t45el)
NP 483

In black wool, navy or this sort of

colour,

181 at work PP 481
He was always at work, always

Sunday.

182
{be-verb} aware of

{sth}
VP 478 Were you aware of that?

183 no problem NP 478 There's no problem!

184
went out (to swe

t5el)
VP 478

There were animals who lived in the

forest who went ouL hunting only at

night.

185 {S V} and yet {S V} C 475

You're not so relaxed that you want

to do this but you're relaxed and yet

you're happy with life as well.

186 get back VP 470

...the men mainly wanted to get back

to work. because they saw time

mnning out.

187 know it VP 469
It doesn't really worry me whether

you know it or not.

188 soeak to {smo} VP 469
Shall I speak to Paula about that

then?

189
not necessarily (V, A,

N, P)
AVP 468

...actually that's not necessarily

[rue.''

190 seen it VP 468 You haven't seen it?

191 golng up VP 467

He said, Look up there, and you'll

see a crane, he says, We're going up

that ladder.
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193
{Det-ttrc [372]] other

thins
I\IP 466

Ttre sthen ltring we're lsokirtg at" o,f

c6urse, is your tecboique as a driver.

19,3 No- days NP 466
lVe arranged it ttrno days or three

d4ys.,.,

194 goes on VP 46El

.."it shows that wefre reeeptive to

people's r.l€€ds and w€ eare about

what goes on.

195 this way NP 460
'lMe shouldn't be allqwed to pre,sent

anirr,nls in this way.

1e6 Iarcr on AVP 46V
Oh tr see $o you a-re,going out with

hirn later on?

LgT rno,re or less AY.P 457

I tbink last yean rnore br lless, show.s

tbat we really have to coneentrate

on oxle

L98 listening to tsrno, sth] VF 456 I',ur listening to somebody else now.

19.9 no good NP 45,5 If's no good

204 went dovim VP 454
'[Vell, I weut down and hael a ls-sk at

it as a kid, you know.

C Se-e fte :ittached CD tOr rm"ore dela-
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Appendix 3-1

The top 50 collocational groups from the top 150

content pivot words based on the 10 million word spoken section of the BNC

I you know INT 27348

The big step is then getting the rest

of the Council to take it on board,

that's the big step, "'the

development budget there went on

projects for young people, you

know, so there are using there

money.

2 I think ftha) INT/CA 25862

And I think that the last year has

actually improved the attendance at

the theatre"'

3 a bit AVP/NP 7766 Can you move round this side a bit?

A.f as well AVP 5754
Can I just say something else as

well?

5 a lot of {N} NP 5750

I got a lot of letters from the

children there and which was very

grati,fying.

6 No. pounds NP 5598
I'd also ask you to consider costs of

ten pounds.

7 thank you VP 4789
Well thank you for that that's a very

good start to the evening.

I (for) No. years NP/PP 4237 I've done it for seven years.

I in fact AVP/PP 3009

In fact, if the previous speaker has

complained about waiting in

patience, I have waited forty years

to tell this story in the assembly"'

10 very much AP/AVP 28L8
...the water temperatures didn't

change very much.

11 No. pound NP 27r9
['ve got to take a taxi of one pound

forty a day to shop...

T2 talking about {sth} VP 2489
It was a different from what you're

talking about.
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13 at the moment PP 2176

Well I haven't done anything at the

moment because I didn't think it was

worth it actually.

T4 a little bit AVP/NP 1935
And the other times your

concentration will drop a little bit.

15 looking at {sth} VP 1849
I think there's another way of

looking at. that.

16 this morning AVP/NP 1846 Oh she was screaming this morning.

L7 (not) any more AP/AVP 1793
"'women shouldn't have off days

any more.

18 come on INT 7778
No,

iL?

it's not a verb. come on. what is

19 number No. NP 1661
Number six which is the thing that

we have to look at.

20 come in (swe) VP 757r
We're about to finish, so please

come in.

2I come back VP r547
"'you can come back in a minute

and see if it's what you think.

22 have a look VP t47r You can go and have a look.

23
(Det-the [86D ]ast

year
AVP/NP r347

That was lasl year or was that two

years ago?

24 so much AP/AVP 1334 He loved the sea so much.

25 No. years ago AVP i3 14
That was last year or was that two

years ago?

26

{Det-the [879], this

[39], a [21]] county

council

NP 1273

And we put in a report to the county

council in the morning saying there

was a fire.

27 this year AVP/NP 1255
And these conditions apply from the

first of April of this year.

28 go back VP 1250 I must go back to the sea, she said.

29 last night AVP/NP r244 That's what I was doing last night.

30
{Det-the [1178J, a

t30l) fact that {S V}
NP 1208

And the fact that the license is not

in puts you in difficulty!

31 come out VP 1 163 I mean Henry won't come out

32 very good AP 1 160 The weather was very good, wasn't
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ir?

33 No. times NP 7147 Three times a week perhaps?

34 (in) that way AVP/NP 1 145
"'and I hope that I can train him to

keep it that way

35
said well (that, what)

{S V}
VP 1135

"'they said well it might take us two

days.

36
at the end (of sth

t7s7D
PP 1122

Okay, I'll give you time to fill that in

al the end.

37

{Det-that [425], *ris

t1461, the Ir42]]
sort of thing

NP 1113
That's the sort of thing that the

government enc ouraged.

J6 mean (that) {S V} VP 1066

I mean that that's another

alternative is that we don't bother

with pictures.

39 come on VP 1059
Yeah now I'll come on to that in a

minute.

40
TFREQUENCY,

QUANTITY) a week
AVP/NP 1056

I'm now sixty two and I go dancing

twice a week!

41 all the time AVP/I{P ro44 "what's up all the time?

42 thank you very much VP i04 I
We just want to say thank you very

much to all of you for coming and

listening.

43 too much (N) AVP/AP 1034 Too long, waste too much time.

44 over there AVP 1017
He's over there, he's running up

through there"'

45 that sort (of sth) NP 1016
"'and I were used to do that sort of

work"'

46 Iooking for {sth} VP 990 What are you looking for?

47
make sure (that) {S

V}
VP 990

It is your responsibility to make

sure Lhat money is paid each and

every week.

48 very well AP/AVP 987 You can read very well can't you?

49
(be-verb) said to

{smo}
VP 985

He said to me on the phclne he

didn't know a great deal"'

50 (Det-the [47D last AVP/NP 956 The other thing that we mentioned
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week last week as well is the moral

message"'

a The 15 italicised items Jzou know, as well, very much, etc are included in both

lists.
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Appendix 3-2

The top 50 collocational groups from the top 150 content pivot words based on

the 10 million word written corpus (including ACE, Brown, LOB, FROWN, FLOB,

Kolhapur, WW corpora and 3 million token texts from the BNC written section)

1 of course ]NT 2698

During the hottest part of the

day, of course, the sun comes

straight down...

2 as well as C/P 1979

...it is lime to start making

decisions on a political as well

as a financial basis.

J in tact AVP/PP 1679

In facl, however, both

principles have always been

nebulous and loosely defined.

4 I think fthat) INT/CA 1565
I think that it reminded us, we

used to be friends.

5
{Det-the [1351J, a

t28l] fact that {S V}
NP r482

It was even more annoying to

have to face the fact that he

didn't stop thinking about her.

a
tthe [209], smo's, A]

way to {lNF}
NP r467

Politics means the way to rule a

country. But a country is made

up of people.

said that (N, S V) VP 1345

The spokesman said that the

interview had been conducted

six months ago"'

8 a number of {sth} NP 1313
I only found a number of heads

lurned in my direction.

I (foil No. years NP/PP r287
The house they have lived in for

four years is spacious.

10 so much AVP/AP 1238

There is so much talk about

planning but so little visible

evidence of it.

11 (No) years ago AVP 7233
I met Perrig in Switzerland

more than two years ago.

12 away from {swe, sth} AVP 1220 Harry had a dreadfully mangled
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finger, which would have kept

most men away from work.

13 this year AVP/NP 1 156

One study this year indicated

that the nutritional value of

refugee rations is less than"'

t4 know that (N, S V) VP 1104
He didn't even know that she

was there.

15 you know INT to74
"This sounds like nonsense. I am

a comic artist, you know."

16 each other AVP TQ42

Twelve years ago Mary and

Daniel fell in love with each

other.

T7
(Det-the (5il) last

year
NP ro27

The baseball team had their

awards banquet here last year.

18 look at {sth} VP 981 "Look at me. I'm interesting"

19 the number of {sth} NP 949

The number of books issued has

dropped by 10,000 compared

with last year.

20 say that (N, S V) VP 932

It is too much to say that now a

new sense of beauty has

overtaken our congregations"'

27 just as ClP 923

...but only glad to know that she

kissed in the Western fashion

and not just as Moslems do.

22 as well AVP 917

...they found they were being

helped and were helping others

as well.

23
at the end (of sth

t7e7l)
PP 877

There was something else, a
grey shadow at the end of his

bed.

24 even if C 862

Even if there are no livestock,

the farmer cannot leave the farm

for long periods"'

25 at home PP 839
This had influenced her decision

to stay at home.

26 this time AVP/NP 839 This time justice has been done
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I

I

I

l

I

27 in the world PP 828

My child and my wife are

most important things in

world to me.

the

the

28 very much AP/AVP 823
It sounds very much like Hindi

spoken with a bad accent.

29
(in [370], for [231])

No. days
NP/PP 799

He expects to be out in two or

three days if all goes well.

30 (the) only one (N) NP 796
The only one I liked was my

mate. Rob.

3l at the same time PP 778
The two events are taking place

at the same time.

32 much more (A. N) AP/AVP Ito
We shall have to face the issue

of Maori sovereignty much more

openly if we are to cope with it.

33 at the time (of sth) PP 765

I intend to make clear that

Administration followed

prudent policy toward Iraq at

time...

the

a

the

34 too much (N) AVP/AP 764 She meant too much to me.

35 Iast nisht AVP/NP 755
Anna said, "Where were you

last night?"

36 so many (N) AVP/AP 721
At best these plays may be said

to be successful attempts.

JI (be-verb) set up (srh) VP 7TT

A Parlamentary Committee had

been set up in 1945 to consider

the question"'

J6 in No. years PP 707

And in ten years the average

height of a ten - year - old has

increased by half an inch"'

39

tDet-the t2L4), a

[ 158] , smo's] (A)

state of {sth}

NP 705
The answer depends upon the

state of our consciousness.

40 any other {N} NP 672

This is not an investigation

conducted on mice, monkey,

guinea pig, or rabbit or any other

small animal.
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41 so far .q,VP 660
I{ks. Gand}ii has not, so far,

made such a gesture.

42

on {Det-the [?69J,

srno'e) way GV, to
swe)

PP 642
The next morring, Gnry droBped

by trer plaee on his- way to wor}i

43 w€nt on tN, verb-ingl YF 695

Through a rni-st of tears she went

on srniling - the r.nost wonderful

smile I'd evef s-een,

44 think of {sth} VP 629 uWell, what did rrou think of it?"

45 err,en thoUgh C 628

This is true ev'en tbough r$e may

be exposed to it for only a fenr

hours e\r€ry now all-d then.

46 for th€ first time FP 620

He turned the key softly in the

loek for the first time since he'd

strept in this house;

+7 qne day AwNP 6t2
One day,, while teachlne, he

suddenly fettdtzzy.

48 thor-rght that (N, S V) v€ b65
T y all thone,ht that he was

rieh and lazy.

49 a'l[ nieht ar 879 EveryJhins willlr e all right.

50
(Dct*the IXSI last

wtnk
AUf'A{P 564

Lucy and I went out last week

and bought it" seeretllr.
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Appendix 5

Predictability of English Collocations in Korean

The following 50 items are English collocations which are all included in the most

frequent 500 collocations of English. The purpose of this survey is to examine if native

or near-native speakers of English recognise the difficulty of English collocations for

learners of English. You are not expected to know Korean. We want to find out if
people can guess which collocations are predictable or not. If you think the collocation

in column 2 could be translated word for word into Korean, enter the letter P for

Predictable in column 4. For example, next year in Korean is translated by the Korean

word for next. and the Korean word for year. It is not necessary for the English and

Korean expression to have exactly the same word order. The verb is located at the

end of the sentence in Korean. For example, go home has the Korean eqrivalenL d4/
zlc/ (home go), so it is predictable in Korean. On the other hand, if you think that

Koreans might express this another way, enter the letter U for Unpredictable in the

fourth column. For example, strong coffee is the same as thick coffee in Korean, so it

is unpredictable in Korean. One more thing we should note is that only the bold

italicised phrases in the second column are collocations to focus on. For example, the

word the of "the county council' only shows a grammatical feature and it could be

replaced by other words such as a, this, or that, so you should focus only on "county

council',

Collocations Sample sentences
P (-redictables) /
U (-npredictables)

I I think I think I've still got the piece about that.

2 a bit Can you move round this side a Dr?

J come back

+ the county council
We put in a report to the county council

tr three times Three times a week perhaps?

come on

Gary Mills who's missed half a dozen

games thror-rgh injury is going to come

oI, now"'

looking for What are you looking fofl
B this year These conditions apply from the first of
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April of this year.

Lt don't mind
I'll have one a Iittle later if you don't

mind.

10 I see
.Isee, oh well, in that case we will view

ir..-

11 thought that I thought thatthere was plenty of time"'
to
L4 hang on Actually, hang on!

13 find it I find it extraordinary.

14 this afternoon "he will ring me this afternoon.

15 Iike it I quite like it
16 many people "how many people have walked out"

17 my lord
My LordMayor, I started by saying how

angry and dismayed I was"'

18 one day One dayshe said, I'll become the queen.

l9 the only thins

...the only thincto bear in mind is that

we should be a little bit careful with the

changing environment...

20 set up I want to sel up the printer.

27 going up We're Soing up that ladder.

22 this way
We shouldn't be allowed to present

animals in this way.

23 thinkine of I'm just thinkins o/myself really.

24 for people
"some of the treatments that were

available for peoplel

25 over here Why don't you wander over herd?

26 cannot afford
You cannot aftord to make mistakes like

that on aircraft!

27 next door That was next door to the tannerY.

28 at the top ..we lived at the topof the second hill

29 any way
Would that in any way affect what's

happening now?

30 it depends on
..it depends on your attitude towards

food.

31 in particular
We were thinking about coffee at the

time rn particular"
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32 what's happening
He's going to phone them up Monday

and see what's happeru'w.

JJ next time Next time I go to see a doctor.

34 comes out I'll see Dougie when he comes out

35 get up "often used to get up in the morning"'

36
both teachers and

pupils

"'in order to provide maximum

stimulation for both teachers aadpupils,

JI really nice It is really nice"'

38 at quarter to tour I got back aL quarter to tour.

39 quite happy She's gzr?e happy.

40 hold on Hold on a secondl

4T eat it Don't you want to eat if?

42 going round
['ve not seen this wagon going round

so frequently as it used to.

43 aL this stage
So we don't really need to consider that

at this stag:e.

44 the whole lot of
I had to look through the whale lot of

them.

45 on page eight Those are actually listed oa page eight

46 said if S Y He said if you don't take it you lose it

47 on the other hand
On the other hand. we realize how

difficult it is to use the law.

48 up to you That's entirely up to you"

49 city council
I can tell you that Birmingham Cr'fy

Council told me this"'

50 have no idea I have no idea.

1) What languages do you know?

2) Have you studied Korean at all?

3) Are you a native speaker of Enelish?

o You can comment on why you chose P or U for some specific items if you want.
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